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The World Health Organisa-
tion warned that within two
months10,000 new cases of
Ebola could emerge each week
in west Africa unless the inter-
national effort to tackle its
spread is stepped up. The first
infections in the United States
were reported: two nurses in
Dallas who contracted Ebola
after caring for a patient there.
A medical worker died in
Berlin after being flown in
from Liberia. More airports
and hospitals increased their
screening procedures. Record-
ed Ebola cases reached some
9,000 and deaths neared
4,500, though the actual total is
much higher. 

Following the refusal by Amer-
ica’s Supreme Court to hear
appeals against same-sex
marriage, courts in Alaska
and North Carolina struck
down bans in those states on
gay couples getting hitched.
The Supreme Court also
turned down another request
to hear an appeal against gay
marriage, this time from Idaho. 

An “extraordinary synod” of
Catholic bishops meeting at
the Vatican produced a shift
towards conciliatory language
on homosexuality, as well as
recognition of the “positive
aspects ofcivil unions and
cohabitation” among hetero-
sexual couples. 

Evo sticks
Leftist leaders across Latin
America hailed the re-election
by a big margin ofBolivia’s
president, Evo Morales, who
said that his third-term win
was a “triumph for anti-impe-
rialists and anti-colonialists”.
He promised that he would
not stand for a fourth term.

Authorities in Venezuela
arrested two people on suspi-
cion of the recent killing of
Robert Serra, a popular young
pro-government politician. But
this did little to lift the veil of
mystery over the crime.

Mexico was still gripped by
horror over the disappearance
in the southern town of Iguala
of43 student teachers, even
though the authorities finally
announced that the 28 semi-
charred corpses found in the
area were not related to the
case. Colleagues, relatives and
friends of the missing students
staged violent protests in their
home state ofGuerrero. 

Marina Silva, who was
knocked out in the first round
ofBrazil’s presidential elec-
tion, endorsed the centre-
right’s Aécio Neves over Dilma
Rousseff, the incumbent, for
the run-offon October 26th. 

We band of brothers
Protesters in Hong Kong con-
tinued to blockroads to press
their demands for free elec-
tions for the city’s leadership
in 2017. Having largely stood
back in recent days, the police
started removing barricades
and arrested dozens ofpeople.
The demonstrators, though
much reduced in number,
remain defiant, despite tough
rhetoric from Chinese officials
and media in Beijing. 

State-controlled media in
North Korea reported public
appearances by the country’s
leader, Kim Jong Un. His pro-
longed absence from public
view has fuelled speculation
about his physical and politi-
cal health. Photographs were
released ofMr Kim, though it
was not clear when they were
taken. Meanwhile generals
from North and South Korea

met for their first military talks
in three years. There was little
sign ofprogress. 

China and Russia signed
dozens ofagreements on
co-operation in energy, trade
and finance during a trip to
Moscow by China’s prime
minister, Li Keqiang. They
include a currency swap worth
150 billion yuan ($25 billion),
which the two countries hope
will reduce dependence on the
dollar. The deals are a sign of
China’s indifference to West-
ern sanctions on Russia.

Turkey has its own agenda
Fighters from Islamic State (IS)
seized an army base in Iraq’s
Anbar province and advanced
on Amariya al-Fallujah, a
strategic town 40km west of
Baghdad. Fighting continued
between IS and Kurdish forces
around the Syrian town of
Kobane, on the Turkish border.
Turkey, meanwhile, refused to
grant America permission to
use NATO bases to conduct air
strikes against IS. Instead
Turkish jets bombed the Kur-
distan Workers’ Party near the
Iraqi border, the first such
military action since peace
talks with the Kurdish rebels
began two years ago. 

An English-language propa-
ganda magazine published by
IS confirmed that it has
enslaved Yazidi women and
children. The article offered
several religious justifications
for this, among them the claim
that it would halt debauchery. 

International donors promised
to give $5.4 billion in aid to
help rebuild Gaza after the
conflict between Hamas and
Israel in July and August. 

Unrest broke out on the most
important of Jerusalem’s holy
sites, which is known as al-
Aqsa to Muslims and as the
Temple Mount to Jews. Israeli
police refused to allow Mus-
lims under the age of50 on to
the site. The protests come
amid increasing demands by
religious Jews to be allowed to
pray there.

Mozambique held a mostly
peaceful election. It was the

most strongly contested ballot
since independence from
Portugal in 1975.

Nationalists’ day

Violence erupted outside the
Ukrainian parliament in Kiev
as politicians rejected giving
official recognition to the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army,
partisan fighters who allied
with the Nazis to fight the
Soviet army during the second
world war. Ukraine’s two
biggest ultranationalist groups
denied that they had instigated
this week’s disturbances. 

The UK Independence Party
won its first seat in the House
ofCommons after an MP who
had switched from the Conser-
vatives won a by-election. The
rise ofUKIP, which wants to
curb immigration and leave
the European Union, has
confused already messy pre-
dictions about the outcome of
May’s general election. 

Artur Mas, the president of
Spain’s Catalonia region, said
a vote on independence
would go ahead on November
9th but would be non-binding.
The vote was suspended by
the constitutional court in
Madrid last month. 

Viktor Orban, Hungary’s
prime minister, scored another
big victory, this time in local
elections. His Fidesz party
came first in most cities, win-
ning big in Budapest.

A football match between
Serbia and Albania in Bel-
grade, the Serbian capital, was
abandoned when fighting
broke out between players,
fans and team officials. The
brawl was sparked by a drone
that flew over the stadium
bearing a banner with the
insignia ofGreater Albania. 

Politics

The world this week
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Other economic data and news
can be found on pages 92-93

An autumn chill cooled global
markets as the recent run of
gloomy data on the world
economy unsettled investors.
Stockmarkets continued to fall
heavily, with the S&P 500

index hitting its lowest point
since April. The VIX index, a
measure ofstockmarket vola-
tility commonly referred to as
the “fear gauge”, soared to its
highest point since the depths
of the euro-zone crisis in 2012. 

Good for motorists though
The plunging oil price also
rattled markets. Brent crude fell
by almost $4 dollars a barrel
on October14th after the Inter-
national Energy Agency sharp-
ly lowered its forecast ofworld
oil demand. The price has
tumbled since the summer to
less than $85, the lowest since
2010. A combination of low
demand and abundant sup-
plies has driven the swift
decline, and caught OPEC on
the hop. The oil group’s mem-
bers disagree about whether to
reduce output in order to boost
prices, with Saudi Arabia
resisting a cut. 

Germany contributed to the
week’s despondent mood by
slashing its growth forecasts to
1.2% this year and 1.3% for 2015.
The calls are growing louder
for Angela Merkel, Germany’s
chancellor, to introduce stimu-
lus measures to stop Europe’s
biggest economy from sliding
into recession. 

At the other end of the euro-
zone spectrum, the yield on
Greek ten-year sovereign
bonds rose above 7% for the
first time since March. Greece
wants to leave its bail-out
programme early, but polls
show the reform-minded

government ofAntonis Sama-
ras trailing badly ahead of a
possible election in early 2015. 

Retail sales in America were
weaker than forecast in Sep-
tember, adding to worries
about the economy. Walmart
reduced its sales forecast for
this year and said it would not
open as many new big stores
next year as it had hoped. 

Britain’s inflation rate fell to
1.2%, a five-year low, and the
unemployment rate dropped
to 6%, a six-year low. With
inflation in September below
the BankofEngland’s target of
2% for the ninth consecutive
month, and wage growth
remaining weak, markets are
betting that interest rates will
not rise until June.

Volte-face
AbbVie’s board announced
that it would recommend
shareholders to vote against its
proposed $54 billion takeover
ofShire because of the
tougher rules on tax inversion
deals recently introduced by
the American government.
AbbVie had insisted that its
main interest in Shire was its
pipeline ofnew biopharma-
ceuticals, and not the benefits
from Britain’s lower corporate-
tax rate. Shire’s share price
swooned. 

Responding to international
pressure to curb its company-
tax-haven status, Ireland decid-
ed to phase out the “Double
Irish” loophole where roy-
alties on intellectual property
can escape tax by being shifted
between Irish subsidiaries.
Google, Facebook, Starbucks
and others have all benefited
from the arrangement.

America’s big banks reported
earnings for the third quarter.
Legal costs at JPMorgan Chase
(where Jamie Dimon is back in
charge after his treatment for
cancer), Citigroup and Bank of
America ate into profits. BofA
eked out just $168m in net
income after booking
expenses related to its $16.7
billion settlement with the
government for selling toxic
mortgage products. Wells
Fargo beat them all with a $5.7
billion profit. 

Canadian Pacific Railway
pondered a takeover ofCSX,
which operates freight routes
in roughly the eastern third of
the United States. A merger
would combine CSX’s oper-
ations with CP’s rail network
in the upper Midwest and
Canada’s lower provinces,
regions riding high on the back
of the energy boom. But the
boss ofCSX is not keen on
railway mergers, arguing that

consolidation would do little
to relieve the rising rail-traffic
congestion.

IndiGo, a low-cost airline in
India, ordered 250 A320neo
jets with a list price of$25.7
billion from Airbus, which the
European aerospace company
described as its single largest
order ofaircraft to date. 

Netflix’s share price fell sharp-
ly after it gained fewer sub-
scribers in the third quarter
than it had hoped and lowered
its outlookfor the fourth quar-
ter. It also faces a new chal-
lenge from HBO, which an-
nounced that it will offer a
streaming service next year
over the internet for (mostly
young) people who have
neither cable or satellite TV.

Putting on the Ritz
A state government report into
Airbnb’s home letting service
in New Yorkcalled for more
regulation of the sharing econ-
omy, after finding that 72% of
its listings in the city were
illegal and broke one code or
another. It also found a notable
concentration ofmultiple
properties let by the same
individuals; 6% of landlords
took37% of the revenue. 

Business

The VIX

Source: Thomson Reuters
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IN SEPTEMBER 1976 scientists
in Antwerp received a Ther-

mos out of Yambuku, in what
was then Zaire, with two sam-
ples from a nun who was fatally
ill. One of the vials had
smashed, but after scooping the
other out of a pool of icy water,

blood and broken glass, they discovered that they were han-
dlinga deadlyand unknown virus. To spare Yambukufrom in-
famy, they named the infection after a local river, the Ebola.

The next 36 years saw about 20 Ebola epidemics. Each was
in a village or small town in central Africa and subsided after
claiming fewer than 300 lives. Today’s crisis is ofa different or-
der. It has struck down three countries—Guinea, Liberia and
Sierra Leone—with a combined population of over 20m. Al-
most 4,500 deaths have been recorded: the actual total is much
larger. The epidemic is still rampant, destroying communities
as it goes. It has spread sporadically to other African countries
and to Spain and America.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) fears up to 10,000
new victims a week by December, perhaps 70% of whom will
die. Its chief calls the epidemic “the most severe acute public-
health emergency in modern times”. Now that the world has
woken up to the danger, the task is to stop the toll reaching
hundreds of thousands, if not millions. That is feasible only
with sustained international collaboration. And so far, col-
laboration is something the response has tragically lacked.

This time it’s different
Like any epidemic, Ebola is best stopped early. It kills health
workers by exposing them to patients who, by the end, exude
up to ten litres ofvirus-laden fluids a day. The number of infec-
tions seems to be doublingevery two to fourweeks. As health-
care workers fall ill and the infection grows exponentially, a
society’s defences against Ebola are rapidly overwhelmed.

This time the response has been fatally slow. One reason is
that an Ebola epidemic had never been seen in that part of Af-
rica. The disease may also have been helped by urbanisation
and development, which strengthen the transport links that
shuttle virus from villages to the town and back into uninfect-
ed country. Perhaps it was only a matter of time before Ebola
would find its way into a slum too chaotic and vast to cope. 

Recrimination is for later. The effort now must go into de-
fending against Ebola’s spread. The disease poses only a slight
riskin rich countries, because tracing, diagnosingand isolating
scattered cases iswithin the scope oftheirhealth systems. Offi-
cials are minimising the threat by screening travellers, though
apparently healthy people can be incubating Ebola. 

But to quarantine an entire chunk of west Africa would be
both wrong and futile. Borders would be permeable. People
would flee and pay bribes. As the virus conquered west Africa
unchecked, more untraceable emigrants would carry it inside
theirbodies. When the epidemic spread, would you then slam
the door on Ivory Coast and Nigeria? Dhaka? Mumbai?

The wayto make the world safe isvigilance outside westAf-

rica and to drain the reservoir of infection within it. Because
the disease kills fast and spreads only via direct contact with
body fluids, patients infect an average of just 1.5-2.2 others. If
you reduce that ratio, the epidemic will slow; if you can get it
below one, it will subside (see page 59).

Science can help. If instant-diagnosis kits work, health-care
workers can isolate patients early on, when the disease is hard
to tell from malaria or cholera. Eventually, new vaccines could
offer protection for the general population—though they will
not be ready for many months. Instead the first doses should
be used to try to ensure that medical staff are safe, helping to
eliminate today’sgrave shortage ofpeople willing to put them-
selves forward as carers. Other ideas include new antiviral
medicine. Serum from survivors is promising, too: more could
be done to get it to patients. But different treatments need to be
tested againsteach other in a systematicwayto see which ones
workand which will not. 

A bad feeling
In the meantime, the world must strive to turn back Ebola the
old-fashioned way. The WHO has set the goal: 70% of burials
mustbe safe and 70% ofcases isolated locallyor in clinics, both
within 60 days. It is a daunting task.

The plan will fail if people mistrust health advice. But fear
and suspicion spread even faster than the virus. Some who try
to teach people about the disease have been attacked. Conspir-
acy theories are rife. Some try to avoid the stigma of Ebola, by
pretending they have caught something else. There is a black
market in death certificates, so that families can bury their
members in local graves. The good news is that safer behav-
iour is spreading—in the way people greet each other, and in
rapid burials that shun rituals of touching and kissing. 

The plan will also fail without more treatment centres. Li-
beria has 620 beds but needs five times that number—and the
demand is growing exponentially. By one reckoning, a 70-bed
clinic costs $1m a month to run and needs two to three staff for
each patient. America, Britain and the World Bank have be-
tween them promised almost $2 billion. Pledges are coming in
fast. If more cash is needed, it will be found. Much harder is to
get the treatment centres rapidly built, supplied and staffed.

In desperation, planners are resorting to makeshift clinics
and training local people to mind them—one idea is to recruit
survivors, who have immunity. For the moment, more pa-
tients will use these than proper centres. Untested, and clearly
second-best, their success will depend on how well the au-
thorities can explain how to treat the sick. Nobody can say
how easy that will be. It has never been tried.

Ebola infects everything. People keep away from fields and
markets—so the price of cassava has more than doubled and
there is a risk of hunger. Children are orphaned, businesses
close, political and tribal resentments flare up. All that will
only make Ebola harder to beat. It is a test for the people of
west Africa. But it is also a test for a globalising world. The
slums ofFreetown are closer to the streets ofLondon than they
have ever been. Some, like Cuba and Médecins Sans Fron-
tières, have risen to the occasion. Too many still have not. 7

The war on Ebola

To win it requires a much largereffort in west Africa than the outside world has so farpledged
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IN 2010, when Brazilians elect-
ed Dilma Rousseff as presi-

dent, their country seemed at
last to be living up to its huge po-
tential. The economy expanded
by 7.5% that year, setting the seal
on eight years of faster growth
and a steep fall in poverty under

Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, Ms Rousseff’s political mentor and
the leader of the centre-left Workers’ Party (PT). But four years
later that promise has disappeared. Under Ms Rousseff the
economy has stalled and social progress has slowed. Sanc-
tions-hit Russia aside, Brazil is by far the weakest performer in
the BRIC club of big emerging economies. In June 2013 over a
million Brazilians took to the streets to protest against poor
public services and political corruption. 

Ever since the protests the polls have shown that two-thirds
of respondents want the next president to be different. So one
might have expected them to turf out Ms Rousseff in the first
round of the country’s presidential election on October 5th. In
the event she secured 41.6% of the vote and remains the nar-
row favourite to win the run-offballot on October26th. That is
mainly because most Brazilians have not yet felt the economic
chill in their daily lives—though they soon will. And it is partly
because heropponent, Aécio Neves ofthe centre-right Party of
Brazilian Social Democracy (PSDB), who won 33.6%, has strug-
gled to persuade poorer Brazilians that the reforms he es-
pouses—which the country urgently needs—will benefit rather
than harm them. IfBrazil is to avoid another four years ofdrift,
it is vital that he succeeds in doing so.

A campaign upended by fate
Mr Neves’s task has been made harder by a campaign scarred
by tragedy and upended by fate, as dramatic as a Brazilian tele-

novela. Two months ago the third-placed candidate, Eduardo
Campos, died in a plane crash on his way to a rally. His former
running-mate and replacement, Marina Silva, surged into the
lead in the polls. An environmentalist, Ms Silva is the darling
of the protesters, the symbol of a “new politics”. But attractive
though her lack of a political machine might have seemed, it
was a liability. Faced with sometimes underhand attacks from
Ms Rousseff, Ms Silva wobbled. It did not help that she is an
evangelical Protestant in what is still a largelyCatholic country.
In the end her 21% share of the vote was scarcely bigger than
she managed in 2010. Rather than a “new politics”, the run-off
will repeat the battle between the PT and the PSDB that has de-
fined all Brazil’s presidential elections since 1994.

In thiscontest, MsRousseff’smain asset ispopulargratitude
for full employment, higher wages and a clutch of effective so-
cial programmes—not just the Bolsa Família cash-transfers but
low-cost housing, student grants, and rural electricity and wa-
ter programmes in the poor north-east. These are real achieve-
ments. But alongside them are bigger, but less palpable, fail-
ures, both on the economy and in politics.

The troubled world economy and the end of the great com-
modity boom (see page 73) have hurt Brazil. But it has fared

worse than its Latin American neighbours. Ms Rousseff’s con-
stantmeddling in macroeconomicpoliciesand attempts to mi-
cromanage the private sector have seen investment fall. She
has made few efforts to tackle Brazil’s structural problems: its
poor infrastructure, high costs, punitive taxsystem, mountains
of red tape and a rigid labour code copied from Mussolini. 

Instead, she has revived Brazil’s corporate state, dishing out
favours to insiders, such as tax breaks and subsidised loans
from bloated state banks. She has damaged both Petrobras, the
state oil company, and the ethanol industry by holding down
the price of petrol to mitigate the inflationary impact of her
loose fiscal policy. A bribery scandal in Petrobras underlines
that it is the PT, and not its opponents as Ms Rousseff claims,
who cannot be trusted with what was once a national jewel.

This corporate state of voracious insiders is symbolised by
Ms Rousseff’s absurdly large coalition, and her 39-member
cabinet. It costs Brazilians some 36% ofGDP in taxes—farhigher
than in other countries at a similar stage of development. No
wonder the government has been unable to find the extra
money for health care and transport that the protesters de-
manded. And what is worse, Ms Rousseff, who lacks Lula’s po-
litical touch, shows no sign ofhaving learned from her errors. 

More of the same will no longerdo
Ms Rousseff draws strength from Mr Neves’s flaws as a candi-
date. The left’s baseless insinuation that he would axe Bolsa

Família has stuck because he is a member of Brazil’s political
establishment—his grandfather died on the eve of becoming
president in 1985—and he carries a whiff of the old politics: as
governor of Minas Gerais, he was found to have spent public
moneyon a small-town airstrip which justhappens to be close
to his farm. For the past12 yearsLula, who still has the ear ofthe
poor, has caricatured the PSDB as a party ofheartless fat cats. 

Yet Mr Neves’s policies would benefit poor Brazilians as
well as prosperous ones. He promises to put the country back
on the path of economic growth. His record, and that of his
party, makes his claim credible. In the presidencies of Fernan-
do Henrique Cardoso in the 1990s, the PSDB vanquished infla-
tion and laid the foundationsforBrazil’s recentprogress; and in
two terms as governor, Mr Neves turned Minas Gerais, Brazil’s
second-most-populous state, from a financial basket-case into
an example of good administration with some of the coun-
try’s best schools. He did so largely by cutting bureaucracy. He
has an impressive team ofadvisers led by Arminio Fraga, a for-
mer Central Bank governor who is respected by investors. As
well as a return to sound macroeconomic policies, his team
promise to slash the number of ministries, make Congress
more accountable to voters, simplify the tax system and boost
private investment in infrastructure. 

Mr Neves deserves to win. He has fought a dogged cam-
paign and proved that he can make his economic policies
work. The biggest threat to social programmes is the PT’s mis-
management of the economy. With luck the endorsement of
Ms Silva, a former PT member born in poverty, should bolster
hiscase. Brazil needsgrowth and bettergovernment. Mr Neves
is likelier to deliver these than Ms Rousseffis. 7

Brazil’s presidential election

Why Brazil needs change

Voters should ditch Dilma Rousseffand elect Aécio Neves
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FOR the past few years Ger-
many has been a shining ex-

ception to Europe’s economic
weakness. But suddenly the Tef-
lon Teuton is in trouble. Ger-
many’s GDP fell in the second
quarter and more recent news
has been grimmer still. Industri-

al output and exports plunged in August. The ZEW index, a
measure of investorconfidence, has tumbled to its lowest level
in almost two years. The economy may well be in recession

This weakness has many outside Germany deeply wor-
ried. But inside the country the reaction is one ofstoic noncha-
lance. Even as the government this week slashed its official
growth forecasts from 1.8% to 1.2% for 2014, and from 2% to 1.3%
for 2015, it argued against any shift from the long-standing goal
ofbalancing the budget next year. “A dip in growth is not a cat-
aclysm,” says Sigmar Gabriel, the economy minister; there are
“no economic-policy grounds” for changing course. 

Good politics, lousy economics
Politically, this position has a certain logic (see page 51). The
promise of no government borrowing in 2015 was at the heart
of Angela Merkel’s election campaign. Sticking with it is pop-
ular with German voters, who see deficits as dangerous, inef-
fective and probably immoral. 

Economically, the logic is feeble. Obsessing about a bal-
anced budget in the teeth of recession is risky. Fiscal stimulus,
focused on infrastructure investment, would leave the coun-
try safer in the short term and able to grow faster in the long
term. And it would not break the country’s fiscal rules. 

German politiciansare convinced that their slowdown will

be modest and temporary. But look around the world econ-
omy, and you see lots of danger signals flashing. Share prices,
inflation ratesand bond yieldsare all falling (see Buttonwood);
the oil price is slumping; China is battling a debt problem (see
next leader). These could easily be harbingers of a nasty and
prolonged dip. Faced with that possibility, a prudent govern-
ment should prepare some counter-cyclical defences.

One tool is loosermonetarypolicy. The Germansshould be
supporting the European Central Bank’s big bond-buying
scheme, not leading the opposition to it. But the main national
tool at Mrs Merkel’s disposal is fiscal policy. By increasing
spending next year, Germany’s government could cushion its
economy from weakness elsewhere.

Focusing that spending on infrastructure would also boost
Germany’s long-term growth prospects. Adecade ofbelt-tight-
ening has starved the country of much-needed investment.
Since 2003 public investment has not kept pace with deprecia-
tion. Not surprisingly, bridges are creaking and kindergartens
overflowing. This scrimping hurts Germany’s productivity. It
is a false economy, especially when money is so cheap. Bond
yields are at a record low of 0.72%, and long-term interest rates
are negative in real terms. 

On a conservative estimate, the Merkel government could
increase infrastructure spending by some 0.7% of GDP in 2015
and 0.5% in 2016 without breaking the debt-brake rules. That
money should be used to accelerate “shovel-ready” federal
projects, of which there are many, from repairing bridges to
completing roads; and to help the cash-strapped states and
municipalities that account for two-thirds of government in-
frastructure spending. This newspaper (which thinks the rules
of the debt-brake are excessively rigid) would prefer a bigger
plan. But this would be a start. Germany should do it now. 7

Germany’s flagging economy

Build some bridges and roads, Mrs Merkel
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The German government should invest money in infrastructure, not worryabout balancing its budget

OF THE many things that are
worrying investors around

the world, from tumbling oil
prices to the spectre of recession
and deflation in Europe, one of
the most important, and least
understood, is China’s debt. For
the past few years China has

been on a borrowing binge. Its total debt—the sum of govern-
ment, corporate and household borrowings—has soared by
100% of GDP since 2008, and is now 250% of GDP; a little less
than wealthy nations, but far higher than any other emerging
market (see page 77). 

Since most financial crashes are preceded by a frantic rise in
borrowing—think of Japan in the early1990s, South Korea and

other emerging economies in the late 1990s, and America and
Britain in 2008—it seems reasonable to worry that China could
be heading for a crash. All the more so because the nominal
growth rate, the sum of real output and inflation, has tumbled,
from an average of 15% a year in the 2000s to 8.5% now, and
looks likely to fall further as inflation hit a five-year low of1.6%
in September. Slowernominal growth constrains the ability of
debtors to pay their bills, making a debt crisis more likely. 

Reasonable, but wrong. China has a bigdebt problem. But it
is unlikely to cause a sudden crisis or blow up the world econ-
omy. That is because China, unlike most other countries, con-
trols its banks and has the means to bail them out. Instead, the
biggest riskis complacency: that China’s officials do too little to
clean up the financial system, weighing down its economy for
years with zombie firms and unpayable loans.

Chinese debt

The great hole of China
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Its debt will not drag down the world economy, but it risks zombifying the country’s financial system 
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INSURGENT populist parties
are now a familiar feature of

the European political land-
scape, yet their rise is so recent
and so sharp that it still has the
power to shock the mainstream.
In by-elections on October 9th
the right-wing UK Indepen-

dence Party (UKIP), which wants to stop immigration and pull
Britain out of the European Union, not only won its first parlia-
mentary seat, which it took from the Conservative Party, but
also nearly grabbed one from the Labour Party, which hitherto
regarded UKIP as the Tories’ problem. Polls since the by-elec-
tion have put the party anywhere from 13% to 25% of the vote
nationally. Next month another by-election offers UKIP the
chance to grab another Tory seat.

Neither David Cameron, the Tory prime minister, nor Ed
Miliband, Labour’s leader, has much sympathy for UKIP’s po-
sitions. But both are trimming their policies in an effort to em-
ulate the insurgent’s success. To placate his party’s perennially
disaffected right—from which two MPs have so far defected to
UKIP—Mr Cameron has promised to renegotiate freedom of
movementwithin the European Union ahead ofa referendum
on Britain’s membership. He is now being urged to say that if
he fails in that renegotiation, he would advocate leaving the
EU. Mr Miliband, under pressure to produce a rival populist of-
fer as Labour’s vote crumbles to UKIP in the party’s northern
redoubts, has come up with an incoherent promise to crack
down on immigrant welfare-claimants.

There are three problems with this approach. First, Britain’s
EU membership and high level of immigration bring it huge
benefits in terms of economic growth, cultural vibrancy and

clout. Abandoning either would, in this paper’s view, weaken
the country in a multitude of ways. Indeed, the two other par-
ties should spend far more time pointing out the contradic-
tions in UKIP’s back-of-a-beer-mat economics.

Second, pandering to UKIP will not work, because it mis-
reads the nature of the party’s appeal to a core of disgruntled,
down-at-heel, poorly skilled voters, in bad jobs or no jobs.
Having been most damaged by the downturn, then by auster-
ity, theywill be the last to feel the benefitsofthe recovery. Their
main complaint, echoed across the Western world, is against
powerful and irreversible economic trends—globalisation and
automation—from which they are the losers. Their antipathy
towards the EU and immigration is part ofa widerdeep-seated
insecurity that is hard for any politician to assuage. UKIP’s sol-
utions would make the disaffected worse, not better, off, as
business and jobs migrated elsewhere. Besides, many such
voters trust establishment politicians like MrCameron and Mr
Miliband so little that they would not believe them even if
theydid promise the same sortofthingsasNigel Farage, UKIP’s
engagingly blokeish leader. 

The third problem is that, in trying to placate these irrecon-
cilables, the mainstream parties risk alienating a larger, milder
group of voters, who fear the consequences of leaving Europe
and dislike their leaders bashing immigrants (see page 56). The
lesson of every election for three decades is that the path to
power lies on the centre ground. 

That lesson is especially relevant to Mr Cameron, who
came to power as a result of his efforts to detoxify the Conser-
vative brand. Pandering further to UKIP might well restore the
Tories’ old reputation fornastiness. MrFarage is not going to go
away; but the election is still going to be foughtmainly over the
question ofwho will manage the economy best.7

British politics

Farage against the machine

Mainstream politicians seeking to rival the populism ofNigel Farage’s partyare on a hiding to nothing

Half of China’s debt is owed by companies, and most of
that, in turn, is owed by state-owned enterprises and property
developers. As the economy slows and housing prices fall,
many of these loans will prove unpayable. Banks report that
bad loansare just1% oftheirassetsand theirauditors insist that
the banks are not lying, but investors price banks’ shares as if
the true level is closer to 10%. 

Even if a huge swathe of loans go bad, the consequence is
unlikely to be a Lehman-style financial collapse. For that,
thank the Chinese regime’s vice-like grip on its financial sys-
tem. Most lending is by state-controlled banks, much of it to
state-owned companies. If it faced an economy-wide credit
crunch, the government would (as it has in the past) simply or-
derbanks to lend more. At the same time the country’svast for-
eign-exchange reserves mean China need not worry about a
sudden drying up of foreign capital, the main cause of many
other emerging-economy crises. 

This combination of control and buffers gives China the
time and headroom needed to tackle its debt problem. Unfor-
tunately, it has also bred complacency. After all, officials began
to talkabout tackling debt in 2010. They have taken a few baby
steps towards cleaning things up: a new budget law, taking ef-

fect next year, gives central authorities more power to oversee
local governments borrowings. But, in practice, too many offi-
cials are content to see bad loans rolled over; too many prefer
bail-outs to defaults. Earlier this year, amid much hoopla,
Chaori Solar was the first Chinese company to default on a
bond. This month its creditors were bailed out. 

The long night of the living debt
This process—extending credit to failing and inefficient firms—
creates a slow-burn debt crisis, marked by opacity and a misal-
location of capital. Japan provides a depressing precedent. It
failed to clean up after its asset bubble burst in the early1990s,
preferring to pretend that firms could pay their debts and
banks were solvent. The result was zombie firms, ghostly
banks and years ofstagnation and deflation. 

Beijing’s officials vow they will not repeat Japan’s malaise.
To do that theymusthold theirnerve and letfirmsfail: a culture
of bankruptcy should replace the lifelines and “evergreening”
of useless loans. As long as investors think the state will cover
their losses, theywill plough money into dodgyschemes—and
the problem will grow. Not only will that be a huge waste of
money; even mighty China cannot cover losses for ever.7

  



CANCELING
Of the millions of flights we fly, 99.9% occur exactly as they 

should. Correction: an unprecedented 99.9%. That’s the lowest 

cancellation rate of any U.S. carrier. No wonder more people 

choose Delta than any other airline.

CANCELLATIONS.

Based on DOT Air Travel Consumer Report statistics for domestic flights 4/14 to 6/14 for flights flown and compared to our competitive set. 

Competitive set is U.S. carriers: Alaska Airlines, American Airlines, JetBlue Airways, US Airways, United Airlines and Southwest Airlines.
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Markets illuminate Africa

SIR – It is great that Africa’s
energy infrastructure is evolv-
ing, and tapping more private
capital (“Lighting a dark
continent”, September 27th).
However, most of the increase
in generating capacity will
serve the existing transmission
and distribution system, and
do little to help the huge
numbers ofpeople living
beyond the grid. 

The economics of trying to
provide universal grid cov-
erage for poor areas with
sparse population densities
just do not work. The Interna-
tional Energy Agency esti-
mates that 600m people in
sub-Saharan Africa do not
have access to mains electric-
ity; only 40% of these would
benefit from extending the
grid. The other 60% would be
better served by small-scale
solutions; solar power for
single dwellings, for example,
and mini-grid power systems
for rural communities. 

For this off-grid electricity
market to succeed in Africa we
need access to financial capital,
more human capital, good
market regulation, consumer
awareness and effective routes
to market. These are all chal-
lenges that the private sector
probably cannot fix alone. But
we think it is a good model for
shifting from traditional
donor-driven aid to a more
market-oriented approach for
achieving development
objectives. 
BEN GOOD

Chief executive
GVEP International
London

Be sensible about sex

SIR – As a female student I read
your article on new college
codes for sexual conduct with
interest (“Yes means yes, says
Mr Brown”, October 4th).
Universities are overstepping
their boundaries. Sexual
assault is a serious crime, but a
college is not a justice system.
It does not have the right to say
ifa person is innocent or guilty.
Instead, colleges should tell
students what the legal defini-
tion ofsexual assault is when
they first arrive and help them

if they want to go to the police
ifan assault occurs. Ifone
student is accused by the other
it is the job of the courts to
declare innocence or guilt, not
the college.
JENA LÓPEZ

Houston

Turkey and Syria

SIR – Why are you puzzled
about Turkey’s reluctance to
agree to America’s request to
tackle Islamic State and save
Kobane (“The will and the
way”, October11th)? In August
Recep Tayyip Erdogan was
elected president. Weeks later
in New YorkBarackObama
met dozens ofheads ofstate at
the UN but not Mr Erdogan. He
was turned over to Joe Biden,
who later revealed unfavour-
able details of their conversa-
tion and had to apologise.
FRANK PEEL

Naples, Florida

SIR – Do you want Turkish
ground forces to move into
Syria? America and other
Western governments are
bending over backwards to
reassure their people that there
will be no boots on the
ground. Are Turkish boots
cheaper than American ones?
There ought to be some limit to
arrogance.
DENIZ EROCAL

Paris

Where are the workers?

SIR – It is true that large compa-
nies will have fewer employ-
ees in the future (“Wealth
without workers, workers
without wealth”, October 4th).
But the most important reason
for this is that today’s “virtual”
companies employ fewer
people directly and buy so
much more of their output
from other businesses. The
world’s 4,000 largest business-
es (where the information is
available) spend 70% of their
revenues on their suppliers
and only12% on their people. It
is this which forces the seg-
mentation of the workforce
and the decisions about which
elements ofbusiness to keep in
house. It is also why issues of
transparency in the supply
chain, either in supplier

rebates, horsemeat or capping
oil-wells, are here to stay.
GUY STRAFFORD

Director
Proxima Group
London

SIR – Can you backup the
claim that few workers would
want “to go back to a world
without the internet, the
smartphone or Facebook, even
for a pay increase”? Workers
aren’t imbeciles. My wife once
told me that she would sooner
give up sex than the internet.
But she isn’t in the workforce. 
ERIC ANDERSON

Teaneck, New Jersey

Napoleon’s flair for genius

SIR – It is unfair to label
Napoleon’s legacy in France as
a failed one (“Flawed
sparkler”, September 20th). He
brought in a number of
reforms, many ofwhich are
still in place today. He brokered
religious peace with Rome in
the Concordat of1801and
granted equality to the Jews, at
a time when they were perse-
cuted throughout Europe. He
instituted the Civil Code and
founded the lycées, the Bankof
France, the franc germinal and
the metric system. He brought
an end to the chaos of the
revolution, the bloodlust of
the Terror and the corruption
of the Directory.

Napoleon was a military
genius. He was usually out-
numbered on the battlefield
but usually prevailed. He won
more battles than Julius Cae-
sar and Alexander the Great
combined. He was a states-
man, a jurist and was a mem-
ber of the Académie Française
as a mathematician. In Egypt,
he commanded an army of
scientists and scholars. His
conquests were to overcome
ignorance, not just to over-
come his enemy on the field. 

Napoleon was flawed, like
us all. He made some strategic
blunders. His life, however, is
pregnant with instruction. He
was the ultimate self-made
man and, regrettably, a tragic
hero ofGreekproportions.
MARK BILLINGS

Board member
Souvenir Napoléonien
Montreal

The truth about welfare

SIR – “Welfare wedgie” (Octo-
ber 4th) mentioned a British
government finding that voters
support its policy ofcapping
welfare benefits by five to one.
This is meaningless. Other
polls find that most voters
have little idea about how
much is paid out in benefits,
and nearly all those who think
they know wildly overstate
the amount. Most who favour
a benefits freeze have no idea
what that means in practice.
Other studies show that the
average person believes the
number of immigrants in the
country is treble the actual
figure; and that overseas aid
absorbs four times as much of
GDP as it actually does.

The pollsters accept their
findings at face value and
promote them as the voice of
the people: political parties
will suffer if they do not listen.
It would be nice with an elec-
tion approaching ifpollsters
provided people with accurate
information about a subject
before asking them questions.
Everyone is entitled to their
own opinion, but not to their
own facts.
HARVEY COLE

Winchester, Hampshire

Homer’s oddity

SIR – Thankyou for the
running gag that rewards
however many ofus occupy
the middle of the Venn
diagram representing fans of
“The Simpsons” and readers of
The Economist (“The empire
strikes back”, October 4th). 
CHRISTOPHER LAWS

Boston

SIR – I would never expect The
Economist to reveal its sources,
but the unnamed “great man”
you cited as saying “Indonesia
is at a crossroads” was one
Homer Simpson, was it not?
MATT TEMPEST

Berlin7
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Digital highlights

Europe: A historic football victory
Poland’s recent 2-0 win against
Germany in a European football

qualifier has led to numerous comparisons as
to how the two nations are faring off the field

Economics: Get a life—or get fat
People who work longer hours in
office jobs are more likely to be

overweight. And although marriage makes
women thinner, it seems it makes men fatter

Sport: The cult of the genius GM
In Major League Baseball acquiring
brilliant and innovative general

managers is perhaps the best way to
compete. That talent needn’t cost the earth

Why books come out in hardback first
At 464 pages long and weighing in at over
500g, the winner of this year’s Man Booker
prize, “The Narrow Road to the Deep
North”, isn’t a convenient thing to lug
around. Why do books come out in heavy
and expensive hardback before paperback? 

Links to all these stories 
can be found at:
economist.com/dh89
or by scanning this code

Visit economist.com for news, blogs, audio, video, interactive graphics and debates
Links to all the stories below can be found at: economist.com/dh89

Slow train through Jaffna
After 24 years, rail services between the
south of Sri Lanka and the battle-scarred
northern peninsular resumed on October
13th. It is hoped that the new line will
increase trade between the fertile north and
the richer south, and help unite the nation 

A crumbling reminder of communism
Buzludzha was once the futuristic,
flying-saucer-shaped headquarters of the
Communist Party in Bulgaria. Built in 1981
to both inspire and intimidate, it took 6,000
workers five years to complete. Now partly
ruined, it faces an uncertain future

From our blogs Most read on Economist.com Featured comment

The world’s best business
programmes
Which MBA?, 2014

The future of the book
From papyrus to pixels

Human rights
The gay divide

Ebola in graphics
The toll of a tragedy

Business education
Banks? No thanks!

“If you want to improve public health, spend
the money to build proper sewerage, potable
water infrastructure, and water and
wastewater treatment facilities. Clean water
and proper sanitation do more good than
fancy vaccines ever will.”—on “A new
challenge”, October 11th 20142
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Non-executive Director   

London

CDC Group plc is the UK’s development f nance institution. Wholly owned by government through 
the Department for International Development (DFID), CDC operates independently under the 
governance of an independent board. Backed by a £2.8bn balance sheet, the company’s mission is 
to support the building of businesses throughout Africa and South Asia, creating jobs and making 
a lasting difference to people’s lives in some of the world’s poorest places. Established in 1948, 
CDC has an enviable reputation for pioneering and patient, yet f nancially successful, investments 
in emerging and frontier markets.

CDC and DFID are seeking an exceptional and experienced individual motivated by the private 
sector mission of CDC and the public service nature of the relationship with CDC’s shareholder, 
DFID, to join the Board as a Non-executive Director.  

The successful candidate will:

• Provide an independent viewpoint to contribute to the successful development of the 
organisation and its proper governance.

• Ensure that the execution of CDC’s strategy is consistent with its ambition to be the highest 
calibre investing organisation.

• Play a leading role in the Board’s Development Committee and champion development impact 
on the Board.

Candidates will have:

• A deep understanding of international development, development economics and investment 
and an appreciation of the differences of achieving impact through an investing organisation as 
compared to a grant-making organisation.   

• A record of achievement and personal effectiveness at a senior level (in the private, public or 
charity sector).

• A commitment to CDC’s mission.

• Strong strategic business skills.

• Exposure to an African or broad South Asian context [desirable, non-essential].

• An understanding of the UK government and political environment and publically owned 
corporations [desirable, non-essential].

The time commitment is expected to be c.20 days per annum. 

CDC is committed to diversity and providing equal opportunities for all. Applications are therefore 
welcome irrespective of age, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation or disability.

To apply conf dentially, please email cdcneds@zygos.com to request a brief ng pack for the role.  
Alternatively, call +44 (0)20 7881 2900. The closing date for all applicants is 26th October 2014. 

For any questions please contact Robin Adams on +44 (0)20 7881 2900.
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ERIA is a unique and leading international organization where high-grade economists work 

together and conduct economic policy studies to derive practical policy recommendations 

for economic integration in ASEAN and East Asia. ERIA provides ample opportunities 

to tackle a broad range of subjects and meet academic/semi-academic interests.

ERIA is recruiting for the following senior positions: - Economist

Economist

Job Duties

Under broad direction of the Governing Board, Executive Director, or other senior managerial offi cials,

1.  Undertake analytical and quantitative policy-oriented works and posit policy recommendations on study topics related to 

deepening economic integration, narrowing development gaps, and engendering sustainable development in ASEAN and 

East Asia.

2. Manage policy study projects undertaken by economists and consultants contracted by ERIA.

Qualifi cations

1.  Education and experience

-  Ph. D. in International Economics, Development Economics, Econometrics, Transport Economics, Political Economy of Economic 

Integration, or other related fi elds.

-  Abundant experiences in the above fi elds or equivalent that can be proved by the record of publishing articles in 

professional or academic journals, edited volumes, and/or other  established publications.

Working Conditions

1. Salary and Benefi ts

-  Depend on the candidate’s degree and experience. The core range will be around US $90,000 to US $125,000 per year, 

excluding housing and child education allowances.

-  Junior or inexperienced experts who are qualifi ed to be part of the ERIA expert team will receive the range of US $70,000 

to US $90,000 and entitled to be Associate Economist.

-  Those who hold outstanding achievements in the academic and management fi elds will be accorded with remuneration 

ranging from US $125,000 to US $150,000.

2.  Working Location

 Offi ce will be provided at the ERIA Annex Offi ce.

 Address: Sentral Senayan II, 5th & 6th Floor, Jl. Asia Afrika No.8, Gelora Bung Karno – Senayan, Jakarta Pusat 10270, 

Indonesia

How to Apply

Send a full resume with a one page description of study interests with their relevance to policy, and a list of publications, as 

well as a sample paper that best refl ects the candidate’s ability to recruit@eria.org A.S.A.P. ERIA only accepts applications 

submitted through this mail address.

Entry on duty: as soon as possible

Deadline for application: Until the Position is fi lled.

Please note that ERIA does not charge fees at any stage of our recruitment process. If you have questions in this respect, 

please feel free to contact us at: recruit@eria.org. 

For additional information, please refer to the ERIA website: http://www.eria.org.

SIPRI DIRECTOR

Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) is a leading international institute 
dedicated to independent research into conf ict, armaments, arms control and disarmament. It 
consistently ranks as one of the world’s top think tanks based on the reliability of its data, 
analysis, consultations and recommendations, which are highly valued by policymakers, 
practitioners, experts and the media.

Based in Stockholm, Sweden, and established in 1966, SIPRI has in recent years considerably 
expanded its staff, budget and overseas outreach while building a dynamic research agenda to 
illuminate and respond to the rapidly evolving international security order. With staff drawn 
from around the world, including researchers based in Beijing, SIPRI collaborates closely with 
a range of well-established, on-the-ground partnerships and operational international networks.

SIPRI seeks a new Director to lead this world-renowned institute.

We seek candidates with

• a strategic vision that aligns with a clear understanding of SIPRI’s history and the role of the 
institute in the community it serves;

• a global perspective, intellectual energy and a commitment to SIPRI’s values as an 
international, independent, impartial and empirically authoritative research institute;

• high professional standing and experience in the f elds of international security, conf ict and 
peace, and foreign affairs;

• proven leadership, managerial skills and experience, with an ability to work in a dynamic, 
open and intercultural environment;

• the ability to inspire, motivate and foster a culture of teamwork and collaboration;

• a proven track record of success in fundraising, including knowledge of and success in 
attracting foundation and corporate grants, and the ability to identify, steward and solicit 
individual donors;

• experience in managing a complex budget; 

• strong communication skills, both written and oral; and

• the ability to represent the institute internationally and work with both policymakers and 
diplomatic, academic, media and philanthropic stakeholders.

Applications are invited from persons of any nationality. Applications with a cover letter and 
CV should be addressed to SIPRI’s Deputy Director, Jakob Hallgren, and be emailed or 
postmarked by 14 November 2014.

Email for applications and enquiries: hallgren@sipri.org  

Postal address: SIPRI, Signalistgatan 9, SE-169 70 Solna, Sweden  

For more information about SIPRI visit our website: www.sipri.org 
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Microsoft Corporation, is engaged in developing, licensing and supporting a range of software products and services. The Company also designs and

sells hardware, and delivers online advertising to the customers. The Company operates in five segments: Windows & Windows Live Division

Tools, Online Services Division (OS D), Microsoft Business Division (MBD), and Entertainment and Devices Division

The Company's products include operating systems for personal computers (PCs), servers, phones, and other intelligent devices; server
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software development tools; video games, and online advertising. Effective July 2, 2014, Microsoft Corp of the Unites States acquired Syntaxtree

SARL, Marcy-L'Etoile-based provider of computer and software consulting services.
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THE Brazilian sertão is inhospitable at
the best of times. Now in its third

straight year of drought, the semi-arid
scrubland wedged between the north-
eastern coast and the Amazon rainforest to
the west verges on desolate. Maria Rai-
munda da Silva, a 49-year-old sertaneja
who lives with her mother and three sons
near Serrinha, a town of77,000 in the state
of Bahia, recalls carrying water in a bucket
from a muddy pond, half a mile down a
dirt track. She would go early to scoop up
the clean liquid near the surface, “before
the animals came and stirred it up”. 

A year ago Ms da Silva received a
16,000-litre water tank, courtesy of the fed-
eral government’s “Water for All” pro-
gramme. Drainpipes channel any precious
rain into the cistern. A municipal tanker
lorry tops it up without charge. The Bolsa
Família (family fund), a federal benefit re-
ceived by 14m households nationwide,
supplements her family’s precarious earn-
ings from selling maize, cassava and beans
by 302 reais ($125) a month. 

Without federal help, Ms da Silva
would be desperately poor. With it, “we
can buy flour, even meat and fish,” she
says. Her home has a refrigerator, gas stove
and TV. One son owns a mobile phone. 

Stories like this, repeated millions of
times, help explain why the left-wing

Workers’ Party (PT) has held the presiden-
cy since 2003—and why the incumbent,
Dilma Rousseff, topped the poll in the first
round of the election held on October 5th,
with 42% of the vote. The poor north-east
voted solidly for her; in Serrinha she got a
whopping 69%. In a run-off on October
26th she will face Aécio Neves of the oppo-
sition Party of Brazilian Social Democracy
(PSDB), a centre-right outfit which is strong
in the richer south-east. In the first round
he got just15% in Serrinha, less than half his
national share. “Everyone here votes
Dilma,” says Ms da Silva. 

Since Ms Rousseff took office in 2011 the
government has installed 670,000 water
tanks across the country, twice as many as
in the previous eight years under Luiz 
Inácio Lula da Silva, her predecessor and
patron. (Ms da Silva is no relation.) Drive
along the roads slicing through the sertão
and you pass convoys of lorries stacked
with plastic tanks that can be installed in a
matter of hours. And “Water for All” is but
a small part of “Brazil without Poverty”: 14
schemes that also include subsidised
housing and vocational training. Last year
Bolsa Família, its biggest programme,
handed out 24.5 billion reais (0.5% ofGDP). 

In many ways it is money well spent. In
the past decade the PT helped lift 36m Bra-
ziliansoutofpoverty. The World Bank reck-

ons that Brazil cut “chronic poverty”—a
broader measure that includes access to
basic services as well as income—by three-
quarters from 2004 to 2012, to just 1.6% of
the population. The figure now is almost
certainly lower. Last month the UN Food
and Agriculture Organisation erased Brazil
from its World Hunger Map.

More than half of Brazil’s 203m people
now belong to what Marcelo Neri, Ms
Rousseff’s secretary of strategic affairs,
dubs the “new middle class”: households
earning around 2,000-8,600 reais a month
(see chart 1). The number comfortably off
by developed-world standards has also
grown, from 14m in 2003 to 30m. Between
2003 and 2013 median income rose by 87%
in real terms; thatofthe poorest tenth more
than doubled. Inequality fell, partly be-
cause of handouts but more because of
paid work. Just 5% ofBrazilians are jobless. 

But despite all the progress, this year’s
election is the most open since 1989, when
Brazil held its first free vote for president 

Looking for change

SERRINHA

UnderDilma Rousseff, Brazil’s economyhas stalled. She promises to reignite
growth—but faces a strong challenger

Briefing Brazil’s presidential election

1Fuller pockets

Source: IBGE *January 2014 prices, $1=2.38 reais
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2 following two decades of military rule.
Three Brazilians in four tell pollsters they
want the next government to do things dif-
ferently, more than when Lula ousted the
PSDB in 2002. On October 5th 61m voters
cast ballots for the opposition: 35m ofthem
for Mr Neves and 22m for Marina Silva
(also no relation), a charismatic former en-
vironment minister under Lula, who is
supporting Mr Neves in the run-off. That is
18m more than voted for Ms Rousseff.

Partly, the PT is a victim of its own suc-
cess. Rising living standards have changed
attitudes: on polling day in Capão Redon-
do, a favela (shantytown) on São Paulo’s
periphery, even some poor voters decried
a dependency culture fostered by benefits,
which they see as discouraging hard work.
And having secured the baubles—mobile
phones and TVs—that higher incomes af-
ford, Brazilians now crave improvements
outside their front doors. Ten years ago
jobs were their main concern. Now they
cite health care and security, with jobs in
third place. Education comes fourth.

Not by bread alone
But Brazil’s government has not lived up to
such nouveau bourgeois aspirations.
Though the public health system is sup-
posedly free and universal, it gets little
more than 4% of GDP, and more than half
of all spending on health care is private
(though the number of doctors in poor re-
gions has been boosted by Ms Rousseff’s
policy of importing Cuban ones to work in
places the natives shun). Murder rates are
rising, especially in the north-east. In Au-
gust Ms da Silva’s brother was killed by a
stray bullet in a shootout between police
and drug traffickers near Serrinha. Though
the government now matches rich coun-
tries in its spendingon education as a share
of GDP, the country lags behind in global
rankings. According to the education min-
istry, secondary-school attainment fell be-
tween 2011 and 2013 in the federal district
and 15 of the 26 states, including three of
the four biggest. 

Frustration came to a head in June 2013.
A plan to raise bus fares in São Paulo by 20
centavos (then 9 cents) sparked the biggest
protests in a generation. More than 1m took
to the streets in dozens of cities to bemoan
shoddy public services and ineffectual,
corrupt politicians. Higher wages, it
seemed, were no longer enough. 

Meanwhile, the PT’s consumption-led
growth model has been losing steam, put-
ting those wages at risk. In the past year
earnings have barely kept pace with stub-
bornly high inflation, running at 6.7%. Out-
put fell by 2.4% (at an annual rate) from
April to June, pushing Brazil into recession.
On October 7th the IMF slashed its growth
forecast for 2014 to 0.3%. Brazil will have
grown by at best 1.6% a year on average
during Ms Rousseff’s four-year term—less
than under all but two heads of state since

Brazil booted out the monarchy in 1889. 
The government blames all this on the

weak global recovery after the financial
crisis in 2007-08. Others lay the fault at the
government’s own door, and include the
period before Ms Rousseff took over. Vini-
cius Carrasco, João Pinho de Mello and Isa-
bela Duarte of PUC-Rio, a university, and
Insper, a business school in São Paulo,
compared Brazil from 2003, when Lula
took office, until 2012 with a “composite
country” made up of a weighted average
of emerging markets that had best tracked
Brazil’s economyin the seven years to 2002
(see chart). But rather than continuing
along the same track, by 2012 Brazil’s GDP

per head was 10% lower than that of the
composite country, though it had started
out slightly higher. It scored similarly on
cutting poverty and only a little better on
cutting income inequality.

Reasons for Brazil’s underperformance
are well-rehearsed. Under the PT the tax
burden rose from 32.6% to 36.4%—ashigh as
in rich countriesbutoffering little in return.
The tax code is Byzantine: it takes an aver-
age mid-sized firm 2,600 hours a year to

comply, according to the World Bank. In
Mexico it takes 334 hours. Infrastructure is
shabby and there isn’t enough of it—just
14% of roads are paved. Sewage from al-
most half the population goes untreated.

Other big developing countries spend
twice as large a share ofGDP asBrazil on in-
frastructure. In an attempt to catch up, Ms
Rousseff launched a huge public-works
programme, worth 1.6 trillion reais in
2011-14. But many projects are delayed.
Contas Abertas, a watchdog, reckons that
just 13% of 15,590 clinics supposed to have
been built by the end of 2014 are finished;
construction has yet to begin on 6,500.

Such structural defects were masked in
the past decade’s commodity boom. Chi-
na was snapping up Brazilian iron ore and
soyabeans. Exports soared, as did Brazil’s
currency, the real. Juicy royalties and taxes
on commodity exporters helped balance
the budget. The government spent heavily
on income redistribution and subsidised
credit for individuals and firms. 

Shoppers took to imported goods with
gusto. In 2013 Brazil ran a deficit of $83 bil-
lion in manufactured products, from a sur-
plus of $20 billion eight years earlier. Un-
competitive domestic firms struggled.
New workers were absorbed by the ser-
vice sector, which now accounts for 69% of
output, up from 63% in 2004 and a bigger
share than in other emerging markets. Bra-
zil became “a huge service economy un-
derwritten by a small, productive com-
modity sector”, observes Tony Volpon of
Nomura, a bank. Productivity flagged: it is
harder to squeeze more out ofa shop assis-
tant than out of an assembly-line worker.
As indebted Brazilians became more reluc-
tant to borrow, and banks less keen to lend,
retail sales suffered, and with them the ser-
vice sector as a whole. 

To keep consumption going after the fi-
nancial crisis, the government loosened
the purse-strings—and never re-tightened
them. Since 2012 ithasalso resorted to legal
but dubious practices, such as pretending
that current bills weren’t due for a while, to
disguise the fiscal deterioration. The dis-
guise hurt its credibility with investors.
And even flattered by gimmicks, the prim-
ary deficit (before interest payments)
reached 14.5 billion reais in August, the
fourth month in a row in which the gov-
ernment failed to put aside cash to pay
creditors. The primary surplus over the
first eight months of 2014 was just 0.3% of
GDP, well shy of the finance ministry’s tar-
get of1.9% for the year. 

Brazil’s high interest costs—at 66% of
GDP, government debt is lower than in
most rich countries, but it pays a bigger
share of output, 5%, to service it—have
pushed the public-sector deficit to 4% of
GDP, the highest level since the huge stim-
ulus package of 2009. In April Standard &
Poor’s, a ratings agency, downgraded Bra-
zil’s sovereign debt by a notch, to just Haven’t I done well, says Dilma

2Good, but others did more

Sources: World Bank; Carrasco et al
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2 above junk. Last month Moody’s, another
agency, changed its outlookfor the country
from stable to negative. A cut to junk looks
possible, with the consequent outflows of
capital from pension and mutual funds ob-
liged to hold investment-grade assets.

A deficit of macroeconomic discipline
has gone hand in hand with a surplus of
microeconomic meddling. Capped petrol
prices have cost Petrobras, the state-con-
trolled oil giant, an estimated 48 billion
reais in the past three years—while under-
cutting an innovative sugarcane-ethanol
industry that Lula had championed. The
oil firm’s management, once admirably
clean and competent, has also been weak-
ened by political appointments under the
PT: prosecutors are investigating claims
that its contracts with suppliers were pad-
ded and the proceeds used to swell the cof-
fers of the party and its allies. 

In 2012 Ms Rousseff unexpectedly of-
fered automatic renewal of operating li-
cences only to electricity utilities that
agreed to slash bills. Those that accepted
her terms now teeter close to bankruptcy:
thisyear’s record droughthasstarved them
of cheap hydropower and forced them to
tap pricier oil- and gas-fired plants. The
government may need to spend more than
20 billion reais this year on propping them
up. Attempts to micromanage the rate of
return on private investments in roads and
airports have further sapped confidence.
The boss of one big multinational laments
Ms Rousseff’s “mistrust ofmarket prices”.

As a result, investment collapsed by11%
year on year in the second quarter. An-
alysts have halved to just 2% their esti-
mates ofBrazil’s potential growth rate—the
maximum speed at which the economy
can expand without stoking inflation.
Business sentiment is plumbing depths
not seen since the aftermath of the finan-
cial crisis, when it plunged, only to re-
bound briskly. But this time the decline has
been gradual. Businessfolk have twigged
that the economy’s defects cannot be fixed
overnight, says Aloísio Campelo, who
compiles confidence indicators at Funda-
ção Getúlio Vargas, a university. Any recov-
ery in sentiment, and investment, is there-
fore likely to be slow.

Confidence boost
A victory for Mr Neves would lift business
spirits. His liberal instincts run deep. He is a
tested manager—as governor, he turned
Minas Gerais from a bankrupt basket-case
into one of Brazil’s best-run states. He can
also tap first-rate talent, led by Arminio
Fraga, a former head of the Central Bank
whom Mr Neves has said would become
his finance minister. 

Mr Fraga promises economic ortho-
doxy. This includes autonomy for the Cen-
tral Bank (which has been undermined
during Ms Rousseff’s presidency by her in-
sistence on premature interest-rate cuts

and currency intervention), trade liberal-
isation (which the PT minister responsible
for trade has said would spell “disaster” for
domestic industry) and an end to budget-
ary obfuscation. All hidden subsidies will
be revealed, he vows, including the cost of
the cheap credit funnelled to government-
favoured firms through BNDES, Brazil’s
huge development bank. This opaque
Bolsa Empresário (Boss Fund), as it is mock-
ingly known, is thought to cost around
0.6% of GDP, more than Bolsa Família
(which, contrary to Ms Rousseff’s scare-
mongering, Mr Neves would continue). 

The aim would be to show where best
to trim fatand, MrFraga hopes, boost confi-
dence by demonstrating a strong commit-
ment to balancing the books. This in turn
would offer breathing space for longer-
term reforms to taxes and bureaucracy.
Small wonder the stockmarket rallies
whenever the polls shift towards Mr
Neves; ifhe were to win it would soar. 

Besides banking on speedier global
growth to pull Brazil along with it, Ms
Rousseffhassignalled thatduringa second
term she would continue to subsidise
lending (since, she argues, private banks
charge too much) and industry-specific tax
breaks (to add to an already bewildering
array). Last month she said that her much-
criticised finance minister, Guido Mantega,
would not be staying on. But few think this
signals a policy shift. “Dilma is her own fi-
nance minister,” says Antônio Delfim
Netto, an economist who was close to Ms
Rousseff before becoming critical of her
management of the economy. 

Nor is Ms Rousseff’s style likely to
change. Virtues she exhibited as Lula’s en-
ergy minister proved vices in a president.
Attention to fine detail, all very well when
running a single portfolio, became micro-
management with 39. Should she cling to

office, her tepid enthusiasm for reform
would be further cooled by a weakening
currency and rising costs for government
borrowing—making the fiscal adjustment
required to stabilise public debt larger and
a ratings downgrade likelier. 

As well as promising to restore fiscal
balance, Mr Neves has some fine ideas for
political reform. He wants a minimum
vote-share for parties to enter Congress
and smaller constituencies (currently,
states vote as single constituencies and
some are very large: São Paulo has a popu-
lation of 44m). But even for such a sea-
soned operator, getting any of this done
will be a struggle. On paper, he would have
the necessary support in Congress: true to
the venal tradition of Brazilian politics,
many in Ms Rousseff’s coalition, which
kept a healthy majority in congressional
elections also held on October 5th, would
swing behind him if he won, in exchange
for cushy posts in ministries, government
agencies and state-controlled firms. 

But the lower house, home before the
election to an unwieldy 22 parties, next
year will have 28 (and that is just to start
with; splits are common). Interest groups,
such as the powerful farming lobby, often
trump party loyalties. Party discipline is al-
most non-existent. And bills have become
harder to pass in recent years: Ms Rousseff
has had a bigger majority in Congress than
Lula ever did, yet fewer congressmen vot-
ed with her (though that is partly because
she lacks the requisite arm-twisting skills). 

A daunting task
A recent congressional report found that
when rosy assumptions about revenues
and expenses in the budget that Ms Rous-
seff’s government has drawn up for 2015
are replaced by more realistic figures, the
result is a shortfall of 37.8 billion reais
(around 0.7% of GDP). Any serious belt-
tightening would need congressional ap-
proval. Political reforms would require ca-
joling Congress to reform itself. They
would also mean fiddling with Brazil’s
doorstop of a constitution—as indeed
would many other necessary reforms, in-
cluding to taxes and labour laws, which it
treats in painful detail. After the 2013 prot-
ests, with theirvague demandsforpolitical
renewal, Ms Rousseff briefly hinted at re-
writing the constitution. But she backed off
when Congresscried foul. Both she and Mr
Neves have promised to try again. 

If Brazil is to prosper, and meet Brazil-
ians’ rising expectations, the next govern-
ment will have to undertake many tasks
that the current one has shirked. In Ser-
rinha a grateful Ms da Silva thinks Ms
Rousseff is the right person for the job. “If I
could vote for Dilma a thousand times, I
would,” she says. Millions ofhercompatri-
ots, who believe Mr Neves offers a better
prospect of the changes Brazil needs, will
be relieved that she cannot. 7

Aécio thinks he can do better
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MOST polls suggest that Republicans
will capture a narrow majority in the

Senate in November’s mid-term elections,
while holding on to the House of Repre-
sentatives. So America faces two more
years of divided government, but with a
shift in the balance ofpower. 

Until now, Barack Obama has always
had a Democratic Senate to block propos-
als passed by the House. If that buffer dis-
appears, he will have to sign or veto every
bill that a Republican Congress sends him.
The result may be political paralysis, accel-
erating the greying of the president’s hair
and alarming allies worldwide. Or it may
be that the two sides find common ground
and pass some sensible measures. 

Pessimists sigh that the parties are too
polarised to agree on anything. Plenty of
Republicans think Mr Obama is a menace
whom patriots must thwart and resist.
Many Democrats believe there is no point
in trying to cut deals with Republicans. In-
stead, they want Mr Obama to spend his
last two years in office ignoring Congress
and using executive orders and federal reg-
ulations to pursue progressive goals, such
as curbing greenhouse-gas emissions,
shielding illegal migrants from deporta-
tion (and even closing the Guantánamo
Bay prison for terrorist suspects, if press re-
ports are true: see Lexington). Under this
scenario, no significant laws will be passed
until after the presidential election in 2016.

Optimists retort that once Republicans

told Mr Obama that he will find it easier to
address America’s long-term fiscal woes if
Democrats lose in November. “I have told
the president that he is better off if the Re-
publicans are in the majority,” Mr Corker
reports, explaining that both sides would
then be under pressure to act responsibly.

IfRepublicans win the Senate, Mr Cork-
er hopes to see progress on long-stalled ar-
eas of policy such as free trade, corporate-
tax reform, deficit reduction, federal high-
way funding, and revising the legal basis
for the war in Iraq and Syria. 

Othermoderate Republicansagree. The
most durable reforms are those that enjoy
bipartisan backing, from the Civil Rights
Act to the Clinton-era welfare reforms.
Laws rammed through by one party enjoy
less legitimacy (Republicans cite Obama-
care; Democrats cite the George W. Bush
tax cuts). The shortest-lived reforms rest on
executive orders, of the sort being urged on
Mr Obama by the Left.

Republicans have what ought to be
compelling reasons to seek compromise.
Next year Congress must fund the govern-
ment by extending existing spending plans
and, ideally, by drawing up a formal bud-
get. It must also raise the debt ceiling (a lim-
it on federal borrowing) or force a cata-
strophic national default. Pragmatic
Republicans believe that the last time their
party played chicken with the budget, it
disgraced itself in the eyes not just of econ-
omists but also of voters. (In October 2013 

control both arms of Congress, they can-
not just snarl from the sidelines. Unless
they show they have a positive agenda,
they risk a drubbing in 2016. And if Mr
Obama wants a legacy, he will have to
work with them. Some of the bigwigs in-
terviewed for thisarticle believe that sever-
al constructive, growth-friendly policies
already enjoy enough bipartisan support
to pass in the Senate.

The current roadblock to such ideas, Re-
publicans say, is Harry Reid, the Democrat-
ic leader of the Senate. In their telling, he
stops many Republican amendments from
coming to the floor for a vote precisely be-
cause he fears they would pass. Pragmatic,
pro-business Republicans make a similar
point about the House of Representatives,
noting that moderate Republican ideas
need Democratic votes to pass, since the
GOP’s “Hell No” wing reflexively opposes
almost anything Mr Obama might sign.

Senator Bob Corker, a Republican from
Tennessee, makes a striking claim. In priv-
ate meetings with the president, he has
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2 House Republicans forced a government
shutdown by insisting that any new
spending bill must include provisions to
delay or defund bits ofObamacare.)

Some prominent Republicans, such as
Paul Ryan of Wisconsin, chairman of the
House Budget Committee and Mitt Rom-
ney’s running-mate in 2012, suggest a two-
pronged strategy that combines governing
with point-scoring. ARepublican Congress
could pass a few modest, incremental bills
which Mr Obama might actually sign, but
also send him several popular ones which
he might veto. For example, they would
surelyaskhim to approve the long-delayed
Keystone XL pipeline to carry oil from Can-
ada’s tar sands to American refineries. En-
vironmentalists hate the idea, but if Mr
Obama vetoes it, Republicans will accuse
him ofkilling jobs. 

Not all conservatives share the opti-
mists’ vision. Hardliners have essentially
given up on working with Mr Obama—un-
less he surrenders completely and lets
them dismantle Obamacare. Some urge
their party to ignore its own pragmatic
wing and channel the voters’ rage instead.
Michael Needham, the chief executive of
Heritage Action, a conservative campaign
outfit, denies that the 2013 shutdown hurt
Republicans, insisting that it sparked a
valuable debate about Obamacare. Heri-
tage Action would like to see Republicans
provide a “bold contrast” to Mr Obama,
and show they care about ordinary Ameri-
cans and their stagnating incomes, rather
than “the lobbying class in Washington,
and the Chamber ofCommerce”. 

The “no compromise” camp will grow
louder as the next presidential race nears.
Putative White House contenders such as
Senator Ted Cruz of Texas will vie to come
up with fresh attacks on Mr Obama. Some
will assume that the best chance of a Re-
publican victory in 2016 lies in proving that
divided government does not work and in
seeing Mr Obama hooted from office. 

Many Democrats think compromise is
unlikely, too. If Republican pragmatists in
the Senate think a new era of bipartisan-
ship is nigh, they “really need to talk to
some of their House colleagues, because I
see no evidence that they have changed,”
says Chris Van Hollen of Maryland, a se-
nior House Democrat. He does not accept
that the Republicans will win the Senate,
but if they do, he predicts that they will
over-reach and create a “huge public back-
lash”. The Ryan budget plan “absolutely
devastates” spending on education, scien-
tific research and infrastructure, while cut-
ting the top rate ofpersonal income tax, Mr
Van Hollen charges. IfRepublicans want to
pass Mr Ryan’s plan, “Go for it,” he urges. 

Whatever happens in November, Mr
Obama will remain in overall control of
foreign policy and defence, and enjoy con-
siderable discretion over how government
agencies implement regulations. But a Re-

publican Congress would hold the purse
strings, and new federal appointees such
as judges and central bankers would have
to be approved by a Republican Senate. 

If Republicans hold a narrow majority
in the Senate, their ambitions will be limit-
ed by the need to reach a super-majority of
60 senators (to avoid a “filibuster”, where a
minority of 41 or more can block a bill).
However, some policies attached to bud-
getbills can be passed bya simple majority
of 51, using a parliamentary wheeze
known as reconciliation. This may sound
arcane (and is), but could have hefty real-
world consequences after November.

Strife via reconciliation

Mitch McConnell, the Republican leader
in the Senate, has setouthowa newmajor-
ity might be used. In a speech to donors
that was leaked, he said: “We own the bud-
get.” Republicans would use riders on
spending bills to restrict the federal bu-
reaucracy, he explained. “No money can
be spent to do this or that. We’re going to go
after them on health care, on financial ser-
vices, on the Environmental Protection
Agency, across the board,” he said.

Yet making such constraints bite will be
complicated. It would take 60 votes to at-
tach riders to run-of-the-mill spending
bills, meaning that Democratic support

would be needed. The game is to attach so
many popular spending plans to a bill that
some Democrats will backit, explains Judd
Gregg, a former Republican senator.

However, reconciliation must follow
strict rules (to simplify, it must be agreed
that a policy’s main impact is on the feder-
al budget, and itmustnot increase the long-
term deficit). “Reconciliation is a very diffi-
cultvehicle to workwith,” saysMrGregg. It
could perhaps be used to rein in environ-
mental regulations. But it is a poor way to
pursue tax reform, since tax cuts are usual-
ly assumed to increase the deficit. 

Obamacare itself was partly passed via
reconciliation, and in 2012 the team plan-
ning a Romney presidency researched
how much of the health law could be un-
picked in the same way, recalls Lanhee
Chen of Stanford University, Mr Romney’s
chief policy adviser. Quite a lot, was the
answer, but reconciliation is a lengthy pro-
cess, and would probably end in a veto by
Mr Obama, Mr Chen says. 

Democrats in the Senate recently
tweaked their rules to make it easier to con-
firm presidential appointmentswith just 51
votes, and Republicans will have to decide
whether to preserve that rule change,
which they denounced at the time. Either
way, if Republicans win in November, Mr
Obama will have to nominate judges, am-
bassadors and senior officials with biparti-
san appeal ifhe wants them confirmed. 

In most other areas, the goal for Repub-
licans will be to find policies that might at-
tract moderate Democrats, and thus 60
votes. That could include measures to
boost energy production, promote trade
and tweakthe tax system. 

On energy, Congresscould press federal
regulators to grant export licences for natu-
ral gas, and make it easier to drill for oil on
federal lands or offshore. On trade, Con-
gress could grant the president “fast-track”
authority to negotiate with foreign govern-
ments, so that lawmakers cannot unpick
deals after they have been agreed on. Mr
Corker thinks this is possible; Mr Van Hol-
len suspects that some in Congress may in-
sist on seeing details of proposed trade
pacts before agreeing to fast-track.

On taxes, Republican leaders think a bi-
partisan deal could address the problem of
American firms hoarding profits overseas.
Recent headlines about firms quitting the 

Source: The Economist
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2 country for tax reasons mean that both
sides understand the harm caused by Un-
cle Sam’s insistence on taxing American
firms’ profits even if they are earned
abroad, says Mr Corker. Some on the right
could live with a “repatriation holiday” for
profits. Congressional Democrats retort
that an earlier amnesty, in 2004, just led to
more hoarding ofprofits abroad. 

Deal orno deal?
A broader tax reform may be possible, but
House Republicans have always resisted
considering corporate taxes in isolation,
saysMrVan Hollen. Democrats close to the
White House sound a bit more optimistic.
In a recent article, Gene Sperling, a former
economic adviser to Mr Obama, insisted
that the two parties’ leaders are not far
apart on corporate-tax reform, suggesting
both sides could agree to cut headline rates
while imposing a minimum tax on foreign
earnings. Alas, the prospects for a grand
bargain on taxes and spending do not look
good. Democrats suggest that Republican
senators underestimate how allergic
House Republicans are to anything that
sounds like a tax increase.

Many Republicans will demand a
show vote to repeal Obamacare, which Mr
Obama would obviously veto. Smaller
tweaks to the health law may pass, how-
ever. Some Democrats support Republican
calls to repeal a tax on medical devices;
others may agree to loosen the rules for
when a firm is deemed large enough to be
obliged to offer its staffhealth insurance.

Optimists hope that the near-insolven-
cy of the Highway Trust Fund, which de-
pends on federal fuel taxes, will force Con-
gress and the White House to do a deal
when the next stopgap funding plan ex-
pires in 2015. But flintier conservatives in-
stead want the states to decide how to tax
fuel and payforroads, cuttingout the feder-
al government entirely.

Some Republicans think tweaks to im-
migration policy are possible, as long as
the question of what to do with the esti-
mated 11m illegal migrants now in America
is shelved. Senator John Cornyn of Texas
warns Democrats not to start by demand-
ing an amnesty. He grumbled to a Texas
newspaper that Democrats “want to eat
dessert before they eat their vegetables on
immigration”. Yet what Republicans want
is for Democrats to swallow conservative
red meat—such asyetmore bordersecurity,
new systems to catch visa-overstayers and
unlawful job applicants and employer-
friendly visa schemes. Only later might Re-
publicans contemplate legalisation. 

As it happens, a broad debate on immi-
gration looms after November’s elections,
because Mr Obama is expected to an-
nounce an executive order to shield more
migrants from deportation, building on an
order of 2012 to stop deporting many
youngsters brought to America as children

(a group known as Dreamers). Hispanic ac-
tivists want millions more to be covered.
Mr Obama may compromise, perhaps
with a rule protecting Dreamers’ parents. 

Mr Chen, the former Romney adviser,
hopes that Republicans in Congress will
put together a “reasonable” alternative to
that presidential order and send it to Mr
Obama, forcing him to choose between a
modest immigration reform now, or pro-
gressive perfection some day. Mr Chen
fears, however, that after the announce-
ment of an Obama amnesty some on the
right will simply “go nuts”, drowning out
serious debate with histrionics.

Many in Congress would like to draft a
new authorisation for the use of force
against Islamic State. The current authori-
sation dates back to 2001, is narrowly tied
to the September11th attacks and gives the
president sweeping powers. Mr Obama
used to say that that authorisation needed
replacing; now he cites it as his authority
for bombing Iraq and Syria. A Republican
Congress would also demand that Ameri-
ca maintain pressure on Iran’s nuclear pro-

gramme, predicts Mr Corker. However, Mr
Obama would probably veto any bill that
tightened sanctions against his wishes.

The battle between pragmatists and
partisans in both parties is far from re-
solved. If Republicans control both halves
of Congress, “They have to show they can
govern or they will suffer huge losses in
2016,” says Mr Gregg. But other Republi-
cans would rather deny Mr Obama any
successes in his final two years. For one
thing, they sincerely distrust him. For an-
other, they want to hammer home the idea
that Democrats are incompetent and big
government always fails. For their part,
lefty ideologues want to stir Republicans
into such a fury that they repel voters in
2016. That is why some hope for the largest
possible immigration amnesty (precisely
to provoke the Right), and for a flurry ofex-
ecutive power-grabs.

Washington is rather empty now, since
many politicians are back home cam-
paigning. When they return, many will be
carrying barbed wire and shovels for dig-
ging trenches.7

“MY INSURANCE was cancelled be-
cause of Obamacare. Now the

out-of-pocket costs are so high, it’s unaf-
fordable,” said Julie Boonstra, a cancer pa-
tient, in an ad attacking Gary Peters, a
Democrat running for the Senate in Michi-
gan. It turned out, however, that Mrs Boon-
stra will save over $1,000 this year because
of the health law; she just didn’t know it.
Mrs Boonstra’s confusion is not unusual.
Many Americans are eligible for federal
subsidies to help pay for insurance, but
don’t know it. 

According to Kantar Media, a firm that
tracks political advertising, health care is
the main subject of campaign ads, espe-
cially Republican ones (see chart). Obama-
care is unpopular—over half of Americans
disapprove of it. Republicans talk about it
constantly on the campaign trail, though
not as intemperately as they did during
their own party’s primaries. Democrats
scarcely mention it.

The Republican National Committee’s
first paid ads of 2014 reminded voters of
Barack Obama’s promise that “if you like
the plan youhave, youcan keep it.” The Ur-
ban Institute, a think-tank, estimates that
2.6m Americans had their plans cancelled
at the end of 2013 because they did not
meet Obamacare’s standards. Politifact, a

watchdog, called Mr Obama’s promise the
“lie of the year”. Republicans quote it all
the time. At an event put on by Americans
for Prosperity (AFP), a conservative group,
in Raleigh, North Carolina, Donald Bry-
son, the state director, notes that the presi-
dent repeated it 22 times. Munchingon bar-
becued pork to the sound of bluegrass
music, audience members assail the law as
an attackon their liberty.

Since Republicans came within one
vote of blocking Obamacare in the Senate,
any Democratic senator can be accused of
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2 having cast the decisive vote for it. Kay Ha-
gan of North Carolina, for example, has
been hit by a flood of ads slamming her
support for Obamacare. 

At the warehouse of a small lighting
company in Greensboro her Republican
opponent, Thom Tillis, warns that Obama-
care is destroying businesses. The com-
pany’s owner, Gordon Hunt, says he has
passed up chances to expand in order to
avoid the law’s requirement that firms
with 50 or more employees must provide
health insurance for theirworkers. In an ad
earlier this year, Mr Tillis cited an estimate
from the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) that Obamacare would cost Ameri-
ca the equivalent of2m jobs.

The CBO said that Obamacare, by rais-
ing labour costs and making it easier for in-
dividuals to buy insurance without relying
on an employer, would reduce the incen-
tives for people to work, by the equivalent
of2.5m full-time workers by 2024. An anal-
ysis by the Centre for Economic and Policy
Research, a think-tank, suggests that more
people are choosing to work part-time. A
previous study found that this uptick was
probably the result of the slow recovery,
not Obamacare.

Democrats have several counter-argu-
ments they could use. The growth rate of
health-care spending has slowed from an
average of 7.2% from 1990–2008 to 3.6% last
year. The number of uninsured people un-
der the age of 65 fell from 44.3m in 2013 to
40.7m in the first three months of this year,
and premiums have not spiked in most
places (though they still could, and some
people will find out just before they vote). 

Mark Pryor of Arkansas is one of the
few Democratic senators who mentions
Obamacare, albeit only obliquely. In an ad
he mentions his vote “for a law” that re-
quires insurers to provide affordable cover-
age to people with pre-existing conditions,
like himself (he has suffered from cancer).
Mr Pryor is behind in the polls.

Republicans often use Obamacare as
shorthand for Democratic incompetence
(eg, the Obamacare computers crashing on
day one) and for broader criticism of big
government. It is also, of course, a word
that reminds voters of an unpopular presi-
dent, says Elizabeth Wilner of Kantar.
Opinions of the law itself have hardly
budged since its enactment, dividingalong
partisan lines. 

Yet for all the Republican bluster about
repealing Obamacare, there is no chance
that this will happen while Mr Obama is
president, and little chance thereafter. Less
than a third of voters want the law
scrapped, according to a poll by the Kaiser
Family Foundation, a research outfit, while
nearly half would like to see it improved.
Even Republicans like parts of it, such as
the ban on insurance companies charging
people more if theyare sick. If the law were
less confusing, it might be an easier sell. 7

WHAT would it take for young people
to get off the sofa and vote? Cosmo-

politan magazine is offering to lend a
“party bus” full of snacks, freebies and
shirtless male models to the student group
that does most to raise turnout. Barack
Obama has launched a social-media cam-
paign to woo the young. In a recent op-ed
for Medium, a blogging website founded
by the inventors of Twitter, he resorted to
naked flattery. “One of the reasons I’m so
confident about America’s future is that
I’m confident in you—a generation that’s
more educated, diverse and digitally fluent
than any before you,” he purred. 

Yet no one expects many youngsters to
show up at the polls in November. Typical-
ly, few do in mid-term elections. In 2010
only 24% of millennials (18-29-year-olds)
voted, compared with 51% of Americans
aged 30 or over. Youthful apathy is nothing
new. Back in 1972, when millions of baby-
boomers came ofage and just after the vot-
ing age was lowered to 18, those who pre-
dicted that youthful idealists would toss
Richard Nixon out of office were disap-
pointed. Hunter S. Thompson, himself a
famously dissolute journalist, lamented
that the young “lie around on waterbeds
and smoke that goddamn marrywanna”
instead ofcasting ballots.

Many young Americans bridle at the
suggestion that they are too lazy to vote.
“We’re not apathetic, just frustrated,” says

Mary Rouse, a student at Elon University
in North Carolina. Like half her generation
she identifies with neither the Republicans
nor the Democrats—the highest level of
disaffiliation of any age group since the
Pew Research Centre started measuring it
25 years ago. 

Young people do care about politics:
they just dislike it. Less than a third think
that running for office is an honourable
thing to do, according to research from Har-
vard University, while two-thirds think
that politicians mostly go into public ser-
vice for selfish reasons. Millennials can
barely remember a time when jobs were
plentiful orWashington wasn’t gridlocked.
More than a third of them live with their
parents. Many have vast college debts.
Small wonder they are alienated.

When they vote at all, it tends to be for
Democrats: two-thirds backed Mr Obama
in 2012. But they are not simply left-wing: a
recent poll for Reason, a libertarian maga-
zine, found them socially liberal and fiscal-
ly conservative. Two-thirds support legalis-
ing same-sex marriage, 61% think abortion
should be legal in most cases and just over
half believe the drinking age should be
lowered. Yet 66% agree that when the gov-
ernmentrunssomething, it is “usually inef-
ficient and wasteful” (see chart on next
page). And by 57% to 41% they prefer small-
er government, fewer services and lower
taxes to the opposite.

Democrats are desperate to raise turn-
out among the young. On October 7th Mi-
chelle Obama told students that voting
might improve their sex lives. “Bring that
cute guy or girl you have that crush on,”
she said. “Trust me, they’ll be impressed.”
Democratic candidates stress their social
liberalism and boast of their plans to help
students pay for college, while painting Re-
publicans as fuddy-duddy male chauvin-
ists who want to ban contraception. 

In Louisiana, for example, Mary Lan-
drieu, the incumbent senator, promises
lower interest rates for student loans and
bigger grants for poor students. She has
also danced the “Wobble” at a tailgate
party and has helped a 28-year-old per-
form a “kegstand” (doinga handstand on a
beer keg while drinking from it). She is not
the only candidate trying to show a fun-
lovingside to youthful voters. Scott Brown,
a Republican running for the Senate in
New Hampshire, recently attended a stu-
dent party, though he pointedly ignored an
offer ofsome mood-altering pills.

Kay Hagan, a vulnerable Democratic
senator from North Carolina, first won her
seat in 2008, buoyed by all the youngsters
who turned out for Mr Obama. (She won
the youth vote by an incredible 47-point
margin.) This time, the president is not on
the ballot and Ms Hagan is struggling to
make the young swoon without him. Still,
her allies in the teachers’ unions are help-
fully trumpeting the Republicans-hate-
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2 education theme. One ad blasts Ms Ha-
gan’s opponent, Thom Tillis, for having
“cut $500m” from the North Carolina edu-
cation budget as state House Speaker. (In
fact, education spending rose by $700m
between 2012-13 and 2014-15.) 

For Republicans, winning over unwrin-
kled voters is always hard. They find social
conservatism off-putting, and are not wild
about the idea that money should be lav-
ished on Social Security and Medicare,
two huge government programmes for the
old, but not on programmes for the young.
So young conservatives are a minority.
However, they seem more motivated than
their liberal peers this year. The Harvard
study finds that almost a third of them say
theyare “definitely” voting; just 22% ofself-
proclaimed liberals say the same.

For both parties, reaching young voters
is hard. They move often and do not ap-
pear in many databases. A quarter live
without cable television, preferring to
stream shows from the internet, and so
also avoid political advertising. As a result,
manydo noteven realise thatan election is
athand, which doesnotbode well for their
chances ofmaking it to a polling booth. 

In the long run, however, wooing
young voters is of paramount importance.
A study by Yair Ghitza of Catalist, a data
firm, and Andrew Gelman of Columbia
University found that whites who came of
age when Democrats were in power are
more likely to vote Democratic in later
years, and vice versa. In other words: like
tastes in pop music, political affiliations
forged while young often last a lifetime.7

Young and alienated
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BILL CLINTON and Michelle Obama are
unforgettable. Alas, the same cannot

be said of Bruce Braley, the Democratic
candidate for Iowa’s Senate seat. When
campaigning on Mr Braley’s behalf, nei-
ther Mrs Obama nor Mr Clinton could re-
member his name. Mrs Obama called him
“Bruce Bailey”. Mr Clinton made the same
mistake. Hillary Clinton, who has also
stumped for Mr Braley, got his name right. 

Such are the pitfalls of relying on out-
side help to get elected. Yet it does not seem
to have deterred Iowa’s candidates from
seeking it. Mr Braley (pictured) will soon
appear at another rally with Senator Eliza-
beth Warren, a progressive star. And on Oc-
tober13th Joni Ernst, the Republican candi-
date, brought in Mitt Romney for backup.
Some $35m of outside money is being
spent in Iowa—more than anywhere ex-
cept North Carolina and Colorado, both of
which have far more people.

Outsidersflockto the Hawkeye State for
two reasons. First, the race is close: polls
put Mr Braley and Ms Ernst about a per-
centage point apart. (Doug Butzier, a Liber-
tarian, will also be on the ballot despite his
tragic death in a plane crash this week.)
Since the national race is also close, Iowa
could decide who controls the Senate. 

Second, any politician with presiden-
tial aspirations is always glad to visit Iowa.
The state holds the first caucuses on the
road to the big-party presidential nomina-
tions—a fact that certain bigwigs may find
easier to remember than MrBraley’sname. 

Of the two Senate candidates, Mr Bra-
ley is the blander. Like most Democrats, he
promisesa higherminimum wage, more fi-
nancial support forstudentsand greater ef-
forts to curb global warming—including
dubious rules requiring petrol to be mixed
with ethanol made from Iowan corn.

He has defined himself largely by
gaffes. He was caught saying that Chuck
Grassley, Iowa’s other senator, is just “a
farmer from Iowa who never went to law
school”—unwise words in a state of end-
less corn fields and bright red barns. Mr
Braley has also squabbled with a neigh-
bour who let her chickens onto his lawn,
giving Ms Ernst one ofher best lines. To Mr
Braley’s claim to be bipartisan, she
quipped: “How [can we] believe that you
will work across the aisle when you can’t
walkacross your yard?”

Ms Ernst ought to be more interesting.
She won her party’s primary with an ad in
which she boasted of her childhood years

castrating hogs (“When I get to Washing-
ton, I’ll know how to cut pork”), and has
talked stridently of abolishing federal
agencies, impeaching Barack Obama and
tearing up environmental laws. But now
that she is running in a general election she
has moderated her policies: she no longer
wants to impeach the president, and says
that her attempts to give “personhood”
rights to fetuses were only symbolic.

The difficulty for both, says Timothy
Hagle, a political scientist at the University
of Iowa, is that in Iowa, the number of reg-
istered Republicans and registered Demo-
crats roughly matches, and both are out-
numbered by independents. In mid-term
elections, the turnout of independents
tends to collapse, leaving only partisans
voting. In such an environment, painting
your opponent as an extremist (and so
worth turning out to vote against) is a
shrewd strategy.

Both candidates, therefore, are defining
themselves as moderates and their rivals
as frothing partisans. At a debate on Octo-
ber 11th in Davenport, on the west bank of
the Mississippi, the two traded heavily-re-
hearsed barbs and twee small-town bio-
graphical details. Mr Braley denounced his
opponent as a stooge of the Koch brothers,
two conservative billionaires who bank-
roll a lot of attack ads and are the targets of
even more. Ms Ernst alleged that Mr Braley
is a Washington elitist who wants to force
“Nancy Pelosi’s and Barack Obama’s liber-
al agenda” on ordinary Iowans.

Yet how many undecided voters were
watching is unclear. For Iowans any na-
tional election is a long slog, during which
their ears are filled with partisan bile and
their hands are repeatedly squeezed by
outsiders who want to be president. Many
locals are looking forward to election day,
not because they intend to vote, but be-
cause then the bickering will stop, at least
until next year.7

Iowa’s Senate race

The importance of
being Ernst

DES MOINES

The barnyard battle that could decide
who controls the Senate

Anyone for pork?
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“ASMILE is a curve that sets everything
straight,” said Phyllis Diller, a come-

dian. But a dazzling one can set you back a
lot of money, and dentists in North Caroli-
na want to keep it that way. Just over a de-
cade ago the North Carolina Board of Den-
tal Examiners (NCBDE) noticed that many
people were getting their teeth whitened at
spas or kiosks in shopping malls. The pro-
cedure typically involves placing disposa-
ble strips impregnated with a whitening
agent on a client’s teeth. The strips are
deemed safe by the Food and DrugAdmin-
istration and regulated as cosmetics. Sa-
lons charge as little as a tenth as much for
this service as a dentist would. So in 2003
the NCBDE sent at least 47 cease-and-desist
letters to teeth-whitening outfits, accusing
them of practising dentistry without a li-
cence and driving them out ofbusiness. 

The NCBDE is composed mostly of
practising dentists with an interest in elim-
inating competitors. Free marketeers have
long complained about this sort of behav-
iour, which goes on in several states and
many industries. In 2010 the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) agreed; and on October
14th the case reached the Supreme Court. 

Hashim Mooppan, arguing for the den-
tists, claimed that a Supreme Court deci-
sion from 1943 gave the state dental board
immunity from the antitrust provisions of
the Sherman Act. Some of the justices
sounded sceptical. Sonia Sotomayor com-
plained that North Carolina has given a
“group of private actors a pass on antitrust
litigation”. Stephen Breyer mused that if
the state were to let a group of wine mer-
chants or truckers fix their own prices,
“they might get out ofhand.” 

However, Justice Samuel Alito said he
was “not attracted to the idea of federal
courts looking at state agencies...to deter-
mine whether they are really serving the
public interest.” Opening the door to this
kind of supervision is “troubling,” he told
Malcolm Stewart, the lawyer for the FTC.
Justice Breyer asked whether a ruling
against dentists policing dentistry would
entail a new norm requiring bureaucrats,
rather than brain surgeons, to regulate neu-
rology. “I want a neurologist to decide it,”
Justice Antonin Scalia said.

No one is suggesting that unqualified
people should be allowed to offer danger-
ous services, however. Rather, the case
hinges on whether state-sanctioned pro-
fessional bodies may claim a monopoly
over services that non-members could

safely supply. A ruling that liberated non-
dentists to whiten teeth would invite com-
plaints against a host of other professional
bodies. Hence the stampede of occupa-
tional therapists, masseurs, chiropractors
and many others to warn of dire conse-
quences ifthe courtdisrupts“a 150-year tra-
dition of regulation by practising profes-
sionals”, as one brief put it. Others see it
differently. Legalzoom, a firm that helps
people write their own cheap legal docu-
ments using an online kit, has often been
stymied by state bar associations. 

Companies that act like cartels face stiff
criminal penalties. Why, asks the Pacific Le-
gal Foundation, a non-profit, should priv-
ate parties acting under the government’s
aegisbe allowed to getawaywith the same
thing? A decision is expected by June.7

Antitrust law

Tooth and justice

NEW YORK

A fight for the right to whiten yourteeth
reaches the Supreme Court

NOT everyone finds Christmas easy.
Some people have so much money

that they cannot think what to spend it on.
Every year Neiman Marcus, a posh depart-
ment store, takes pity on these unfortunate
souls by offering them its Christmas cata-
logue, stuffed with ideas to empty even the
fattest wallet. 

For example, sporty couples can buy
“His and Hers” Quadskis for $50,000 each.
These are jet skis that convert into quad
bikes in about five seconds (pictured). And
they come in a turtle print. Shoppers who
wish to relax can buy an elaborate cocktail
shaker for $35,000. It comes with a year’s

supply of gin and a class for 20 guests with
a “mixology” expert. 

Many luxury brands are now ubiqui-
tous, which robs them of their snob value.
What the truly rich want is “unique experi-
ences”, says Milton Pedraza of the Luxury
Institute, a consultancy. Neiman Marcus of-
fers plenty of those. For $125,000 you can
ride a Mardi Gras float in New Orleans. For
$425,000 you can attend the Vanity Fair
Oscar party, having first been glammed up
by a style expert so that the other revellers
won’t thinkyou are a gatecrasher. 

The costliest item in this year’s book is
the “House of Creed Bespoke Fragrance
Journey”. For $475,000 you can fly to Paris
and have a master perfumier create a scent
that perfectly suits you. You also get
“white-glove car service, private tours and
other experiences befitting the royally
amazing you”. Your correspondent tried to
expense such a trip, for research purposes,
but her Scrooge-like editor said no. 

Ginger Reeder, who handpicks all the
“fantasy items” for the catalogue, does not
expect to sell everything. Selling is not the
point. “They are chosen for their unique-
ness and their publicity value,” she says. In
1997, for instance, Neiman Marcus was un-
able to offload first editions of90 ofAmeri-
ca’s greatest novels, from “The Great
Gatsby” to “Catch-22”, but Ms Reeder
found some comfort when she received
600 requests for the book-list. 

The shop’smostexpensive gift ever was
a Boeing jet for $35m in 1999. The most
memorable have included a submarine
($20m), a mean-spirited camel who spat a
lot (Neiman Marcus no longer includes an-
imals in the catalogue) and “His and Hers”
mummy cases for $6,000 in 1971 ($35,000
in modern money). A mummy was unex-
pectedly discovered in one sarcophagus,
which caused a spot ofbother. A death cer-
tificate had to be issued before it could be
delivered. Gift wrapping was optional.7

The Neiman Marcus catalogue

Hold the myrrh

NEW YORK

Gold and frankincense are so two
millennia ago

Bah, humbug
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IF AN “irresponsible” Barack Obama moves terrorists from
Guantánamo Bay to a military prison in Kansas, he would be

painting a target on every hospital and school in the area. That is
the view of the state’s senior senator, Pat Roberts. “Not on my
watch,” Mr Roberts assured supporters huddled in a rain-lashed
shopping mall in Wichita on October13th, to much applause and
nodding of heads. Mr Roberts, a 78-year-old Republican, prom-
ises to halt all Senate business, if need be, to stop the president
from emptying the prison camp in Cuba and sending its remain-
ing detainees to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, home to America’s
only maximum-security military prison.

Pedants might object that Leavenworth has not actually been
asked to take any detainees—though the Kansas prison was one
ofseveral sitesconsidered in 2009, afterMrObama tookoffice de-
claring that he would close Guantánamo in a matter of months.
No matter. A recent press report—denied, a bit half-heartedly, by
the White House—suggested that officials are pondering how the
president might use executive powers to close Guantánamo be-
fore his term ends, if Congress maintains its current ban on mov-
ing detainees to the mainland. Americans have been put in a
jumpy mood by grim global headlines, lending a “safety-first”
edge to mid-term congressional elections on November 4th.

More to the point, MrRoberts is facinga tough re-election fight,
though Kansas is a solidly conservative prairie state. After 34
years in Congress he finds himself in a tight spot, squeezed be-
tween local Tea Party purists (who thinkhe has forgotten his Kan-
sas roots) and old-school moderate Republicans (tempted by an
independentcandidate, GregOrman, who saysboth parties have
forgotten how to compromise).

All in all, Mr Roberts has every incentive to talk up fights with
the White House. Asked to guess at the president’s motives, he
frowns. Mr Obama thinks that closing Guantánamo “will make
things better in the Muslim world”, he ventures. Perhaps, he goes
on, the president thinks that Islamic State fighters will say: “Oh,
that’s wonderful.” 

Other Republicans, led by the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives, John Boehner, have accused the president of being
“eager” to bring terrorists into the country, and have pressed
Democrats to denounce him (Mr Orman, for his part, calls Mr

Obama “absolutely wrong” to want Guantánamo detainees on
American soil). Critics are on firm political ground: since 2009
polls have shown two-thirds of Americans opposed to closing
Guantánamo and moving detainees to the mainland.

Understandably, Republican leaders want the 2014 election to
be a referendum on Mr Obama, and what they see as his weak,
naive handling of a world on fire. Ask Kansans why they do not
want to receive any of the 149 remaining Guantánamo detainees,
and echoesofthat complaint come up. “Sure, we have super-max
prisons, theywouldn’t escape,” saysa retired oil-worker in Wichi-
ta, Ken Jarvis. But once in America they would be granted law-
yers sympathetic to their cause, he predicts, adding darkly:
“There’sprobablyMuslim attorneys.” Before long, he thinks, dan-
gerous men would be free to walk the streets.

When Leavenworth last thought it might be receivingGuantá-
namo detainees, five years ago, 95% of locals were opposed, says
the mayor, Mark Preisinger. Not because Leavenworth, a sturdy
city of red brickand grey stone beside the Missouri river, is prone
to hysteria. It has been a prison town since the 19th century. Be-
tween the army, the federal government, the state ofKansas and a
private corrections corporation, five large prisons brood in and
around the city. It is a military town, home to elite staff colleges
for high-flying officers from America and abroad. The city high
school sends between 20 and 30 students a year into the armed
forces. Still, residents feel in “lockstep” that the place to keep the
detainees is Guantánamo, says the mayor.

That prison camp—built in an American naval base main-
tained by treaty on Cuba’s eastern tip—is called a legal limbo,
scoffs a local Republican state senator, Steve Fitzgerald. Well,
good. “Whyshouldn’t they just rot?” he asks, callingmanydetain-
ees unfit to enter the criminal-justice system and undeserving of
the status ofprisoners-of-war.

If we cannot be loved, let us be feared
During these and other Kansan conversations, it becomes clear
that the politics of Guantánamo involves not just a verdict on Mr
Obama. In this security-tinged election, America is also having a
debate about the legacy of George W. Bush. Go back to the 2008
election, and Mr Obama spoke like a man with a sweeping man-
date to reverse the priorities of the Bush era. Where his predeces-
sor had held international laws cheap, Team Obama would re-
store America’s global standing (and closingGuantánamo would
symbolise that fresh start). America iswar-weary, MrObama said
repeatedly: time for some nation-building at home, and drawing
a line under endless war.

The evidence is mounting that Mr Obama misread his man-
date. In such conservative places as Leavenworth, people are not
sure America is war-weary. “The nation hasn’t been at war, it’s
been the military,” says Eric Hollister, a retired lieutenant-colonel
and veteran of Iraq who instructs cadets at the high school. The
past13 years have hardly been like the second world war, he adds,
when America dug Victory Gardens to supplement rations.

The country is certainly fed up with calls to fix the world:
Democrats and Republicans alike say it is not America’s job to
take the lead in solving international problems. But far from
thanking Mr Obama for delivering the cautious, diffident foreign
policy that such polls would seem to demand, voters are turning
on him. The Guantánamo saga helps to explain this puzzle.
Americansdo notwantendlesswar. But rightnow, manyput feel-
ing safe above the pursuit ofpeace.7

The politics of Guantánamo

The idea ofproviding a home to terrorsuspects sparks a revealing fuss in Kansas
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EXACTLY 200 years ago, in the badlands
of southwestern Mexico, rebels fighting

Spanish rule drafted the country’s first po-
litical charter. The so-called Constitution
of Apatzingán of October 22nd 1814 at-
tempted to set out a frameworkfor the rule
of law, but it was never adopted; its intel-
lectual author, José María Morelos, was
shot by a firing squad a year afterwards.

Many constitutions later, the area
round Apatzingán shows how far Mexico
still has to go before becoming a law-abid-
ing country. Known as Tierra Caliente (hot
land) it has been the scene of a mass ab-
duction and a massacre, both allegedly
carried out by state security forces against
unarmed civilians. The two atrocities
seem serious enough to change the course
of President Enrique Peña Nieto’s two-
year-old government. Mr Peña has priori-
tised economic reform, and played down
law and order, as the way to modernise
Mexico, without admitting that both are
equally important. “He had the pieces but
he never had the picture of the whole puz-
zle, and now he’s paying the price,” says
Jorge Castañeda, a former foreign minister.

Mexico has been convulsed by the ab-
duction of 43 teacher-trainees on Septem-
ber 26th in the city of Iguala 80 miles
(125km) south-west of the capital, allegedly
by local police. They are feared dead,
though the government says 28 semi-
charred corpses found two weeks later
near Iguala do not belong to them. The

campaign for mayor. The mayor and his
wife are now fugitives, but Mr Aguirre
(who is fighting to save his own skin) says
many other towns in Guerrero are in the
grip oforganised crime.

The utter lawlessness of areas within a
few hours’ drive of the capital is echoed in
an alleged massacre in June, in which sol-
diers killed 22 suspected criminals in the
rural town of Tlatlaya, not far from Iguala.
Over the summer, the army insisted the
deaths occurred during a shootout. It ar-
rested an officer and seven soldiers in Sep-
tember only after journalists spoke to a
witness who said most of the victims were
slain after they had been disarmed.

Three heavy words sum up the chal-
lenge now facing Mr Peña and Mexico as a
whole: impunity, accountability and go-
vernability. Mr Castañeda says Mr Peña
sent the wrong signal on impunity from
the start by failing to investigate the disap-
pearances of 22,000 people in Mexico in
the 2006-12 drug war launched by his pre-
decessor, Felipe Calderón, and during his
own administration.

Mr Castañeda and others say that past
atrocities have been covered up to win
support from Mr Calderón’s opposition
National Action Party for landmark 2013-14
energy reforms. The ex-minister says that
the “whitewash” enables the security
forces to believe they can continue to kill
without scruple. But impunitygoes further
than that. Mexicans’ lack of faith in their 

area is a killing ground littered with mass
graves and tensions are running high.

On October 13th colleagues, families
and supporters of the missing students
staged violent protests against the gover-
nor of their home state, Guerrero, setting
fire to the state government building. Apart
from the abductions, especially shocking
is the charge that a drug gang in effect ran
Iguala, putting in two of its own—a mayor
and his wife—who used local police to set-
tle their scores violently with little fear of
being caught. One hypothesis, publicly
aired by Ángel Aguirre, the embattled
Guerrero governor, is that the mayor or-
dered the attack on the students because
he feared they would disrupt a party in
which his wife planned to launch her own

Mexico and impunity 

When crime is unchecked

Mexico City

To modernise, the countryneeds lawand orderas much as economic reform

The Americas
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ON THE night of October 12th, after
comfortably winning a third term as

the president of Bolivia, Evo Morales was
in full rhetorical flow. Having dedicated
his victory to Cuba’s Fidel Castro and the
late Hugo Chávez of Venezuela, he went
on: “How much longer will we continue
to be subjected to the North American
empire or the capitalist system? This tri-
umph is a triumph for anti-imperialists
and anti-colonialists.”

So far, so reminiscentof2007. Thatwas
when Chavez’s anti-yanqui continental
alliance, known as the Bolivarian Alter-
native for the Americas (ALBA), hit its ze-
nith. It had gained two new recruits with
the election of Rafael Correa in Ecuador
and of Daniel Ortega in Nicaragua. Hav-
ing won a new term by a 26-point margin,
Chávez pledged himself to “21st-century
socialism”. A year earlier Mr Morales, a
socialist coca-growers’ leader of Amerin-
dian descent, had won Bolivia’s presiden-
cy proclaiming that he was “the United
States’s worst nightmare”. In Argentina
the election in 2007 of Cristina Fernán-
dez, an ALBA fellow-traveller, prolonged
the regime of her husband and predeces-
sor, Néstor Kirchner.

Analysts lumped these leaders togeth-
er as radical populists, for want of a better
term. Yet despite a shared bent for auto-
cracy, there were always differences
among them, not least because of their
countries’ differing circumstances. Seven
years on, their fates are distinct. In Vene-
zuela Chávez bequeathed a toxic eco-
nomic legacy to his lacklustre successor,
Nicolás Maduro. A country that claims
the world’s biggest oil reserves has been
so badly mismanaged that it is scraping
around for dollars. As for Ms Fernández,
having plunged Argentina into stagfla-
tion, she is down and almost out, despite
her last-gasp effort to turn her argument

over debt with a New York court into a
nationalist epic.

Their difficulties are in sharp contrast
with Mr Morales’s continuing popularity.
True, he has been in power for a shorter
period. But his success has recently owed
less to “anti-capitalism” and much more to
his accommodation with economic ortho-
doxyand local capitalists. Aftera turbulent
early period when he pushed through a
new constitution, quashed the opposition
and nationalised foreign-owned oil and
gas producers and utilities, he has presided
over several years of political stability and
economic growth. And he has made his
peace with private business.

The ALBA presidents all claim to be
leading durable “revolutions”, not just any
old government. In practice, all of them
(save Mr Ortega) built their popularity on
recycling a huge increase in rents from the
commodity boom into subsidies for the
poor and expanded social provision. But
Mr Morales has been much less wasteful
than Chávez and the Kirchners, having run
a fiscal surplus every year since 2005. 

Mr Correa, like Mr Morales, is becom-
ing more pragmatic. He has invested his oil

windfall in roads, schools and hospitals.
He recently negotiated a trade agreement
with the European Union and has re-
stored normal ties with the IMF. Last
month he watered down a new banking
law under which the state was to dictate
the destination of private bank loans. As
for Mr Ortega, who has long been chum-
my with private businessmen, his es-
pousal of a quixotic, Chinese-backed and
environmentally damaging scheme for a
trans-Isthmian canal looks like a search
for elusive rents to sustain his family’s
grip on power.

Mr Morales and Mr Correa, who won
re-election last year, may be riding high
now. But there are clouds on the horizon
for their “revolutions”, too. Despite the
rhetoric, these do not include the United
States: Barack Obama’s response to ALBA

has been to yawn. Their first problem is
the end of the commodity boom. Three-
quartersofBolivia’s exportsare ofnatural
gas or minerals, whose prices are falling.
Ecuador invests much more than Bolivia.
Mr Correa has boosted non-oil exports.
He has done more than Mr Morales to try
to diversify his country’s economy, with
so far uncertain results. But his “citizens’
revolution” is showing signs of financial
strain. Ecuador is heading for a fiscal defi-
cit ofup to 7% ofGDP this year. And the oil
price is crashing.

The second difficulty that all the ALBA

autocrats face is that their regimes are
highly personal. Neither Mr Morales nor
Mr Correa shows signs of wanting to
groom a successor. When the economic
going gets tougher, populists typically
find it difficult to take necessary but un-
popular decisions. The question they will
face in due course is whether they are pre-
pared to relinquish power voluntarily—
whether, in other words, their “revolu-
tions” are one-way tickets.

The travails of ALBABello

The more successful ofLatin America’s populists have become more pragmatic

law-enforcement authorities means that
the number of uninvestigated crimes, as
well as the total number of crimes, is stag-
gering (see chart on previous page). 

To counter impunity, Mexico needs ac-
countability, says David Shirk, head of the
Justice in Mexico project at the University
ofSan Diego, notingthat the word does not
have an exact Spanish translation (Mexi-
can lawyers use the English word). In 2008
Mexico ushered in a series of bold judicial
reforms that aim to improve the legal sys-
tem. They include reducing the power of
the state by introducing adversarial trials
that for the first time allow defence law-

yers to pick apart publicly the evidence of
government prosecutors. They also put the
onus on police to do more investigation.

Mr Shirk credits Mr Peña with unifying
codes of criminal procedures this year so
the whole country isgoverned bythe same
set of rules. But he says the government
has inadequately promoted the new jus-
tice system, partly because it has sought to
play down any hint of violence that might
deter foreign investors. “They don’t seem
to understand how important the rule of
law is to their economic agenda,” he adds.

Some argue that to end violence, Mexi-
co needs to do away with separate police

forces in its 32 states and 2,457 municipal-
ities and create a vast unified federal police
force. But such a monster could be untam-
able—especially given the corrupting pow-
er ofdrug money.

Sabino Bastidas, a political analyst,
says the problem goes beyond policing to
governability: checks and balances on lo-
cal and state governments are far weaker
than at the federal level, meaning that
towns are ruled as fiefs. In a system where
power brings privilege, and privilege can
literally mean getting away with murder, it
is not just institutions that may need to
change but a whole frame ofmind.7
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THOSE who hoped that Narendra Modi
would prove a busy liberal reformer as

prime minister have so far been disap-
pointed. But that, says Gurcharan Das, a
writer and former businessman who now
advises the government, is to judge the
man by the wrong measure. Rather than
being mad about markets, he says, Mr
Modi is a strong-willed moderniser, a man
who thinks a capable bureaucracy can fix
much of what ails India. It is the lesson of
MrModi’s runningofGujarat, where he re-
lied heavily on his civil service and got
public-sector firms to flourish.

But the bureaucracy is very far from ca-
pable. Lant Pritchett of Harvard University
has described India as a “flailing state”
thanks to its rotten administration. Bureau-
crats are incompetent and corrupt when
they are not simply absent. India struggles
to implement even well-found policy. In-
dia’s head, in Mr Pritchett’s metaphor, is
not reliably connected to its limbs.

Mr Modi appears bent on changing
that. In office for only five months, he
spendsa lotoftime with civil servants, pre-
ferring to meet them instead of ministers.
He and they have been looking for fixes,

needy with wasteful subsidies in kind. It
helps that Mr Modi, though once a sceptic,
is now an enthusiast for India’s most mo-
dernising effort by a mile: Aadhaar, the un-
ique-identity scheme, in which biometric
data are to be recorded to create a digital
identity for every Indian. This can now be
used, say, to open a bank account or get a
passport. Some 690m people are enrolled
in Aadhaar, the world’s biggest biometric
database. The target fornext year is 1billion
out of India’s1.2 billion citizens.

The prime minister’s chief civil servant
for e-government, Ram Sewak Sharma,
spells out what might follow once Indians
have digital identities. Last year in Jhark-
hand state in eastern India Mr Sharma in-
stalled a system to track the daily atten-
dance of nearly 14,000 officials. Each day
at the office they log in and out by scanning
a fingerprint or iris. The data is then pub-
lished live, online. Taxpayers can even see
which civil servants are at workor not. 

Mr Modi has pressed Mr Sharma to do
the same for the central government in
Delhi. This month Mr Sharma rolled out a
website, attendance.gov.in, for 149 depart-
ments and 51,000 national civil servants.
The effect may seem Big Brotherish, but
truancy in the civil service is appalling,
and such monitoring is bound to boost at-
tendance and productivity. In time every
hospital, state school, court and govern-
ment office could have the trackingsystem. 

Both Mr Sharma and his boss think
technology can do a lot to lessen rampant
corruption. Much ofit is in programmes for
subsidised food and fuel, which cost the 

such as shifting the paperwork needed to
open a business onto the internet, or free-
ing firms from petty inspections. Meetings
are said to have a corporate air, with Mr
Modi as chief executive. Dates for specific
targets—the “deliverables” of corporate jar-
gon—are set. Resistant bureaucrats are
transferred. On October 16th Mr Modi an-
nounced a big reshuffle, with a liberal re-
former from Rajasthan becoming the fi-
nance ministry’s top bureaucrat.

Mr Modi presses his civil servants to
think big. In August he called for 75m more
Indian households to have bank accounts
by February. The scheme, called Pradhan
Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, involves state
banks and could prove transformational if
households get in the habit of using their
accounts rather than keeping cash under
the mattress. Officials sayover55m newac-
counts have been opened and nearly
$700m deposited. The aim is to increase ac-
cess to banking in a country where two-
fifths ofhouseholds lack it.

An obvious opportunity is for such
new accounts to serve as conduits for the
government to distribute welfare as cash
rather than, as at present, to supply the
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More moderniser than market reformer, Narendra Modi relies on his bureaucrats 
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Cleaning India

Eating dust

IN THE hands ofRavinder Parcha, the
broom flicks along a Delhi street with

style and speed. Mr Parcha is trim, in
skinny jeans and a neat shirt, and has
toiled for the municipal corporation for
25 years. He is one ofa team of40 who
sweep a neighbourhood of150 large
homes ofpoliticians, sports stars and
businessmen. Poorer and far more
crowded districts get much less care.

 On a cool and bright morning, as
plump residents in tracksuits lumber by,
his lot does not seem that bad. But Mr
Parcha blames years of“eating dust” for a
bad cough and the loss of20 kilos. On
bigger roads the riskofbeing run down is
a routine threat. Stray dogs are a pest.
Scraping up the remains ofdead animals
is his least favourite task. And even in the
hottest months, households will not offer
drinking water. Since sweepers, garden-
ers and guards are not provided with
toilets, they must use bushes or drains.

Caste still defines who cleans. Mr
Parcha, like most sweepers, is a Dalit
(formerly “untouchable”). A typical
monthly wage is 7,000 rupees ($114). His
group cleans roads, but he says it is most-
ly for Muslim colleagues to dredge drains
and tidy parks. 

This month Narendra Modi, India’s
prime minister, launched an admirable-
sounding movement, Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan (Clean India Campaign). He
says Indians must change their attitudes
and stop dropping litter, caring instead
for public spaces and getting a sense of

civic pride. He himself set offto sweep a
Delhi neighbourhood ofValmikis, Mr
Parcha’s sub-caste. Mr Parcha says that
made him feel proud.

Mr Modi also enlisted others for his
drive, including Sachin Tendulkar, India’s
greatest cricketer. A member of the oppo-
sition Congress party, Shashi Tharoor,
also cheered it. That was too much for
Congress, which claimed his participa-
tion an embarrassment to it. Streets are
not the only places that need new
brooms.

DELHI

On the road with a Delhi sweeper

Modi plans sweeping reforms
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2 government $41billion a year. Digital mon-
itoring would certainly bring efficiencies.
Again in a test in Jharkhand, ration shops
and individuals who get cheap wheat, rice,
salt and oil are now being monitored using
Aadhaar identities. For example, each time
somebody picks up a 35-kilo ration of rice,
they digitally scan their fingerprint and re-
cord the transaction. Better management
of stock and reduced theft should lower
“leakage” rates that touch 50% in places. 

Measurably betterperformance is what
excites Mr Modi. He says a more welcom-
ing bureaucracy—even, if you can imagine
it, in visa offices—will encourage investors.
The prime minister wants India to be
among the top 50 in the World Bank’s
“ease of doing business” index. It is cur-
rently134th. (The otherobstacles, however,
remain formidable and include unre-
formed courts and land laws.)

Next, a commission will report on re-
structuring the huge and lumbering Indian

Railways. Another will look at how to mo-
dernise the Food Corporation, which sits
on much of Indian agriculture. Reformers
still call for more space for private actors,
which would entail a host of structural re-
forms and liberalisations. But Mr Modi is
more likely first to order state-run bodies to
be run better. Similarly, he is reluctant to
sell Air India, the national carrier, hoping
to turn it around under state control. 

Can the modernising Mr Modi become
a more liberal economic figure, too? If the
bureaucracy works better, implementing
market reforms later may prove easier. Per-
haps, too, the prime minister will prove to
be boldernowthat state elections in Maha-
rashtra and Haryana are over, with the re-
sults due on October 19th. After long years
in opposition in those states, Mr Modi’s
Bharatiya Janata Party looks set to win
them. It currently controls only five of 30
state governments—notenough for the am-
bitions ofa moderniser or a reformer. 7

WAS the decision to raise a key tax this
year a big mistake? For years, the po-

litical consensus has been that Japan’s con-
sumption (ie, value-added) tax needs to go
up in order to control a ballooning public
debt. In April the government of Shinzo
Abe carried outa decision made by the pre-
vious government and lifted the tax from
5% to 8%. That is still low by developed-
country standards, but it seems to have in-
flicted more pain than most predicted. Re-
ports from Tokyo’s brothel districts to the
country’s rural regions suggest the move
has hurt an already limp recovery.

The last time politicians dared raise the
consumption tax was back in 1997. It
helped push a recovering economy back
into recession. Then, however, the move
coincided with a financial storm in Asia
and a bad-loans crisis at home. This time,
politicians seemed surer that people
would soon head backto the shops. Yet the
fall in household demand has proven even
sharper than in 1997 (see chart), and a reces-
sion is again on the cards. The economy
shrankby an annualised 7.1% in the second
quarter of the year. Economists are grow-
ing nervous about Japan’s third-quarter
GDP, to be published on November17th. 

To add to concerns, the government in-
tends to raise the consumption tax again,
to 10% in October 2015. Towards the end of
this year, Mr Abe must decide whether to
go ahead with that plan or postpone it on
the grounds of a weak economy. The di-
lemma has set offa battle inside his Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP) and among his
close advisers. On the one hand, oppo-
nents of tax rises say their dire predictions
have come true. And many in the LDP wor-
ry that another unpopular increase could
spell trouble in local elections in the 

Japan’s economy

Consumptive
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Will the prime ministerkeep his nerve
overthe consumption tax? 
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2 spring. On the other hand, for a country
with gross public borrowing at close to
240% ofGDP, fiscal rectitude is paramount.
The finance ministry has long advocated a
higher consumption tax.

Probably, the prime minister will stop
short of defying the powerful ministry. A
loss of political nerve might raise doubts
about Mr Abe’s commitment to his broad-
er economic programme, which is intend-
ed to impress with its boldness. Further,
says Robert Feldman of Morgan Stanley in
Tokyo, it should be easier to take steps to
guard against an economic slump than to
counter the riskofa bond-market crisis.

Politicians arguing against a second tax
rise will not be left empty-handed should
the finance ministry get its way. In parallel
with the April increase, the government
spent an extra ¥5.5 trillion ($51.4 billion) in
a bid to offset its effects. That spending,

mostly on public works, was not wholly
successful. A shortage of workers in the
construction industry meant delays to pro-
jects and to money reachingpeople’s pock-
ets. Next time, then, the government may-
be obliged to spend more. The Bank of
Japan may also come under pressure to
embark on a second round of unconven-
tional monetary policy in the form of
quantitative easing. 

Nearly seven-tenths of those surveyed
oppose another rise in the consumption
tax. Women, many of whom still hold the
purse strings in Japan, are especially
against. (Ordinary people also grumble
that Mr Abe has promised businesses cuts
in their taxation.) The government is now
thinking about marking basic foodstuffs
and other necessities for a lower rate of
consumption tax. But the tax will continue
to be the government’s big headache.7

NOT since 1993 had a Japanese journal-
ist been investigated in South Korea.

But this time it was not classified military
intelligence that was allegedly divulged—
but hearsay. On October 8th prosecutors
charged Tatsuya Kato, until recently the
Seoul bureau chief of the Sankei Shimbun,
a Japanese right-wing daily, with defaming
the South Korean president, Park Geun-
hye. MrKato is currentlybanned from leav-
ing the country.

The source of the upset is an article
which the Sankei published online on Au-
gust 3rd. It speculated on the whereabouts
of Ms Park on the day a ferry sank in April,
claiming 304 lives. Many blame the deaths
on a botched rescue operation. Rumours
have spread that at the time Ms Park was
out of contact for seven hours. Citing the
Chosun Ilbo, South Korea’s biggest daily,
that mentioned but rather ridiculed the
gossip, aswell as reportscirculating among
stockbroking houses, Mr Kato suggested
she was rumoured to have vanished for a
tryst with a divorced man. The president’s
office staunchly denies this.

Some Japanese say the case has target-
ed Mr Kato because the Sankei is the stan-
dard-bearer of Japan’s irksome historical
revisionism. It has for years campaigned to
reverse an apology from Japan over the
forcing of Korean women into wartime
brothels. Dokdo Saranghoe, a South Kore-
an civic group that defends islets claimed
by Japan as South Korean territory, was
one of three groups that lodged a com-
plaint about the article on grounds of libel.

The affair will do little to help strained
bilateral relations. Few South Koreans
have any sympathy for the Sankei, but that
is precisely why Mr Kato is “the perfect
scapegoat”, says Oh Chang-ik of Citizens’
Solidarity for Human Rights, a liberal lob-
by in South Korea. He says the case is an at-
tempt to cow South Korea’s domestic
press. Prosecutors have already searched
the home ofa reporter at NewsPro, a South
Korean outlet that translates foreign news,
including articles from the Sankei.

Defamation lawsuits have been used
before by the country’s presidents, conser-
vative and liberal. In 2011a host on a South

Korean podcast that lampooned the then
president, Lee Myung-bak, was sentenced
to a year in prison for spreading false ru-
mours about him, alleging past involve-
ment in stock fraud. In 2003, when he was
president, the late Roh Moo-hyun filed a
lawsuit against four South Korean dailies
for linking him to dodgy property deals.

To some, this is heavy-handed. South
Korea enjoys a thriving civil society and
competitive elections. Yet its libel law is
strict. Truth is no defence against spending
time in prison (punitive damages are un-
known in the South Korean system). In-
stead, the public interest needs to be
proved. Both the Sankei and Reporters
without Borders, a Paris-based watchdog,
say Mr Kato’s article met that standard.

Last month Ms Park said insulting the
leader had “crossed the line”. Prosecutors
swiftly set up a team to monitor the web
for falsehoods or defamations. For Cho
Guk of Seoul National University this is a
depressing return to tendencies associated
with the dictatorship of Ms Park’s late fa-
ther, Park Chung-hee, a military strong-
man. Two crimeswere notorious then: crit-
icising the leader and spreading false
rumours. 

The crackdown on rumours has
prompted some 1m South Koreans to ditch
local chat apps within a week—including
KakaoTalk, the country’s biggest—for Tele-
gram, an encrypted service based in Berlin.
This week KakaoTalk said it would stop
honouring warrants from prosecutors
(who have denied they monitor private
conversations). Reporters without Borders
ranks the level of surveillance ofSouth Ko-
rea’s internet as similar to that ofEgypt and
Thailand. Last year censors deleted or
blocked over 80,000 web pages, for por-
nography or gambling, but North Korean
sites, along with those of sympathisers of
North Korea, are also blocked under the
National Security Law, a cold-war legacy.
That lawwasonce abused to silence critics,
and it continues to rankle. But now the de-
famation law has become the govern-
ment’s tool ofchoice, says Mr Cho. 

Last year the UN’s free-speech envoy
said many South Korean suits are filed to
punish statements that are true or in the
public interest. As the Sankei case rumbles
on, South Korean media with reservations
about Mr Kato’s harsh treatment may cen-
sor themselves. In private, journalists ad-
mit thatwritinganythingpositive about Ja-
pan is almost impossible in the current
climate. 

President Parksays that by insulting her,
the likes of Mr Kato insult her nation. Her
nation might wonder whether the greater
insult was to its hard-won democracy.7

Illiberalism in South Korea

Insult to injury

SEOUL

Authoritarian tendencies resurface in a raucous democracy

Correction: In our October 4th article on Indonesia,
“The empire strikes back”, we incorrectly stated the
percentage of parliamentary seats held by parties loyal
to the next president, Joko Widodo. The figure is 37%,
not 47%. We are sorry.
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LATE last year Joko Widodo, then governor of Jakarta, Indone-
sia’s vast and messy capital, took Banyan with him on one of

his daily blusukan or “spot-check” inspections of the city—to Ben-
hil, a dilapidated market. We were joined by a flock of local press
and hangers-on, but only three security guards. On October 13th
Jokowi, as he is known, took another visitor, Mark Zuckerberg of
Facebook, to another Jakarta market, Tanah Abang. Notonly does
Jokowi, now president-elect, keep better company these days; he
is also trailed by a security detail numbering dozens, including
snipers. At Benhil, he chatted at length with stallholders in his di-
rect, unassuming way; at Tanah Abang he and Mr Zuckerberg
lasted barely quarter ofan hour.

That it will be harder to drop in on ordinary Indonesians and
chew the fat seems a small price to pay for the highest office in the
land. But Jokowi, who will be inaugurated as Indonesia’s seventh
president on October 20th, says he intends to govern the country
as he did Jakarta, and before that Solo, the town in central Java
where he was first elected mayor in 2005. That is, he wants to re-
tain his contacts with the people who elected him, and use his
personal popularity to sweep political obstacles aside.

Adapting this approach to leading a country of 250m people,
however, will not be easy. Foreign policy, for example, does not
lend itself to blusukan, and in his first month in office Jokowi will
be plunged into a whirlwind of summitry in China, Myanmar
and Australia (which he may duckout of). And even at home, po-
litical troubles have been piling up since he won the presidential
election in July. Jokowi, the little man, the first from outside the
metropolitan elite to lead the country, takesoffice looking less like
the vanguard of a triumphant reformist army and more like the
leader ofa beleaguered opposition.

The most obvious problem is that he lacks a parliamentary
majority. A “red-and-white” coalition of parties marshalled by
Prabowo Subianto, the presidential candidate whom Jokowi de-
feated in July, controls the new parliament convened on October
1stas itdid the outgoingone. Jokowi hasdisdained the horse-trad-
ingthatpresidentsuse to buyparliamentarysupport, typically by
offering cabinet posts for votes. Well, almost: he has retreated
from hishope ofa cabinet stacked with independent technocrats.
But he still intends to give “professionals” fully 18 seats out of 34.

The remaining16 are barelyenough to satisfyhisown Indonesian
Party ofDemocraticStruggle, the PDI-P, and its coalition, let alone
to win over the opposition. The cabinet will be scrutinised for ev-
idence ofwhether Jokowi really is his own man.

The red-and-whites have already done mischief. They have
overturned the practice of giving the parliamentary speakership
to the largest party—the PDI-P in this case—in favour of a vote,
which the red-and-whites won. More egregiously, they passed a
bill to abolish direct elections for hundreds of local posts (such as
mayor ofSolo and governor of Jakarta) and to have the jobs filled
by indirect elections in local legislatures instead. Since the red-
and-whites control 31 out of 34 provinces, and Indonesian gov-
ernment is highly decentralised, this would enormously compli-
cate the president’s job. It would also represent the old establish-
ment’s revenge on reforms that allowed outsiders such as Jokowi
to rise to the top. It might make him the first and last president
from outside the elite. His outgoing predecessor, Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono, overturned the new law by presidential decree. But
his veto still has to be ratified by a vote in the new parliament.

It is not just the opposition Jokowi has to worry about. He also
has to keep the PDI-P happy, which means deferring to its leader,
Megawati Sukarnoputri, daughter of the country’s founder and a
former president herself. That complicates, for example, efforts to
patch things up with Mr Yudhoyono and his Democrat Party. She
has never forgiven him for replacing her as president. Jokowi’s
vice-president, JusufKalla, who returns to a job he held under Mr
Yudhoyono in 2004-09, is a veteran political operator. But having
an influential and capable deputy may well turn out to be a
mixed blessing.

The third big difficulty is that Jokowi assumes the presidency
at a time when the economy is slowing, the outlook is clouded
and it appears harder than it has for some time to fulfil his long-
held mission. He wants to show that democracy is capable of
working as an economic proposition in producing leaders who
can improve the lives of the poor Indonesians who elected them.
To have the money to do that, he needs to cut the fuel subsidies
that consume about one-fifth of the government’s budget. De-
spite the recent fall in the oil price, this still means sharply higher
fuel costs forconsumers, and hence demandsforhigher than usu-
al settlements in the minimum-wage negotiations due in the
coming months. Parliamentary weakness will make it harder for
Jokowi to resist populist pressures.

Power to the people
Jokowi’s enduring popularity, however, remains a great advan-
tage. His strategy is to use it to embarrass the politicians into do-
ing his bidding, and to intervene directly to remove blockages to
progress—in the landownership wrangles, for example, that can
delay the big infrastructure projects Indonesia so badly needs.
And Jokowi did not become the first Indonesian since indepen-
dence in 1945 to rise from nowhere to the presidency without also
acquiring some skills in close-quarter political fighting. Both
within the PDI-P and in dealing with the parliamentary majority,
he will need them. The red-and-whites have promised to use
their power “to investigate and to obstruct”. But under the Indo-
nesian constitution, the executive branch also has considerable
power. The red-and-whites’ hope, for example, to neuter the anti-
corruption commission, the KPK, will be impossible to realise so
long as Jokowi stands firm. He may lead the opposition, but he
does so with the power of the presidency.7

Joko, we’re not in Solo any more

Indonesia’s newpresident mayfind it lonelyat the top

Banyan
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WHEN five assailants armed with long
knives started murdering bystanders

at a railway station in the south-western
Chinese city of Kunming on March 1st, the
first police to respond were ill-equipped to
fight back. Most had no guns, which ordin-
ary officers typically go without. One who
did quicklyran outofbullets. Some officers
used their batons while others resorted,
bravely but ineffectually, to wielding fire
extinguishers which they found at the
scene. A specially trained unit of police
with gunsarrived as longas20 minutes lat-
er and shot four of the attackers dead.

The government promptly decided it
must make weapons more readily avail-
able to police. Ithasacted quickly to do so—
some critics say too quickly and too rashly.
The increased deployment ofguns to rank-
and-file officers raises the prospect of
abuses in a system that lacks public ac-
countability for police misconduct against
citizens. It has also increased the risk of
mistakesbypoorly trained officerswho are
unfamiliar with weapons. In recent
months Chinese media have reported on
at least two deaths in police shootings
where local witnesses suggested the use of
deadly force may not have been justified.
In May in Zhengzhou, the capital ofHenan
province, police accidentally fired a hand-
gun into the floor at a kindergarten lecture
on personal safety. A child and four par-
ents were injured.

China bans the possession of guns by
civilians, and makes only rare exceptions.

ons and Tactics, teams). Fifteen groups of
ten officers each—all in blue Ford vans—pa-
trol one tourist district near the Huangpu
river. One of them is often parked on the
Bund, Shanghai’s famous riverfront, close
to revellers taking wedding photographs.
Another is often stationed near People’s
Square; during a recent rush hour the
driver and a few of the squad in the back
could be seen smoking cigarettes. Ifa terro-
rist strikes on their watch, they are allowed
to shoot on sight.

Some citizens worry about reckless use
of police firearms, but many see a need for
greater, and more visible, protection. The
attackin Kunming in March appeared to be
the work of extremist Uighurs, who are a
mostly Muslim ethnic minority from the
western region of Xinjiang. It has been
seared into the country’s consciousness.
State media refer to it as China’s version of
the September 11th attacks against Ameri-
ca. Xi Jinping, the president, has echoed
George W. Bush, America’s president at the
time, saying that China is conducting a
“people’s war on terror”.

Armed police have become a feature of
this war. In a Xinjiang border town in July,
police shot and killed at least 59 Uighurs in
a conflict that state media said was initiat-
ed bya mob oflocalswho attacked govern-
ment offices, killing 37. Uighur groups
abroad allege that the real death toll was
much higher. 

The officers who opened fire are unlike-
ly to face scrutiny by fellow police, let
alone from any sort of public inquiry. Po-
lice and judicial data are largely kept secret,
making it impossible to track deaths or to
determine whether the use of lethal force
was justified. Mr Fan, the firearms expert,
says that, in spite of the lack of oversight,
police should still be given guns—they
should just be better trained. “Abuse of
power among police exists with or with-
out guns,” he says. 7

The government has similarly long resist-
ed arming police with firearms. The pro-
cess of getting permission to carry a gun
was often so onerous that few police both-
ered to try. Since the army was called in to
shoot civilians demonstrating in Beijing in
1989, China has beefed up its paramilitary
police force, the People’s Armed Police
(PAP), in order to handle unrest. But the PAP

doesnothandle ordinarycrimesand is run
separately from other police forces.

Fan Xin, a Beijing-based American ex-
pert on police firearms who worked as a
policeman in Los Angeles between 2000
and 2006, says the government’s reluc-
tance to arm the police had been partly out
offear that the gunswould be misused. But
this led to a failure properly to train those
who did carry them. Mr Fan describes an
“antiquated” system in which police are
rated for accuracy in shooting at a target
from a stable position on one knee, rather
than for speed and judgment in more real-
istic conditions. He also notes that many
police are trained to use semi-automatic
handguns but then go on to be issued with
revolvers. 

Some special police units in big cities
are reportedly better trained than small-
town officers. The recent expansion of
such units has been rapid and striking. The
city of Shanghai has deployed 125 mobile
units of elite armed police around the city
since May, each carrying at least two guns
(following America, Chinese media often
describe them as SWAT, or Special Weap-

Police firearms

Weaponised

SHANGHAI

Most Chinese police have long gone without firearms. In the wake of terrorist
incidents, that is changing
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MORE than two weeks after failing to
shift pro-democracy protesters with

tear gas and pepper spray, police in Hong
Kong have begun to step up pressure on
the demonstrators to abandon their street
barricades. Their tactics, which range from
more pepper spray to the dismantling of
bamboo fortifications with chainsaws,
have done little to persuade a determined
core of several hundred protesters from
keeping up their occupation of several
main roads. Rhetoric both from Hong
Kong’s government as well as from Beijing
suggests the authorities’ patience is wear-
ing thin. 

Before dawn on October 15th police
armed with batons tried to evict one group
of protesters from an underpass in Hong
Kong’s business district. It was their most
forceful attempt to disperse demonstrators
since the unrest began in late September.
They succeeded in their mission after drag-
ging protesters away and arresting dozens
of them. But support for the sputtering
movement may have been rekindled by
footage that was broadcast on local televi-
sion showing an arrested man being taken
to a darkcornerbyplainclothespolice who
then appeared to beat and kick him. Police
say the seven officers involved have been
suspended from their duties. 

The protesters want the central govern-
ment to revoke a decision announced in
August that would, in effect, give the Com-
munistParty in Beijinga veto overwho can
stand for election as leader of the partly
self-governing territory when the next
polls are held in 2017. They also want Hong
Kong’s present leader, Leung Chun-ying, to
step down. Having cancelled planned
talks with the demonstrators on October
9th, the government now says they remain
a possibility. A senior official said on Octo-
ber 15th that a “well-respected middle-
man” was in touch with protesters. But Mr
Leung insists that Beijing will not change
its mind about screening candidates. He
told a local television station that his resig-
nation would not help.

The language used byofficials in Beijing
has been increasingly shrill. A front-page
commentary in the party’s mouthpiece,
the People’s Daily, said the protests were
“doomed to fail”. It repeated words used
earlierby a memberofthe rulingPolitburo,
Wang Yang, who said the demonstrators
were trying to stage a “colour revolu-
tion”—a reference to upheavals in coun-
tries such as Ukraine and Egypt in recent

years. Such terminology suggests officials
in Beijing see the protests as a challenge to
the party itself. 

Some Hong Kong residents clearly re-
sent the disruption. On October 13th a
group of several dozen masked men at-
tacked a pro-democracy camp in the bank-
ing district, tearing down tents and man-
handling students. Several taxi drivers
drove up to the barricades and honked
their horns in a vain effort to persuade de-
monstrators to get off the road. (Worried
about protesters’ blockades, Mr Leung can-
celled an appearance he was due to make
on October16th in the legislature.) 

Global Times, a Beijing newspaper that
usually reflects the official line, said the
protest movement would “not stamp its
name in history, but only leave a stink that
lasts 10,000 years.” Demonstrators, wor-
ried by their much-reduced numbers and
largely resigned to the Communist Party’s
intransigence, would be pleased if their ef-
forts were to cause the central government
such prolonged discomfort.7

Hong Kong’s protests
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Police clearawaybarricades, but
protesters refuse to give up

ITALIAN cities such as Florence and Ven-
ice have longmade a mint from the archi-

tectural wonders built when they were fi-
nancial centres. China has been slower to
capitalise on the physical remains of past
commercial glory in Pingyao, an urban
backwater in inland Shanxi province,
which was China’s bankinghub in the 19th
century. Today tourists flock to the walled
city, with its unusually well-preserved

houses built between the 17th and 19th cen-
turies. But restoring its former wealth re-
mains elusive. 

The most-visited attraction in modern
Pingyao is the Rishengchang Draft Bank,
which in 1823 became the first in China to
issue cheques. The city lay on the path of a
lucrative trade route. The bank’s manager
spied a businessopportunitywhen he saw
silver shipments passing each other in op-
posite direction. He replaced pricey securi-
ty, wagons and pack animals with a clear-
ing house. 

The bank spawned around 50 competi-
tors across Shanxi (nearly half in Pingyao)
with hundreds of branches across the em-
pire. At the time Chinese bankers were
held in lower esteem than peasants and
tradesmen. They tried to keep staff honest
by making them pledge their homes and
even to surrender their families as slaves if
they committed fraud; investors had no
control over the banks’ daily operations. 

But it was not the staff that did for the
banks. They collapsed soon after the Qing
dynasty’s demise in 1911. The government
withdrew its remittance business, curren-
cy unification removed the need for the sil-
ver trade between cities and competition
grew from modern banks. 

Pingyao’s ensuing poverty proved to be
its saviour. Its picturesque grid of tradition-
al imperial houses survived when most
elsewhere succumbed to Mao’s hatred of
the old and his successors’ love of the new.
Now it has reinvented itself. Around 1.5m
people visited Pingyao in 2013, up from
around 50,000 in 1997 when UNESCO

named it a world heritage site.
Hope that the streets would again be

lined with silver are overblown. The bene-
fits ofthe tourist boom are spread only nar-
rowly. A small, spruced-up central area
thrums with visitors enjoying the curved
rooftops, traditional façades, red lanterns
and, strangely, Mao memorabilia. Beyond
the centre, many streets look like slums:
roofs slump, walls are crumbling and
waste is carried away by a horse rather
than sewers. Few can afford to fix up their
homes, even with financial support from
the government and the California-based
Global Heritage Fund, a charity that is
helping to preserve some of China’s his-
torical sites. 

To declutter the town, four-fifths of the
city’s population have been moved out-
side the city walls since 1997. But the new
town’s hotels and karaoke halls are often
empty. A high-speed rail link that opened
in July running from the nearby provincial
capital, Taiyuan, to Xi’an (home of the
crowd-pulling Terracotta Army) should
draw the crowds. But ease of access also
means ease of retreat: most sightseers
come only for the day. Makingmoneyfrom
moving people around China may prove
harder than profiting from the movement
ofsilver.7
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FROM the presidential palace on a hill
above Damascus, the outlook seems

rosier of late, despite the vista of flattened
suburbs and the rumbling of bombs and
mortars below. Defections from the army
have stopped. American and European
calls for Mr Assad to step down have
grown quieter since August 2013, when
America shrankfrom its threat to bomb the
regime for using chemical weapons. Now
America is leading a coalition to bomb Mr
Assad’s foes, the jihadists calling them-
selves Islamic State (IS). It is vindication,
reckons Mr Assad, ofhis long-held claim to
be fighting dangerous terrorists rather than
his own citizens demanding change. 

What’s more, American strikes may be
inadvertently allowing Mr Assad to con-
centrate on crushing mainstream rebels.
The Syrian Observatory, a British-based
monitoring group, reckons the regime car-
ried out 40 air strikes (from both jets and
helicopters dropping barrel-bombs) in the
provinces of Hama and Idleb on October
13th, double the usual daily number of
13-20 attacks (see map on next page). 

That the mainstream rebels were not in-
vited to the meeting of the international
coalition fighting IS on October 14th (see
next story) suggests America does not re-
gard them as credible military partners,
even though it has pledged to train and
equip some of them. “President Assad and
the people around him never doubted
they would win...For them the war was an
aggression from outside,” says Lakhdar
Brahimi, the former UN envoy to Syria. 

afford to pay soldiers, militiamen and civil
servants only thanks to funds from Iran,
supplemented by shady dealings with
well-connected businessmen.

For the most part, though, Mr Assad’s
supporters have nowhere else to turn. Be-
yond Alawites, they include Christians,
other minorities, and Sunnis who have
benefited from the regime. Mainstream re-
bels, not to mention IS, scarcely offer reas-
surance about their future in Syria. 

The changing international context
may be more of a danger. Though Mr As-
sad does not see Barack Obama as a direct
threat for the time being, the strikes have
nevertheless unsettled his supporters. Loy-
alist militiamen are angered by Mr Assad’s
claim that his regime is co-ordinating with
America in the fight against IS, given that
he had originallyblamed the conflict on an
international conspiracy by the same
countries now fighting the jihadists. For
those who doubt that, the regime’s lack of
response to unauthorised air strikes on
their land is a humiliation. Another factor
is pressure from Turkey—unsuccessful so
far—for the creation of a buffer zone on the
other side of its border with Syria to pro-
vide a haven for some of the 3m refugees
and, no doubt, create a base from which re-
bels could challenge the regime.

The key to Damascus may well lie in
Iran, which has hinted that it seeks mainly
to protect its interests in Syria—including
the supply-route to Hizbullah, the Iranian-
backed Shia militia in Lebanon—rather
than Mr Assad himself. In contrast with
Iraq, where Iran helped unseat the former
prime minister, Nuri al-Maliki, the clerical
regime in Tehran continues to prop up Mr
Assad. Some analysts think Iran may yet
reconsider this policy. Two things in partic-
ular might lead to a change of heart: first,
the rise of IS may favour co-operation with
Sunni states such as Saudi Arabia, which
funds much of the opposition; second, the
falling price of oil, together with Western 

Yet the regime may be more fragile than
it thinks. Discontent has been rising, even
among Mr Assad’s fellow Alawites (a Shia
offshoot) who dominate Syria’s security
forces. When a suicide bomb attackon Oc-
tober 1st killed scores of children outside a
school in Akrameh, an Alawite neighbour-
hood ofHoms, funeral-goers chanted “The
people want the fall of Barazi”, a reference
to the city’s governor, Talal Barazi. It was an
echo ofa slogan used by the opposition.

In Latakia and Tartus, two coastal cities
near the Alawite heartland, posters of
missing soldiers adorn the walls. When IS
took over four regime bases in the east of
the country this summer, slaughtering doz-
ens of soldiers and displaying some of
their heads on spikes in Raqqa, IS’s strong-
hold, families started to lose faith in the re-
gime. A visitor to the region reports hear-
ing one man complain: “We’re running out
of sons to give them.” There were also de-
nunciations on Facebook of extravagance
in wartime after Wael Halqi, Syria’s prime
minister, opened a new 30,000-square-
metre shopping centre in Tartus that re-
portedly cost $52m.

Another weak spot for Mr Assad is the
economy. Before the war government rev-
enue came from oil and taxes on a diversi-
fied economic base of industry, tourism
and agriculture. Most of these sources
have dried up, while foreign reserves of$18
billion before the war are believed to have
been depleted. The regime is struggling to
produce enough electricity, even though it
now has fewerSyrians to provide for. It can
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2 sanctions, is straining the Iranian budget. 
The contours of a settlement have long

been clear—a transitional government and
security forces that incorporate more of
the Sunni opposition, with Mr Assad in a
purely ceremonial role. Yet the likelihood
ofa deal remain slim. “What we have now
are only war plans,” says Mr Brahimi.
“There is no peace plan.” The Turks and
Saudis continue to demand that Mr Assad
go. Iranian and Russian diplomats say they
have little influence over Mr Assad, who
has pledged to fight until the end. 

Some figures close to the Syrian govern-
ment predict a breakdown of the regime. “I
don’t see the current situation as sustain-
able,” says one. “I thinkDamascus will col-
lapse at some point. When? I don’t know.
Then there will be chaos that makes the
current war look like nothing.” 7

THE gathering on October 14th at An-
drews Air Force Base near Washington,

DC, of top military brass from 22 countries
in the American-led coalition against Is-
lamic State (IS) had two main aims. The
first was to work out how to integrate the
effortofeach into somethingthat looks like
a strategy. The second, underlined by the
attendance of Barack Obama, was to dem-
onstrate the seriousness ofAmerica’s com-
mitment to defeating IS. The president im-
plicitly acknowledged that both are a work
in progress, saying that it was going to be a
long-term campaign with “periods of pro-
gress and setbacks”. 

Rightnow, setbacksseem to be more ev-
ident than progress. Intensified air strikes
by the Americans and Saudis have pushed
back IS fighters besieging the Syrian-Kurd-

ish border town of Kobane (Ain al-Arab in
Arabic), but America says it may yet fall.
Meanwhile, even with coalition air sup-
port, Iraqi security forces have put up only
pitiful resistance to the latest IS surge in
Sunni-dominated Anbar province. IS,
which this week seized an army base near
Hit, some 115 miles (185km) west of Bagh-
dad, is now estimated to control more than
three-quarters of the province. Martin
Dempsey, the chairman of America’s joint
chiefs of staff, says that, had it not been for
the intervention of Apache attack helicop-
ters last week, IS would have had a
“straight shot” to Baghdad airport. General
Dempsey has “no doubt” that IS will “use
indirect fire [mortar, rockets and artillery]
into Baghdad” in the days ahead. 

Mr Obama’s hope for progress is ham-
pered by the conflicting agendas of many
of his coalition partners; and perhaps also
by his own half-heartedness. The air cam-
paign against IS “has been so small by the
standard of recent conflicts that it amounts
to little more than military tokenism”, says
AnthonyCordesman ofthe Centre forStra-
tegic and International Studies, a think-
tank. The difficulties of coalition manage-
ment are starkly illustrated by the simmer-
ing row between Ankara and Washington.
The refusal of Turkey to lift a finger to re-
lieve the agonies of Kobane has cast a dark
shadow over the whole enterprise (see
page 53). American jets attempting to aid
Kobane’s desperate defenders are having
to fly more than 1,200 miles from the Gulf
because Turkey will not allow them to op-
erate from Incirlik, a big NATO airbase less
than 20 minutes away.

Whether Turkey can be brought onside
may depend upon Mr Obama conceding a
long-standing demand of Mr Erdogan’s to
establish a no-fly zone and buffer zone on
the Syrian side ofthe Turkish border. MrEr-
dogan also wants a commitment to take on
the regime of Bashar Assad as well as IS.
That is not on the cards, but to Mr Obama’s
discomfort, General Dempsey and the sec-
retary ofstate, John Kerry, now both favour
a no-fly zone.

Measures being urged on the president
include a big step-up in the tempo of air
strikes in Iraq and Syria from the average of
about seven a day since the campaign be-
gan to more than 150, and the use ofspecial
forces to provide forward air control.

General Dempsey wants a much more
intense training effort to reconstitute at
least some of the Iraqi army into a moder-
ately effective fighting force, requiring
many hundreds, ifnot thousands, ofWest-
ern soldiers. Even this may not be enough
unless some of those advisers are embed-
ded in Iraqi combat units to stiffen them in
battle. None of this is palatable to Mr
Obama. But as MrCordesman warns: “The
US is now embarked in leading and con-
ducting a high-risk air campaign that will
do too little and do it too slowly.” 7
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THE holy book is clear about what to do
when you capture a city: “Put to the

sword all the men in it”. As for the women
and children, “You may take these as plun-
der for yourselves.” This is pretty much the
advice that the fighters of Islamic State (IS)
seem to have followed in the Sinjar area of
northern Iraq, peopled largely by mem-
bers of the Yazidi faith, that the jihadists
seized last month. Reports by the UN and
independent human-rights groups suggest
that the invaders executed hundreds of Ya-
zidi men and kidnapped as many as 2,000
women and children.

Any doubt as to the fate of these cap-
tives was dispelled by the latest issue of
IS’s glossy English-language online maga-
zine, Dabiq. An article titled “The Revival
of Slavery Before the Hour” details reli-
gious justifications for reintroducing a
practice that ended in all but a few Muslim
countries more than a century ago. It
claims not only that the Koran, the sayings
of the prophet and traditional Islamic law
all endorse the enslavement of infidel
women captured in wartime, but that the
abandonment of this right has caused sin
to spread; men are easily tempted to de-
bauchery when denied this “legal” alter-
native to marriage.

Better yet, the article grimly enthuses,
the prophethimselfforetold thatone ofthe
signs of the Hour—the end of the world—
was when “the slave girl gives birth to her
master.” This obviously means that concu-
bines are needed to breed soldiers for ji-
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BEFORE the gates of the Dome of the
Rock, a resplendent golden Muslim

shrine built on the ruins of what Jews be-
lieve was their biblical temple, the be-
suited deputy speaker of Israel’s parlia-
ment, Moshe Feiglin, this week swayed
from side to side in solemn prayer. On the
steps below, his acolytes explained that, in
doing so, Israel was reclaiming the last and
most important acre of Jerusalem. They
dreamed that Jews would soon resume an-
imal sacrifices. “Remove all Muslims,” pro-
nounced the firebrand parliamentarian.

It would be easy to dismiss Mr Feiglin
and his backers as delusional were they
not inexorably changing the status quo on
the world’s most contentious cornerofreal
estate. Trouble over holy sites has sparked
more than one revolt in Palestine’s history.

Israel conquered the Temple Mount
with the rest ofEast Jerusalem in 1967. It left
the raised esplanade, with the Dome of the
Rock and al-Aqsa (the third holiest Muslim
site), in the hands of its former masters, the
Jordanian-appointed trustees, or Waqf.
The site was open to all visitors, but only
Muslims could pray there. The govern-
ment and rabbinical authorities confined
Jewish prayers to the base of the external
retaining wall, known as the Wailing or
Western Wall (see picture above).

This fragile balance is changing. Many
Israeli rabbis who hitherto deemed step-
ping on the hallowed Temple Mount to be
as sinful as incest, incurring a karet, or di-
vine death, are now reconsidering. At least
one government minister, Uri Ariel, often
walks round the esplanade. To mark this
month’s Feast of Tabernacles the govern-

The status of Jerusalem

A mount of

troubles
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Jewish radicals are upsetting the fragile
religious balance in the holycity

had. Therefore, explains the writer, the vic-
torious warriors of Sinjar divided the
Yazidi women and children among them-
selves, “after one fifth of the slaves were
transferred to the Islamic State’s authority
as khums”, ie, the share of booty surren-
dered to early Muslim commanders.

The fastidious theologians of IS are
right in some respects. Technically speak-
ing, the syncretic Yazidi faith may be re-
garded by Islam as heathen, denying its ad-
herents the protections that Christians and
Jews—fellow “people ofthe book”—should
enjoy. And it is true, too, that Islamic scrip-
ture, although vague in many matters, is
specificaboutslavery, includingsuch ques-
tions as whether sex is permitted. In recent
times Muslim rebels in Sudan as well as in
Nigeria have used such arcane justifica-
tions to excuse enforced concubinage. 

Yet the fact is that, like members ofmost
faiths, the vast majority of Muslims have
pragmatic concerns about hyper-literal in-
terpretations. Mainstream Muslim clerics,
citing competing verses and traditions that
praise the freeing of slaves as a virtuous
act, often describe Islam’s abandonment
of slavery as a sign of its adaptability to
modern times. Besides, imagine if Chris-
tians and Jews still followed the letter of
the Bible, which is, incidentally, the source
of the passage at the top of this article. The
verse (Deuteronomy 20:10-20) also pre-
scribes that in case of capturing a city from
the Hittites, Amorites, Canaanites, Periz-
zites, Hivites or Jebusites, the victors
should “utterly destroy them” and “save
alive nothing that breatheth”. 7

AT A time when Saudi Arabia’s aged rul-
ers worry about their Sunni-majority

population being inspired by the jihadists
of Islamic State (IS), it would hardly seem
wise to antagonise the Shia who make up
the remaining 10-15% of their people. Yet
that is exactly what a Saudi court did on
October 15th, when it sentenced to death
Nimr Baqir al-Nimr, a prominent Shia cler-
ic. The shock ruling instantly prompted
streetprotests in the largelyShia populated
Eastern Province, where most of the king-
dom’s oil is produced. The move threatens
to reignite sectarian violence that has
erupted periodically over recent decades,
as well as to sour efforts to sooth Sunni-
Shia tensions across the wider region. The
head of Iran’s armed forces warned Saudi
Arabia that itwould “paydearly” if the exe-

cution were carried out.
A powerful orator, 54-year-old Sheikh

Nimr emerged as a leader of protests that
broke out in 2011 in response to the violent
suppression of the pro-democracy move-
ment in neighbouring Bahrain. The island
kingdom, whose predominantly Shia pop-
ulation is ruled by a Sunni dynasty, is
linked to the Eastern Province by a cause-
way. In sermons Mr Nimr did not only de-
nounce the Bahraini clampdown, which
was bolstered by troops from Saudi Arabia
and other Sunni Gulf allies. He also de-
manded greater rights for Saudi Arabia’s
own disenfranchised Shias, who have
long complained of discrimination in gov-
ernment jobs and education, as well as of
being demonised by official media. The
first Shia minister in Saudi history was
only appointed in June this year.

Mr Nimr was careful not to incite vio-
lence, telling protesters to use peaceful
means only. He also insisted that Sunnis as
well as Shias were victims of similar re-
pression, condemning the Iranian-backed
regime of Bashar Assad in Syria in the
same breath as the ruling Al Khalifa family
of Bahrain. But such blanket denuncia-
tions of tyranny may be exactly what an-
gered the Saudi authorities. When police
arrested Mr Nimr in July, 2012, they
claimed, unconvincingly, that the four bul-
let wounds he received in his leg had been
the result ofan exchange ofgunfire.

The Saudis may wager that the harsh
sentence is more likely to act as a deterrent
than become a cause forcontinued protest.
Much has changed in the two years since
Sheikh Nimr’s arrest, which had sparked
riots leading to the deaths of three protes-
ters. Such is the fear of instability among
Saudis that Shia rage has largely fizzled out
over the past few months. 

People point to Bahrain, whose Shias
have largely, albeit sullenly, submitted to a
heavily policed calm, warily contrasting
this with the chaos across the border in
Iraq and Syria, where sectarian hatred has
added fuel to bloody civil wars. With the
Saudi air force engaged in war, alongside
the American-led coalition, against the
Sunni fanatics of IS, Saudi Shia may con-
fine their unhappiness for the time being
to comments on Facebook.

Another calming factor, says Ibrahim
al-Mugaiteeb, a human-rights activist in
the eastern city of Dammam, is that the
death sentence isunlikely to be carried out.
Saudi Arabia tends to reserve actual execu-
tions for criminals or the likes of al-Qaeda
militants who staged a bombing campaign
in 2003-06. Sheikh Nimr will appeal
against his sentence; and King Abdullah,
who likes to be seen as the benevolent pa-
triarch, could yet pardon him. That said,
the Saudis are hardly shy of the death pen-
alty. Last year the kingdom executed (usu-
ally by beheading) more people than any
other country bar China, Iran and Iraq. 7
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THE mighty African National Congress
(ANC), which has held sway since

South Africa held its first democratic elec-
tions two decades ago, is a wounded giant.
A realignment of post-apartheid politics,
long predicted but always delayed, now
seems plausible as the ANC faces the pros-
pect of splits within and erosion from
without. The process is being hastened by
the faltering president, Jacob Zuma, who is
threatened with yet another round ofscru-
tiny over allegations of corruption going
back to an arms deal in 1997.

With the economy stalled, the ANC is
beingsqueezed on the populist left and the
liberal right. To the left, the Economic Free-
dom Fighters (EFF), founded last yearby Ju-
lius Malema, a firebrand who used to head
the ANC’s Youth League, is gaining ground
after winning 6% of the votes in a general
election in May; its 25 members of parlia-
ment, often clad in red overalls and berets
intended to signify their solidarity with
workers, seem to hog the headlines. The
EFF appeals, too, to young middle-class na-
tionalists fed up with the ANC. Splinter
groups in South Africa have often risen
and then faded. But Frans Cronje, who
runs the South African Institute ofRace Re-
lations, a think-tank, says: “There’s huge
sympathy for the EFF within the ANC.” 

At the same time, the National Union of
Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA),
the country’s biggest labour union, which
told its voters to dump the ANC at the last
election, may set up its own party of the
left, which could emerge as the labour arm
ofthe EFF, though so far its leadershave de-
rided such an idea. The umbrella Congress
of South African Trade Unions (COSATU),
led by Zwelinzima Vavi, who is another
thorn in the side of the ANC, is split down

the middle, weakening the so-called “tri-
partite alliance”—the ANC, the unions and
the South African Communist Party
(SACP)—which has run the country since
1994. MrMalema, MrVavi and NUMSA’s Ir-
vin Jim would pose a tough opposition on
the left, should they join forces.

Meanwhile the Democratic Alliance
(DA), the official opposition, led by a white
woman, Helen Zille, rose to 22% from 17% at
the last election and is eyeing the no longer
outlandish prospect of winning several of
the country’s biggest cities, or at least run-
ning them in coalition, when their councils
are next elected in 2016. They include Jo-
hannesburg, Pretoria and the Nelson Man-
dela Bay Municipality, which embraces
Port Elizabeth. The DA already runs Cape
Town and most ofthe municipalities in the
Western Cape, the second richest of the

country’s nine provinces. In the general
election in May the ANC vote tumbled to
55% in Gauteng, the wealthiest province
that includes Johannesburg and Pretoria.

Mr Malema rubbishes the DA as “rac-
ist”. But in a future parliament and in va-
rious municipalities the EFF and the DA

could undermine the ANC in a twin as-
sault, whether or not in a tactical alliance.
The DA is now backed by most Coloureds
(people of mixed race) and South Africans
of Indian descent, as well as most whites.
Though it reckons it got 750,000 black
votes at the last election and has black
leaders in several provinces, it is still
viewed by many blacks as “too white”. 

In any event, the ANC is in a bind. If it
tacks to the left, to fend offtrade-union mil-
itancy and the populism of the EFF, which
wants to nationalise mines, banks and
white-owned farms, the ANC will lose
more of its support among the growing
black middle class. But if it sticks to a more
market-friendly path, albeit with rampant
corruption and patronage causing increas-
ing outrage across the board, it will contin-
ue to lose the backing of the urban poor. 

Both Mr Malema and Mr Zuma face le-
gal entanglements. Earlier this month Mr
Malema’s trial on charges of fraud and
racketeering, among other things, was
postponed until next August on the pecu-
liar ground that not all the lawyers in-
volved in the case were available. The ANC

would love to see Mr Malema behind bars,
deeming the EFF to be a one-man show. 

But Mr Zuma, who looks haggard, may
be more immediately embarrassed by
fresh legal tangles, thanks to South Africa’s
Sunday Times, if allegations by a lawyer
called Ajay Sooklal are taken up by the au-
thorities. Described as a “fixer” for Thales,
a multinational French electronics and
arms firm, Mr Sooklal has revived old alle-
gations ofbribery against him.

Mr Zuma, aged 72, denies them all—and
may well again fend them off before his
constitutionally limited term ends in 2019.
But there is renewed talk of an early presi-
dential succession. If so, Cyril Ramaphosa,
a former miners’ leader who is one of the
country’s greatest magnates, would take
the job, at least temporarily, since he is the
deputy president. He would seek to lead
South Africa on a constitutional and free-
market road. But in a fresh election he
might fail to win the ANC’s nomination, as
he lacks a base within the party and is re-
viled on the left.

Mr Zuma would prefer a successor who
could be relied on to back him in his retire-
ment. One ofhis former wives, Nkosazana
Dlamini-Zuma, a former foreign minister
now chairing the African Union’s commis-
sion in Ethiopia, is often mentioned. It
would be nice, from Mr Zuma’s point of
view, to keep thingsmore or less in the fam-
ily. But that could make it harder still to re-
store the good name of the ANC. 7
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ment funded a march to Jerusalem billed
as re-enacting the temple pilgrimage. It
also funds the Temple Institute, whose
head, Chaim Richman, organises religious
Jewish tours of the sanctuary (and is seek-
ing a red heifer to purify a future temple
priesthood). Even so visits by religious
Jews, numbering just 8,500 last year, are
dwarfed by the hundreds of thousands of
Christians and perhaps 3m Muslim en-
trants. But what was once a fringe cult is in-
creasingly well established. On the day of
Mr Feiglin’s visit Israeli police padlocked
Muslim protesters inside the al-Aqsa
mosque to keep the peace, and fired stun-

grenades and tear gas through its win-
dows. “It feels more secure this way,” said
Yoel Cohen, a religious Jew, over the din.

Since last summer’s Gaza war, Palestin-
ians in Jerusalem have become restive. The
police have repeatedly cleared the com-
pound of Muslims, giving sole access to
non-Muslims forseveral hours; even when
open, Muslims under 50 have often been
barred. The Israeli prime minister, Binya-
min Netanyahu, dismisses Palestinian
warnings of a looming religious war, and
vowsto maintain the statusquo “exactlyas
it has been for many decades”. Mr Feiglin,
for one, intends to prove him wrong. 7
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ABROAD and at home, a rising chorus is
criticising Germany’s chancellor, An-

gela Merkel, for her economic policies. Her
foreign detractors are frustrated by Ger-
many’s quasi-fetishistic pursuit of “the
black zero”, as Wolfgang Schäuble, her fi-
nance minister, calls the budget that he
plans for next year—the first since 1969 to
aim for balance. At the recent IMF/World
Bank meetings in Washington, DC, he be-
came increasingly defensive as one speak-
er after another blamed Germany’s auster-
ity and huge current-account surplus for
holding back the world economy. Ger-
many should exploit record low interest
rates and its peerless fiscal leeway to bor-
row and invest more, many argued. Other
countries would do better to emulate Ger-
many and save more, Mr Schäuble replied.

At home calls for more public invest-
ment are growing. But many German
economists share Mrs Merkel’s desire to
balance the budget, asdo hercentre-left So-
cial Democrat (SPD) coalition partners. Do-
mestic critics tend to be crosser about the
soft-leftish policies that she, despite being
leader of the centre-right Christian Demo-
crats (CDU), is enacting with the enthusias-
tic support of the SPD. These include: pen-
sion increases for specific groups at the
expense of future pensioners and in de-
fiance of the country’s ageing population;
a national minimum wage of €8.50
($10.80) to take effect from January; rent
controls in some cities; and a crazily expen-

But the bigger reason is Mrs Merkel’s
style of governing and communicating.
She lulls opponents and the public into
passivity with soothing and often bureau-
cratic expressions that smother controver-
sies, offend nobody and reassure every-
body. Her German is “a rehearsed
language, a numb and numbing language,
whose function is to spread calm”, argues
Dirk Kurbjuweit, author of “Alternative-
less: Merkel, the Germans and the End of
Politics”, one of several new books out this
autumn that slam the chancellor but will
not dent her popularity. 

“Talking after Merkel in the Bundestag
is the worst,” admits Anton Hofreiter, a
parliamentary leader of the Greens. “The
whole chamber is totally sedated and
wondering what she has just said.” She
does not attack individuals, so nobody
hates her. Criticising her opinions is hard
because she tends not to divulge them. In
mostdebates “she stayssilent, silent, silent,
until it is clearwhich side will prevail. Then
Merkel leaps so that it looks as though she
had always been on that side,” says Mr
Kurbjuweit. She constantly commissions
opinion polls and usually heeds them.

Even those policies that look bold are,
on closer inspection, opportunistic. Ger-
mans had been shifting against nuclear
power for years when the Fukushima di-
saster in 2011gave Mrs Merkel the opportu-
nity to declare that Germany would shut
its nuclear plants by 2022. That threw the
entire energy market into chaos. Similarly,
opinion had already moved against con-
scription when Mrs Merkel turned the
army into a smaller and cheaper profes-
sional force in 2011. In many cases, the only
serious opposition was within the CDU.
This week some of its younger members, a
group called CDU2017, demanded more
economic reforms. But these voices are not
a threat to Mrs Merkel, who has no credible

sive energy policy.
Taken together, these measures weaken

Germany’seconomy, said fourofthe coun-
try’s most respected economic think-tanks
this month. They also lowered their expec-
tations for economic growth. On October
14th the government followed suit, reduc-
ing its GDP growth forecast from 1.8% to
1.2% this year and from 2% to 1.3% in 2015.
Even exports, usually the strongest part of
Germany’s economy, are wobbling: in Au-
gust they shrank by 5.8% from July, a bigger
drop than can be explained by either the
pattern of holidays or sanctions on Russia.
Some economists reckon Germanymayal-
ready be in recession, since GDP shrank in
the second quarter and may well do so in
the third. German business leaders are in-
creasingly scathing about Mrs Merkel’s
economic policies (see page 64).

And yet none of these criticisms seems
to have trickled down to the German pub-
lic. Jobs are plentiful as unemployment re-
mains low. Mrs Merkel is still the country’s
most popular politician. In a poll this
month, 79% thought that she was doing a
good job, a number that her American,
British or French counterparts can only
dream of. Even the opposition in parlia-
ment has been unable to parlay the criti-
cism into effective rhetorical attacks. One
reason is that this opposition consists of
only two weak parties, the Greens and the
post-communist Left, which together have
a mere 20% of the seats. 

German politics

Sedating, not leading

BERLIN

Economicwoes at home are testing Angela Merkel’s understanding ofhow best to
use herpower
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2 internal rivals and dominates her party. 
When Mrs Merkel does have to sell a

policy to parliament and the public, she of-
ten presents it as “alternativeless”. She
used this word to describe the rescue pack-
ages for Greece and other measures in the
euro crisis. It was voted by a language jury
the ugliest German neologism of2010, and
has sparked sarcastic resistance on the po-
litical fringes. The anti-euro party even
took the ironic name Alternative for Ger-
many. ButMrsMerkel’smessage appeals to
the German mainstream, which wants ex-
actly her brand of centrist and non-con-
frontational politics, and indeed her.

Hence another paradox: Germany’s
euro-zone partners see Mrs Merkel as end-

lessly haranguing them to reform, but Ger-
mans do not hear Mrs Merkel talking of re-
forms at home. She fears that Germans
would not accept them even if they are
needed (as in opening up services to com-
petition or improving the tax system). Ger-
many comes near-bottom in recent rank-
ings of reforms by the OECD club of rich
countries. That is troubling given its re-
newed economic weakness and its poor
demographic prospects.

Most of Mrs Merkel’s predecessors
stood for at least one big, controversial pro-
ject. Konrad Adenauerafter1949 bound the
newrepublic to the Westat the costof mak-
ing reunification seem impossible. Willy
Brandt recognised East Germany. Helmut

Schmidt allowed American Pershing mis-
siles in West Germany to deter a Soviet at-
tack. Helmut Kohl made the Germans give
up the D-mark for the euro. Gerhard
Schröder liberalised the labour market.

Nobody in Germany today considers
Angela Merkel capable of a similar level of
leadership. Her power is immense but
mainly potential. “She has not tried out
how much power she has. For that she
would have to dare to do something, to go
against polls and the Zeitgeist,” concludes
Mr Kurbjuweit. “In a certain way, Merkel is
thus a powerless chancellor.” She uses her
power to block, not to promote. It is power
amassed but unused. If she goes on this
way, that will be her main legacy.7

Germany’s parliament

Order, order!

GERMANY’S parliament, the Bundes-
tag, has produced some memorable

moments over the years. Whether they
qualify as oratory is less clear. In 1984 a
young Joschka Fischer (nobody dreamt
ofa Green foreign minister just14 years
later) yelled: “With your permission, Mr
President, you are an arsehole!” Herbert
Wehner, a leading member in the 1960s
and 70s, told one opponent to “go wash
yourselffirst” and another that “you are a
pig, do you know that?”

Those members attempting wit—and
there are some—face a more humdrum
reality. Often they address a chamber
that is mostly empty. Chancellor Angela
Merkel and her ministers, ifpresent at all,
sit diagonally behind the orators, so that
they can ignore them and catch up on
some reading. This may explain why
many ofBerlin’s political wonks go
online for their thrills, watching prime
minister’s questions in Britain’s House of
Commons. How else to have fun?

Certainly not during the two Bundes-
tag slots allotted to “question time”. One,
on the first Wednesday ofa parliamenta-
ry session, is billed as an interrogation of
the government. But the government
chooses the topic, the opposition must
submit questions in writing the preced-
ing Friday and ministers usually dispatch
minions to read out replies. The second,
also on Wednesdays, is meant to be more
spontaneous but in practice turns out
much the same. 

In April Norbert Lammert, the Bun-
destag’s president, called these question
periods the “weakest part ofGerman
parliamentary democracy” and “politi-
cally meaningless”. Last month he went
from cranky to irate when, on one occa-
sion, not a single cabinet member turned

up. Another no-show, he let it be known,
and he would call the charade off.

The opposition, which has just one-
fifth of the seats against the grand co-
alition’s four-fifths, wants to change the
format to make it more like Westminster,
with direct questioning of the chancellor
and her ministers. Unthinkable, for that
would make politics a “show”, counters
Mrs Merkel’s Christian Democratic Un-
ion, the largest party. (Mr Lammert is also
a Christian Democrat, but the Bundestag
is his focus of loyalty.) So here is a modest
proposal: ifwitty repartee is out of the
question, why not take a leafout of the
Ukrainian or Italian parliament’s book
and go straight to the fisticuffs?

BERLIN

ManyGermans crave a less boring Bundestag, including its own president 

Gripped by question time

CATALONIA’S referendum on indepen-
dence, planned for November 9th,

will not now happen. Or might it, after all?
On October14th the Catalan president, Ar-
tur Mas, admitted that, with the referen-
dum officially suspended by Spain’s con-
stitutional court, it would have to be
scrapped. But, he added, some other sort
of public consultation will still happen on
that day—and it will involve ballot boxes.

Mr Mas refused to provide details. He
claimed that he did not want to give the
Spanish prime minister, Mariano Rajoy,
too many clues about his plans. Given the
legal obstacles, even Mr Mas may not be
sure how to proceed. Catalonia’s more rad-
ical and leftist separatists were angered by
his decision to obey the court while calling
for a watered-down, pseudo-referendum.
They want an early election in this rich and
populous region of north-east Spain. Mr
Mas is trying to deflect the separatists’
claimsofcowardice byrampingup the war
of words. “The Spanish state is the adver-
sary,” he declared.

A three-way game of brinkmanship be-
tween Mr Rajoy, Mr Mas and the separatist
Catalan Republican Left (ERC) party that
props up his government in Catalonia is
creatinguncertainty. MrRajoy has used the
constitutional court to block the referen-
dum, though it may take another five
months to rule definitively that it is illegal.
He offers little else beyond a readiness to
talk. ERC proposescivil disobedience, an il-
legal referendum and, eventually, a unilat-
eral declaration of independence. If it can-
not have these, it wants an election that it is
likely to win. If one is not called, it threat-
ens to withdraw support from the govern-

Catalonia’s future

Mas observation

MADRID

A referendum is off, but a vote is still on.
Result: confusion
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2 ment led by Mr Mas’s Convergence and
Union (CiU), makingit impossible to pass a
budget for 2015.

MrMas ison a tightrope. Hismock refer-
endum buys time and is a clever bid to win
temporary backing from the well-organ-
ised civil activists who are the motor be-
hind separatism. After November 9th, he
says, there should be a single-issue plebi-
scitary election, in which separatists stand
together to allow Catalan voters formally
to express their views on independence.
But such an election would split CiU,
which unites Mr Mas’s mostly separatist
Catalan Democratic Convergence (CDC)
party with the largely non-separatist
Democratic Union of Catalonia (UDC).
The UDC has already suggested that it may
form a new centrist coalition.

Mr Mas wants ERC to join him in a sin-

gle list, in effect forming another coalition.
If ERC instead insists on standing separate-
ly, an election might be a long time coming,
because Mr Mas’s CDC would be ham-
mered. It will lose the votes of moderates,
who fear a damaging stand-off with Ma-
drid, and ofconvinced separatists, who are
shifting to ERC. But without holding an
election, Mr Mas will be left leading a
lame-duckgovernment.

Whoever wins in Catalonia will not
gain an absolute majority. Nor, thanks to
an upsurge of support for smaller parties,
will the victor in Spain’s general election,
due late next year. Fragmentation of the
political landscape only increases the un-
certainty. But it could also force politicians
of different stripes to negotiate—some-
thing that has been noticeably missing
from the Catalan debate so far.7

ON OCTOBER 13th Turkish fighter jets
rained bombs on rebels from the Kur-

distan Workers’ Party (PKK) thought to be
positioned along Turkey’s border with
Iraq. The attackcame after PKK fighters had
opened fire on Turkish soldiers near the
border post of Daglica. Until early last year
this would have been routine news. But in
March 2013 the PKK’s imprisoned leader,
Abdullah Ocalan had said the era of
armed struggle was over and that a deal
with the government was within reach.
Before this week, the Turkish army and the
PKK duly held their fire. Are the peace talks
now over?

Their fate is linked to that of Kobane in

Syria (see page 48). The city has been un-
der siege for the past month by Islamic
State (IS) fighters as Turkish troops along
the border look on. Turkey’s refusal to let
guns and fighters into Kobane over the bor-
der crossing, because it is run by the PKK’s
Syrian arm, the Democratic Unity Party
(PYD), has ignited Kurdish fury. On Octo-
ber 7th thousands of young Kurds un-
leashed riots across the mainly Kurdish
south-eastofTurkey that leftat least 34 peo-
ple dead. Mr Ocalan promptly sent orders
through the PKK’s political arm, the Peo-
ple’s Democracy Party, to stop the vio-
lence. The government offered a road map
for the peace talks; American bombing of

IS targets prolonged Kobane’s resistance—
and thus reduced the pressure on Turkey to
intervene. 

Mesut Yegen, a political scientist at Is-
tanbul’s Sehir University, sees the air
strikes against the PKK as posturing and
reckons the peace process will limp along.
“But if Kobane falls, it will be unsalvage-
able,” he adds. Yet ructions over Kobane
may be just a symptom, not the cause of
slowprogress in the talksbetween Mr Oca-
lan and the government. “The road map
containsnothingnew. It says the PKK has to
disarm. This is impossible under the pre-
sent circumstances,” says Altan Tan, a pro-
Kurdish member of parliament. Mr Tan is
referring to the PKK’s battles against IS in
Syria and Iraq. The PKK’s prowess against
the jihadists, and its secular bent, have
turned the rebels into potential American
allies against IS. American support for Ko-
bane, though directed at the PYD (unlike
the PKK, the Syrian Kurdish outfit is not on
any terrorist list), may thus augur future
collaboration. Or so Turkey fears.

For as the peace talks get bogged down
and the PKK’s regional clout grows, the
Turkish president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, is
changing tack. Before he was hit by corrup-
tion scandals last December, he seemed
wedded to his alliance with the Kurds. He
was counting on the pro-Kurdish party to
support his plans to change the constitu-
tion to boost the powers of the presidency,
which he won easily in August’s election.

But with tumult on the border and a
fear of possible prosecution on corruption
charges if AK’s electoral fortunes wane, Mr
Erdogan is now looking for new friends
amongTurkey’snationalists. Theystrongly
backed a recent bill authorising cross-bor-
der intervention against “terrorists” in Syr-
ia and Iraq. The nationalists include many
of the same generals whom Mr Erdogan
has long sought to tame.

Tellingly, Turkey’s chief of staff, Necdet
Ozel, has been making hawkish noises. He
has called the PYD “terrorists” and grum-
bled about being kept in the dark over
peace talks. A day after the army bombed
PKK targets, the government unveiled new
plans to bolster the powers of the police.
“There is a marked shift towards a security-
based approach to the Kurdish issue,” ob-
serves Arzu Yilmaz, another Turkish aca-
demic. The pro-Kurdish party is feeling the
heat. “We are squeezed between Mr Oca-
lan and the PKK,” acknowledges Mr Tan.

Some believe that the government’s
strategy is precisely to sow divisions
among the Kurds. But should it not worry
about the Kurds spinningout ofcontrol? Ei-
ther way, the longer Mr Ocalan fails to
wrest substantive concessions for his peo-
ple the more restless the PKK will grow.
“The PKKmaysplinterwithoutOcalan, but
it will survive,” predicts Mr Yegen. “But
without the PKK behind him, Ocalan will
lose relevance,” he concludes.7

Turkey and the Kurds

War-war, not jaw-jaw

ISTANBUL

Amid the fallout from IS’s continuing siege ofKurdish forces in Kobane, the Turkish
government takes on the PKKagain
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Serbia’s government

Europe or Russia?

UNDER Aleksandar Vucic, Serbia’s
prime minister, the country is caught

between its European ambitions and his
autocratic drift. This week’s visit by Rus-
sia’s president, Vladimir Putin, highlights
Serbia’s dilemmas. Its main strategic goal
is to join the European Union, yet it is
refusing to apply EU sanctions on its
traditional ally, Russia. Indeed, to cele-
brate Mr Putin’s arrival, a military parade
to mark the 70th anniversary of the
liberation ofBelgrade was brought for-
ward by four days, with Russian fighter
jets flying over the capital.

Mr Vucic’s treatment of the Serbian
media also has a Russian hue. Discussing
a sensitive topic, a senior editor slips her
phone under a cushion, fearful that the
secret services are listening. One of her
journalists went to interview a man who
refused to talkafter being warned off by
the secret police. A popular interview
show has been taken offthe air. Anyone
asking critical questions ofMr Vucic risks
a savaging by tabloids loyal to him. 

According to Serbia’s Independent

Journalists’ Association, free speech and
criticism “are dying in the Serbian media”
and investigative journalism is “all but
extinct”. Journalists practise self-censor-
ship; critical websites are hacked. One
official even attacked Ivica Dacic, the
foreign minister and leader of the Social-
ist Party, which is in coalition with Mr
Vucic’s Serbian Progressive Party (SNS),
as “a hardened criminal”. 

Mr Vucic became prime minister after
winning a crushing victory in March’s
election. He has since become control-
ling, once being filmed telling ministers
and officials to be quiet. Yet many Serbs
love the authoritarian touch: a poll finds
that halfof those who know how they
would vote backSNS. This is despite an
economy tipping into recession, planned
cuts in public-sector pay and pensions,
and proposals to chop subsidies to public
enterprises. Polls suggest the opposition
would barely scrape into parliament
were an election held today. 

Mr Vucic also needs to keep the EU

happy and promote regional stability. Edi
Rama, Albania’s prime minister, is due to
visit Belgrade next week, though wheth-
er his visit will go ahead is in doubt after
a football match between the two coun-
tries on October14th was abandoned
amidst brawling and violence triggered
by the flying ofan Albanian nationalist
banner. President Atifete Jahjaga of Kos-
ovo, which Serbia does not recognise, has
also been invited. The EU was pleased
that 7,000 police were deployed to pro-
tect a 1,000-strong gay-pride march in late
September, an event that had been at-
tacked in previous years. 

One political insider says that West-
ern leaders keen to preserve peace in the
Balkans are downplaying Serbia’s au-
thoritarian slide. For many Serbs, he
adds, the question is not whether Mr
Vucic is a nationalist “but whether he is a
democrat”. The latest EU report on Serbia
says freedom ofexpression and of the
media is a “particular concern”. This
seems unlikely to improve.

BELGRADE

VladimirPutin’s visit and a football match rekindle rows in Serbia

Not the best way to play the game

IT IS easy to write off Bosnia as a dysfunc-
tional country hobbled by unnecessary

layers of government in which nothing
works. In fact, despite an unduly complex
system ofgovernment thatwas the price of
ending the war in 1995, Bosnia works—but
badly. The elections held on October 12th
will probably not alter that. Yet to dismiss
them as just one more round of political
musical chairs would be wrong. Some
change may now be in the air. 

The war left Bosnia divided between
the Serb-run Republika Srpska (RS) and the
Federation, which is dominated by Bosni-
an Muslims (Bosniaks) and Croats. The
Federation is divided into ten cantons. In
February it was rocked by rioters demon-
strating against their parasitic politicians.
In May much of the country was engulfed
by floods that caused terrible damage. Bos-
nia’s infrastructure is run down partly be-
cause so much money has been stolen but
also because it has to pay for too many lev-
els ofgovernment. 

In the Federation elections, the Social
Democrats, who have dominated the past
four years, lost heavily; power has shifted
towards a Bosniak nationalist party. But
many urban middle-class voters moved to
an entirelynewparty, called the Democrat-
ic Front, which could play a role in future
governments. 

In the RS, Milorad Dodik, its long-stand-
ing leader, lost support to an opposition
that has become more credible. Mr Dodik
wants the RS to secede, a move that could
spark a new war. He will remain president
of the RS, but it is not yet clear if his party
will form its next government. His candi-
date lost the party’s seat in the three-per-
son presidencyofBosnia to Mladen Ivanic,
a politician associated with a period of
progress that ended in 2006. The presiden-
cy isnota powerful position, but the return
of Mr Ivanic, says Jasmin Mujanovic, an
analyst, “is huge”. It suggests Mr Dodik’s
longdomination ofBosnian Serb politics is
coming to an end. 

After Bosnia’s elections in 2010 it took
more than a year to form a government.
This time it may be faster, but the worry is
less about forming a government than
aboutagreeingon howto share outpatron-
age. Thousands of jobs in various adminis-
trations and state-owned companies are
treated as rewards for the votes of families
and friends. In a country of only 3.8m peo-
ple these jobs give many a vested interest
in preserving a sclerotic system.

Bosnia’s peculiar political make-up
means that although politicians know
whatconstitutional and economic reforms
are needed, they find it hard to carry them
out. Any big changes require the agree-
ment of all main party leaders, whether in
government or not. With local elections
falling two years after the general and can-
tonal elections, no sooner have months of
negotiations on power-sharing ended

than electioneering starts again. 
Both the election and the opinion polls

reveal a popular demand for change. The
country is stagnating politically and eco-
nomically. The good news, says Peter So-
rensen, the European Union’s representa-
tive in Bosnia, is that much work has been
done on what needs to change in Bosnia—
and that it is eminently “doable”. Bosnians
just need to get on with it.7

Bosnia’s elections

Wind of change

SARAJEVO

Bosnia is stagnating, but its elections
reveal a desire forreform
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SURVEY the fractured political landscape of Europe’s bigger
countries and some similarities are easy to spot. In Germany,

France and Britain right-wing insurgent parties are nipping at the
heels of governments, denouncing them as has-beens trafficking
in cant and doublespeak. They are riding high in polls and be-
witching the media. Their prescriptions vary, but on matters such
as immigration and membership of the euro and the European
Union, they claim a unique ability to speak the unvarnished
truth to voters jaded by the old politics. And although they focus
more on national than on European politics, their strength is nar-
rowing governments’ policy options within the EU.

In Britain Nigel Farage’sUK Independence Party (UKIP), which
supports withdrawal from the EU, has just won its first parlia-
mentary election (see page 56); it may nab a few more seats in
next May’s general election. David Cameron, the prime minister,
has already promised a referendum on Britain’s EU membership,
but he is said to be on the verge of lobbing more Eurosceptic meat
to restive Conservative backbenchers. Some want explicit curbs
on freedom ofmovement within the EU; that, to put it mildly, will
be a hard sell to Britain’s European partners. IfMr Cameron wins
another term next year, his promised renegotiation with the EU

will be an extremely tricky affair. 
In France the stock of Marine Le Pen, leader of the National

Front (FN), is rising, as an unpopular Socialist government strug-
gles to reform the economy and to satisfy its fiscal taskmasters in
Brussels and Berlin. The government is set for a row with the
European Commission over its budget. Ms Le Pen stands ready to
pounce on any sign of capitulation. In Germany the unexpected
rise of the anti-euro Alternative for Germany (AfD) is making it
harder for Chancellor Angela Merkel to heed calls for a softer line
on austerity or monetary policy—or, should it prove necessary, to
commit more taxpayers’ money to euro-zone rescues. 

Perhaps most worrying, the populists’ rise is hindering the
ability of governments to work together. Manuel Valls, France’s
reformist prime minister, and Mrs Merkel may not be that far
apart on the need to lick France’s economy into shape. But they
are tugged in opposing directions by domestic forces. France’s fis-
cal laxity strengthens the AfD’s charge that Germany is locked
into a currency union with deadbeats and scoundrels. Mean-

while Standard & Poor’s, a rating agency, has warned that AfD’s
success threatens the stability of the euro zone.

Governments in several other European countries are facing
similar challenges from populists. Even in Italy, where the young
and energetic prime minister, Matteo Renzi, has earned his cen-
tre-left government some breathing space, Beppe Grillo’s rabble-
rousing Five Star Movement is second in the polls and ratcheting
up its anti-euro rhetoric.

Europe has been here before. In the mid-1950s Pierre Poujade,
a bookseller from La France profonde who disliked his tax bill,
launched a populist party to stand up for the rights of “the little
man, the downtrodden, the trashed, the ripped-off, the humiliat-
ed”. Poujadiste later became a synonym for provincialist dema-
goguery. But listen to MsLe Pen orMrFarage on the campaign trail
today and you will detect an echo.

Poujade’s outfit took 52 seats in France’s 1956 election (one of
them won by Ms Le Pen’s father), but fizzled after a few years, be-
set by bickering and ideological incoherence. A similar fate
awaits his descendants, say optimists, and they may have a point.
The populists’ growth has outpaced theirability to exercise quali-
ty control. Elected UKIP officials have had to quit after publishing
racist and homophobic tweets. A FN mayor who claimed to be
cracking down on Sunday trading appeared to target a halal
butcher. Even the AfD, which fiercely rebuts accusations that it
harbours xenophobic elements, has had to expel an official for
uploading an anti-Semitic image to Facebook. The pick-’n’-mix
policy platforms ofthese parties would not survive the sort ofex-
amination their mainstream rivals endure.

The centre cannot hold
But such arguments miss a bigger story. Traditional parties are in
secular decline, their electoral bases hollowed out by a withering
of class identities. For growing numbers of voters, elections re-
semble spitting matches between empty shells, in which little is
at stake. The numbers tell the story: since the early1970s the com-
bined voting share of the main centre-left and centre-right parties
has fallen from 91% to 67% in Germany, from 89% to 65% in Britain,
and from 76% to 56% in France. (Other European countries have
experienced similar shifts.) Liberal parties have slumped even
more. Regional, single-issue and populist parties have taken up
much of the electoral slack.

A revival in Europe’s economies, however unlikely, might de-
flate the populists’ appeal. But don’t count on it. Britain’s econ-
omy is holding up, yet Mr Farage is stronger than ever. The rise of
AfD began before the German economytookits latestdownward
turn. The populists, in various guises, play on deeper fears: that
mainstream parties will not protect voters, particularly older
ones, from the disruption wrought by globalisation, or the dis-
combobulating effects of immigration and social change. 

This presents them with a quandary. The populists are not
about to win power; indeed, their distance from government
helpfully protects them from scrutiny. That leaves the business of
governing in the hands of traditional parties, which must con-
duct it in good faith under the gaze of an increasingly sceptical
electorate. As the euro zone pursues deeper integration to keep it-
self together, that means asking voters to place trust in institu-
tions they have come to loathe. It would be a tricky balancing act
at the best of times—which these most assuredly are not. 7

The squeezed middle

Populist parties are narrowing governments’ options in Europe
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ON OCTOBER 8th Nigel Farage predict-
ed that victory for his UK Indepen-

dence Party (UKIP) in both ofthe next day’s
by-elections would be a political Krakatoa.
The eruption was only narrowly averted.
Douglas Carswell, who had resigned as
Conservative MP for Clacton to contest the
seat forUKIP, became the party’s first elect-
ed MP. But in Heywood and Middleton,
near Manchester, Mr Farage’s insurgency
fell 618 votes short of replacing the former
Labour MP, who had died in office—a
stonking achievement, all the same. 

Westminster and Fleet Street are
gripped by UKIP’s rapid rise. Another Tory
defector, MarkReckless, maywin a by-elec-
tion in Kent on November 20th. The two
main parties are panicking. Mr Farage’s
nationalist lot appears to be winning over
disaffected, ageing voters from both
(though primarily the Tories), especially in
backwaters like Clacton. In response, Da-
vid Cameron has promised Britons a vote
on leaving the EU and has dangled goo-
dies—most recently, an inheritance tax
cut—before older voters. On October 14th
Ed Balls, the Labour shadow chancellor of
the exchequer, called for curbs on immi-
grants’ access to benefits. 

But homogeneous, greying Clacton is
not Britain. According to a YouGov poll
only 11% of voters say they will probably
vote for UKIP in next year’s general elec-
tion. Even including those who say they
would consider doing so, this rises only to
27%. Most find it ugly (see chart). 

most locals are welcoming. Sandra, a
young mother who has just moved onto a
newbuild estate with neatly mown lawns,
says it is a good place to bring up kids. 

Places like Harlow dictate election re-
sults. In all but one since 1955 the party that
took the constituency won nationally, too.
Upwardly mobile working-class voters
there contributed to Margaret Thatcher’s
big majorities in the 1980s and gave Tony
Blair his Labour landslide in 1997. 

Gavin Callaghan, Labour’s candidate in
Basildon, another Essex bellwether, cites
his parents as typical local voters. A cabbie
and a bank clerk, they moved out of east
London in 1988 so they could buy a house.
UKIP’s resentful messages jar with such as-
pirational folk: “Attackingthe rich, the poor
and immigrants isbad politics. People who
are ambitious for themselves and their
families feel left out,” he says. Jordan New-
ell, the Labour candidate in nearby Col-
chester, agrees: “Talking about UKIP’s is-
sues means not talking about those that
matter to the majority.” Polls suggesthe has
a point. By far the most important subjects
for Britons are the economy and health
care, not immigration. 

Even in the first part of the current par-
liament, average voters were telling poll-
sters that the Conservatives were far to the
right and Labour far to the left of them
(more so than in the last parliament). They
still do, and UKIP’s recent rise has sharp-
ened the dilemma—tempting the parties to
concentrate on their leaky traditional
bases rather than winning over Middle
England, as Thatcher and Mr Blair did in
their time. With just seven months until
the election both parties seem engrossed
in energising those bases. Neither looks ca-
pable of winning a commanding parlia-
mentary majority. That is good news for
the centrist Liberal Democrats who,
though unpopular after four years in co-
alition government, are hoping to hold

Harlow, a Tory-Labour marginal in Es-
sex, is more representative. The unemploy-
ment rate, income level and ethnic mix in
this scruffy post-war new town are similar
to the national averages. It is no metropol-
itan bubble. UKIP won five council seats
here in May and locals have all the usual
grumbles about modern Britain. But, un-
like UKIP’s strongholds, the place has
buzz—shoppers bustle, traffic clogs the
roads near the station as commuters spill
out of trains from London. Most people in
Harlow look to the future more than they
cling to the past. Carol, a divorced grand-
mother, frets about her grandson’s univer-
sity prospects. A Lithuanian waitress says

Politics
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Moderate voters, not UKIPers, will decide next year’s general election
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2 seats like Colchester.
It may be too late for either the Tories or

Labour to make a breakthrough, and UKIP

is not going away any time soon. But that
should not make chasing voters who have
defected to the party theirpriority. Some of
the defectors will return to the fold as the
election campaign illuminates UKIP’s
shakypoliciesand internal rifts. Others are
probably gone for good. By contrast the
centrist majority is large and biddable.
Robert Halfon, the Conservative MP for
Harlow, seems to have hit on a sensible for-
mula for wooing it: campaign doggedly on
aspirational, pocketbook issues like fuel
prices, apprenticeships and home owner-
ship. His moderate targets, quietly getting
on with their lives, may be less volcanic
than Mr Farage’s protest voters. But every
five years they decide who runs Britain.7

Recognising Palestine

A state of things to come

IN HIS declaration of1917 giving Britain’s
backing for the creation ofa Jewish

homeland, Arthur Balfour, the then
foreign secretary, undertook to uphold
the civil and religious rights of the native
population ofPalestine. A century later
after less than total success, Britain’s
Parliament added national rights as well.
On October13th it voted by 274 votes to 12
to recognise a Palestinian state.

On the face of it, the backbench vote
will have little impact. It is not binding,
sets no deadline for recognition and will
not change government policy, says
David Cameron, the Conservative prime
minister. Over halfofMPs abstained.

But as a barometer ofEuropean sen-
timent, the vote is telling. Since last sum-
mer’s Gaza war and recent appropria-
tions ofPalestinian land, even Israel’s
allies have found its actions hard to stom-
ach. “If it is losing people like me, it is
going to be losing a lot ofpeople,” said
Richard Ottaway, the pro-Israel chairman
ofParliament’s foreign affairs committee. 

To downplay the significance of the
vote, Mr Cameron abstained. Yet this
might also reflect growing ambivalence
towards Israel, some claimed. After sid-
ing with Israel early in the Gaza war, Mr
Cameron denounced Israel’s post-war
landgrab as “utterly deplorable”. 

That growing concern has had little
discernible impact on relations. Bilateral
trade has risen 28% year-on-year. And
Israel can be thick-skinned about how
the world views it. “There’s a bit ofa
tendency to write offEuropeans as Nazi-

hugging anti-semites,” says a Western
diplomat in Tel Aviv. But the vote may
encourage others in Europe to do more
than just urge the parties to end Israel’s
occupations by negotiation, as they have
for 23 years. Earlier this month, Sweden’s
new prime minister, Stefan Lofven, said
his country, too, would recognise a Pales-
tinian state. And when the issue of Pales-
tinian UN membership next comes to the
Security Council, as it may soon, the
parliamentary vote might make it a bit
harder for Britain to oppose it.

Britain votes to recognise a Palestinian state

What would Arthur Balfour say?

AT 10.30pm, as the day’s final flights de-
part from Heathrow, a packing team at

DHL Express is hard at work. Two of the de-
livery firm’s distinctive yellow and red
aeroplanes heave with containers full of
boxes and envelopes for delivery across
Europe the next day. Air freight is a little no-
ticed branch of the airline industry, but an
important part of the argument for Heath-
row’s expansion. 

Each year 70m people travel through
Heathrow, makingit the world’s third-busi-
est passenger airport after Atlanta and Bei-
jing. It is also Britain’s busiest for freight,
with everything from flowers to race-
horses packed into the holds of passenger
aircraft and a few dedicated freight planes.
Last year goods worth £133 billion ($210 bil-
lion) were ferried through Heathrow, more
than the combined value of goods passing
through Felixstowe and Southampton,

Britain’s biggest container ports. 
Air freight fell during the recession and

has only recovered slowly. But the volume
going through Heathrow increased by 11%
between 2009 and 2013 (although it has
dipped recently). And parts of the market
are doing well: last year express air freight
grew by 6% globally.

Freight companies like using Heathrow
because large logistics firms and ware-
houses have sprung up around its edges,
and it is also near motorways which con-
nect up to huge distribution centres in the
Midlands. And Heathrow has lots offlights
to far-flung places; more so than Gatwick,
its rival for expansion in the south-east.
“We want to go where business passengers
want to go,” says Danny Pedri of DHL. “We
don’t want to go to the Maldives.”

But Heathrow, for freight as for passen-
gers, is full to bursting point. “We have no
capacity to take on new destinations,” says

Brian Green of the Airline Operators Com-
mittee for Cargo, an industry group at
Heathrow. Without new flights, Britain’s
air-freight market risks losing out on estab-
lishing more links with countries in, for ex-
ample, Asia. And popular aircraft such as
the A380 have slightly less room for freight
as they pack in more passengers, who in
turn are more valuable to airports ped-
dling duty-free goods. 

This means that many freight compa-
nies may go elsewhere in Europe, poten-
tially reducing the ability of British busi-
nesses to ship their goods speedily to so
many places around the world. As space
becomes ever tighter, the cost of shipping
air freight will increase. Already Heathrow
lags far behind Hong Kong, as well as other
European airports such as Paris and Frank-
furt (see chart). Unless the airport gets an-
other runway, it is unlikely that it will be
able to catch up. 7
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IN THE chilly wee hours of referendum night, George Square in
Glasgow presented a dissolute scene. Slumped against its Vic-

torian monuments were gaggles of puffy-faced separatists, look-
ing crushed and exhausted, after a night of Bacchanalia and dis-
appointment. Yet one displayed, on a placard attached to his
bicycle, a new slogan: “Glasgow said aye”. In that lonely protest,
your columnist saw encapsulated one of the two big lessons of
the independence referendum, both of which, it appeared, in a
wretchedly cynical constitutional debate on October14th, British
political leaders have ignored.

The lesson was that, given a starkchoice, clearmessage and ef-
forts to engage a broad sweep of society, which the separatist
“Yes” side had shown, Britain’s jaded democracy can be reinvigo-
rated. The high levels of engagement and civic pride evident in
the campaigns and 85% turnout had shown this; so did that lone-
ly slogan, raised amid the squalor ofdefeat. And because that en-
thusiasm was mainly for secession, which made for a close con-
test, this suggested the other important truth: a belated
realisation ofwhere the costs and benefits of the union lie.

It was evident in a last-ditch pledge from David Cameron, the
Conservative prime minister, and his unionist confrères, Ed Mili-
band, leader of the Labour Party, and the Liberal Democrats’ Nick
Clegg, to provide more powers to Scotland’s devolved govern-
ment if the union endured. Though Scotland’s future was a mat-
ter for Scots to decide, the leaders implied, separation would be
so damaging for the rest of the United Kingdom that it must make
compromises to keep the separatists on side. The details of the
bargain were contestable; it was a shame they promised to con-
tinue Scotland’s outsized share ofpublic spending. Yet the princi-
ple that the majority must, for its own sake, go out of its way to ac-
commodate a disgruntled minority was sound. These were the
lessons of a vote which showed the union to be more precarious
than anyone had realised. If the unionist parties heed them, it
would be strengthened; yet it seems that is not their intention. 

Within an hour of the referendum result, standing outside 10
Downing Street, Mr Cameron declared that Scotland’s promised
new powers must be delivered “in tandem” with similar change
for England. He referred to a longstanding anomaly, the so-called
“West Lothian Question”, by which Scottish MPs vote in West-

minster on policies which do not pertain to Scots, because the is-
suesconcerned, forexample health and education, have been de-
volved to their own parliament. English voters are therefore at a
disadvantage, especially, as happens occasionally, when the
votes of Scottish MPs prove decisive. Further devolution to Scot-
land, as MrCameron said, will make this question more pressing.
But he was playing a cynical game, which gave an impression,
not lost on Scottish nationalists, that he might renege on his pro-
mise to Scotland ifhe did not get his way on England. It was obvi-
ously designed to embarrass his Labour rivals, who, having
many Scottish MPs, unlike the Tories, are anxious to prevent their
powers being downgraded.

Laying out the Tory case for change in Parliament this week,
William Hague, a Tory grandee who is charged with devising the
new constitutional settlement, rejected “from the outset the idea
that fairness forEngland is disruptive ordangerous for the United
Kingdom.” Yet if “fairness” means equivalence, as Mr Hague sug-
gested, and many Tory MPs say, he is wrong. That logic leads inex-
orably to the creation ofan English Parliament, which would ren-
der the Westminster Parliament almost redundant, thereby
sideline Scottish voters, and make the break up of Britain merely
a matter of time.

There are milder options, including the so-called “double ma-
jority” proposal favoured by this newspaper, which would give
English MPs a right to rewrite or veto draft legislation on English
issues. But even that is not nearly as straightforward as the Tories
make out. It carries a risk of deadlock between English Tory MPs
and a Labour government. And all this for the sake of an issue
which, though in need of remedy, sooner or later, is much less
bothersome to English voters than Mr Hague made out. In re-
sponse, Labour MPs made these objections and more—yet with-
out dispelling an impression that they would do anything to ig-
nore the problem altogether. Despite the clear lessons of the
referendum, in short, this was a display ofparty politics at its nar-
rowest. It was a face-off between two rival sorts of elite self-inter-
est largely removed from public opinion.

A fun way to wreck the union
There is a long tradition ofsuch politicking. It is how Britain’s “liv-
ing constitution”, in Walter Bagehot’s phrase, has emerged,
through parliamentary grandstanding and contestation, and the
processhasprovided good sport for those concerned. The trouble
is how dramatically British voters now disapprove of such politi-
cal games, which is why Mr Cameron’s latest effort to do a num-
beron hisopponentsmaynotbe quite aspopularashe thinks. In-
deed, the Scottish separatists’ ability to harness that
anti-establishment sentiment was another reason for their suc-
cess. It is therefore especially unwise that Mr Cameron’s gambit
showssuch little concern for the creakingstate ofa union which it
appears a majority ofScottish voters aged under 55 voted to quit.

If Mr Cameron truly wants to address the righteous grievance
of English voters without jeopardising the union, he must issue
plans for a grander deliberation in the form of a constitutional
convention. That would shed light on other anomalies—includ-
ing an electoral system that gives the Tories only one of Scot-
land’s 59 seats for their 20% of its vote—whose unpicking could
provide better representation, less problematically. It would also,
after the example of the Scottish referendum campaign, involve
wider participation. For sure, it could be cumbersome. Yet the is-
sue is serious; and this is no time for games.7

Manhandling Britannia

The Tories’ stab at boosting English rights is reckless and cynical
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ON MARCH 25th the World Health Or-
ganisation (WHO) reported a rash of

cases ofEbola in Guinea, the first such ever
seen in west Africa. As of then there had
been 86 suspected cases, and there were re-
ports of suspected cases in the neighbour-
ingcountries ofSierra Leone and Liberia as
well. The death toll was 60. 

On October 15th the WHO released its
latest update. The outbreak has now seen
8,997 confirmed, probable and suspected
cases of Ebola. All but 24 of those have
been in Guinea (16% of the total), Sierra Le-
one (36%) and Liberia (47%). The current
death toll is 4,493. These numbers are un-
derestimates; many cases, in some places
probably most, go unreported. 

This all pales, though, compared with
what is to come. The WHO fears it could
see between 5,000 and 10,000 new cases
reported a week by the beginning of De-
cember; that is, as many cases each week
ashave been seen in the entire outbreak up
to this point. This is the terrifying thing
about exponential growth as applied to
disease: what is happening now, and what
happens next, is always as bad as the sum
ofeverything that has happened to date. 

Exponential growth cannot continue
indefinitely; there are always barriers. In
the previous 20 major outbreaks of the dis-

possible. This is not just because the actual
number of cases is not well known. The
rate at which cases give rise to subsequent
cases, which epidemiologists call R0, is the
key variable. For easily transmitted dis-
eases R0 can be high; for measles it is 18. For
a disease like Ebola, much harder to catch,
it is lower: estimates of R0 in different parts
of the outbreakrange from 1.5 to 2.2. Any R0

above 1 is bad news, though, and seeming-
ly small differences in R0 can matter a lot.
An R0 of 2.2 may sound not much bigger
than an R0 of1.5, but it means numbers will
double twice as fast. 

And R0 is not a constant. It depends
both on the biology ofthe virus, the setting
of its spread (city or country, slum or sub-
urb) and the behaviour of the people
among whom it is spreading. Over the
course of the crisis the second two factors
are bound to change as the virus moves to
different places and as people start to
adapt. Given high rates ofmutation, which
bring with them the possibility of evolu-
tionary change, it is possible that the first
could change, too. Peter Piot, one of the re-
searchers who first identified the Ebola vi-
rus in 1976, stresses that the course of an
outbreak does not always follow smooth
curves; it can stutter and flare up. None of
this complexity, though, offers much reas-

ease since its discovery in 1976, all ofwhich
took place in and around the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, the initial rapid
spread quickly subsided. In the current
outbreak, though, the limits have been
pushed much further back; it has already
claimed more victims than all the previous
outbreaks put together. 

Grim reckoning
There are two reasons for this. Those earli-
er outbreaks were often in isolated places
where there are few opportunities for
transmission far afield—the transfer of the
virus between a wild animal and a human
that sets off all such outbreaks is more like-
ly off the beaten track. And they were
mostly recognised quickly, with cases iso-
lated and contacts traced from very early
on; one was stopped this way in Congo in
the past few months. The west African out-
break has broken through the barriers of
isolation and into the general population,
both in the countryside and the cities, and
it was up and running before public-health
personnel cottoned on. There is no reason
to expect it to subside of its own accord,
nor to expect it to come under control in
the absence ofa far larger effort to stop it.

Trying to be precise about how bad
things could get, absent that effort, is not

The Ebola crisis

Much worse to come

The Ebola epidemic in west Africa poses a catastrophic threat to the region, and
could yet spread further
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2 surance. While doubtless imperfect, plau-
sible model-based extrapolations such as a
recent one from America’s Centres for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC) sug-
gest, in the absence of intervention, that
there could be 1.4m cases in west Africa in
the next three months. 

Not that Ebola will necessarily be con-
tained in west Africa. Despite it having in-
fected health-care workers in America and
Spain, and worries thatone ofthose Amer-
icans could have passed it further, public-
health experts are largely confident that
outbreaks can be contained in countries
with robust medical systems and the abili-
ty to trace contacts. But transfer to other
places with poor health systems might al-
low the virus to take hold in new cities. Es-
pecially if it makes inroads into Nigeria,
where one set ofcases has been successful-
ly controlled, the virus could travel on to
India, rich in slums with poor health care,
or China, where infection control in hospi-
tals can be worryingly lax. 

The steps to avert such a cataclysm are
reasonably clear: cases must be identified
quickly, patients isolated and theircontacts
traced; changes in behaviourwhich reduce
transmission rates must be encouraged
through education campaigns and com-
munity action. The difficulty is doing all
these things quickly and on a large scale.
Modelling suggests that getting 70% of the
sick into settings that reduce transmission
of the virus—clinics, treatment centres or
safe settings for treatment in the communi-
ty—would bring things under control. That
is a tall order. 

The three countries currently afflicted
are all exceedingly poor and plagued by
various levels of instability and dysfunc-
tion. Guinea, the only one to have avoided
civil war following independence, has
been plagued by military coups and civil
strife. In Sierra Leone many public institu-
tions had only just started to be rebuilt
after the civil war that finished over a de-
cade ago. The wounds ofLiberia’s civil war
are fresher and deeper. Foreign peacekeep-
ers maintain public security; many institu-
tions barely exist. At the start of the crisis
the countries had only a few hundred doc-
tors between them. Many ofthose doctors,
including Sheik Umar Khan, who led
Sierra Leone’s response, have since died of
the disease. In an echo of the way that, in-
side the body, it targets the immune system
first, in the community Ebola hits health-
care workers hardest.

Providing the infrastructure for a better
response is thus a matter for outsiders.
Some help has come from governments,
some from non-governmental organisa-
tions such as Médecins Sans Frontières
(MSF), an NGO which has provided about
two-thirds of the isolation beds used to
treat Ebola patients so far. Expansion
moves apace. Beneath the looming Penin-
sula Mountains to the south of Sierra Le-

one’s capital, Freetown, the sleepy village
of Kerry Town is the scene of frantic activi-
ty, as more than 200 construction workers
sweat through the night to complete the
first of six Ebola clinics to be set up in the
country by the British army (some snatch a
nap on the table in the morgue). Solar pan-
els are being installed, a borehole drilled
for water, a concrete access road laid to link
up with the coastal highway. The centre
will hold 90 beds, with an additional 12 set
aside in a ward for the health workers. A
military spokesman says the site should be
completed by the end of the month. 

Fora few billion more

The 70-bed Ebola treatment unit in Bong
County, Liberia, was built by Save the Chil-
dren, an NGO; it took about four weeks to
build. Chris Skopec of International Medi-
cal Corps, the NGO that runs it, describes it
as “something in between a tent and a con-
crete structure”. But it has all the necessary
features: quarantine rooms, decontamina-
tion areas and large toilet spaces (patients
suffering from vomiting and diarrhoea
may pass out). It is close enough to villages
for people to reach, not so close for them to
protest at its presence.

These efforts are impressive. Liberia’s
capacity to treat Ebola victims has nearly
doubled in the past two weeks, and Ameri-
ca has promised to build 17 100-bed units in
the coming months. However, thanks
again to the power of exponential growth,
if the number of beds can be doubled only
at more or less the same rate that the virus
doubles the number of cases, the disease’s
head start will grow ever more over-
whelming. For the caseloads predicted for

late November and December, the 70%
treatment level seen as needed to bring
things undercontrol corresponds to tens of
thousands ofbeds.

For a sense of the resources required to
raise the tempo, consider that the 70-bed
facility in Bong cost $170,000 to build. It
needs a staff of 165 to treat patients and
handle tasks like waste management and
body disposal. It is likely to go through
nearly 100 sets of overalls, gowns, sheets
and hoods per day. The monthly cost of
running the unit comes out at around $1m,
which is about $15,000 a bed. The WHO

puts the costs of a 50-bed facility at about
$900,000 a month. These figures suggest
thata 100,000-bed operation would cost in
the region of$1billion-$2 billion a month. 

Various countries have promised sub-
stantial aid, butnotyeton that scale. Amer-
ica haspledged $350m and setaside anoth-
er $1 billion to fund the activities of its
soldiers in the area. Britain has committed
$200m. The World Bank has set up a
$400m financing scheme; the first $105m
reached the governments of the affected
countries in just nine days. The UN, of
which the WHO is part, has taken in about
a third of the $1 billion it says it needs to
fund its own efforts in the region; all told,
though, Ban Ki-Moon, the UN secretary-
general, sees a need for much more than
that—“a 20-fold surge” in assistance.

Money is of little use without staff. Chi-
na has sent some 170 medical workers to
the affected countries. Cuba, long focused
on medical work overseas, has sent a simi-
lar number, and has plans for 300 more.
Others have been less forthcoming. The fa-
cilities America’s soldiers are building will 
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2 require a staffin the thousands; despite be-
ing trained for biological and chemical
warfare American troops will not be
among them. Last month MSF rejected a
pledge of $2.5m from the Australian gov-
ernment, demanding Australian doctors
instead. Australia demurred.

While there are medical volunteers
from overseas, Ebola is a harder sell than
other crises. David Wightwick of Save the
Children says that in the aftermath of Ty-
phoon Haiyan hitting the Philippines there
weren’t enough seats on the planes for all
of the international volunteers—but when
he asked 28 logisticians to travel to the af-
fected countries, 21 said no. Nevertheless,
Bruce Aylward, who is overseeing the
WHO’s response in west Africa, says an in-
creasing number ofNGOs and foreign gov-
ernments are now looking to deploy staff
to the region. 

Funerals and friends
With the number of sick outstripping the
capacity of the treatment centres, more
care is being moved into the community—
which requires a reliance on local people
with rudimentary trainingthatDrAylward
sayswould have been considered heretical
in earlier Ebola outbreaks. The isolation is
needed because it is when people are at
their sickest that they are at their most con-
tagious. The virus is transmitted by direct
contact with body fluids and excreta: the
most infectious are blood, faeces and vo-
mit, which are most likely to be contacted
when the sickness is at its height. 

The minimum basis for community
care is to have two structures, which might
be tents or shacks, set aside for suspected
and confirmed cases. The carers would not
be health workers, but trained community
members with proper protective gear. Peo-
ple who have already survived the disease
appear to have subsequent immunity and
could be well employed in such settings;
the dependability and duration of their
immunity is not fully clear, and they
would still need to follow safety proce-
dures, but they would run less risk. The
sick would be given only rudimentary
care, not least because communities often
lackreliable electricity or water supplies. 

Most will go into such facilities with a
fever brought on by something more com-
mon but less lethal than Ebola, like malar-
ia; there are not yet tests for Ebola in the
field that would keep such cases out. Some
will die who otherwise would not; the
hope is, though, that 70% will come out
alive. If only people with Ebola went in,
that figure would be more like 30%.

Such care units are being piloted in
Sierra Leone and Liberia, and in many
cases there may seem little if any alterna-
tive. Still, Christopher Stokes of MSF urges
caution. If the locals are not properly
trained, he warns, “you can amplify the
epidemic, because they will feel confident

in being around patients and they will
catch it themselves and infect others.” The
fact that the virus succumbs very readily to
disinfectants such as bleach is welcome,
but it will not help unless the disinfectants
are used thoroughly and consistently. 

Mr Stokes prefers decentralisation,
“where you go closer to the community
with smaller units [of about 30 beds], but
with properly trained staff, which MSF has
done in Guinea.” The approach worked
well; at one point the outbreak in Guinea
seemed almost to have been stopped. But

economies of scale suggest that most new
treatment centres will be a lot bigger, with
some offering100 beds or more. 

Isolation reduces transmission. So can
behaviour change, on which govern-
ments, lacking the wherewithal for much
else, have concentrated their response, and
which experts like Dr Piot see as the heart
of the problem. Much of the focus to date
has been on the burial of the dead. Those
who have died remain, fora while, very in-
fectious, and funerals can bring people
from some distance. Six months into the 

Portrait of a virus

A killer in close up

EBOLA is a simple virus, but also a
subtle one. The stringy looking parti-

cles consist ofa genome wrapped up in
two layers ofprotein (see diagram). This
long, thin package, along with a large
protein called a polymerase, is packed
into a membrane that is studded with a
glycoproteins—that is, proteins with sugar
stuck to them. 

When the virus infects a cell the poly-
merase makes copies of the genome and
the cell is tricked into using these to make
the proteins that the virus needs. These
include two, called VP35 and VP24,
which stymie interferons, a class of
molecule that alerts the immune system
to infection. VP35 prevents interferons
from being made; VP24 stops their cries
for help from being heard. The sugars on
the virus’s outside make it hard for other
parts of the immune system to get to
grips with; to confuse things more, the
virus makes infected cells produce more
glycoprotein than it needs for its coat,
with the surplus simply secreted into the
bloodstream. Antibodies which would
otherwise attack the virus stick to this
decoy protein instead.

Immune cells which the virus attacks
in the bloodstream early on carry the
infection to the liver, the spleen and
lymph nodes. Symptoms may manifest
themselves in a day or two or may wait

weeks (see chart). Eventually the virus’s
spread triggers an immune overreaction
known as a cytokine storm. Blood-vessel
walls become leaky, blood pressure
and core temperature drop, organs fail
and the body goes into shock. Various
combinations of those and other symp-
toms kill about 70% of those who get ill.

Some of the sickweather the storm,
but most who survive infection do so by
never getting to its direst straits. Some do
not succumb at all: a study ofpeople who
had direct contact with patients during
outbreaks in Gabon in 1996 showed that
some had definitely been infected, but
never fallen ill. 

You can do a lot ofdamage with just seven genes

Source: WHO *Guinea, Liberia & Sierra Leone combined
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2 epidemic a WHO study concluded that
60% of all cases in Guinea were linked to
traditional burial practices that involve
touching, washing or kissing the body. All
the earliest cases of the disease in Sierra Le-
one appear to have been contracted at a
single large funeral in Guinea, one which
was also crucial in reigniting the epidemic
in that country. 

Now the traditions and beliefs that
place such reverence on the treatment of
the dead are being regretfully put aside by
many; funerals that were once vibrant so-
cial events are in some places becoming
practical exercises in the burial of body
bags. “My aunt was taken away like a bro-
ken fridge and there was no other way,”
says Charles Washington, a hotel worker
in Liberia. But there are still traditional,
dangerous funerals goingon. There is more
to be done through community engage-
ment to reduce dangerous practices and to
make rituals safer. Involving churches, tra-
ditional healers and the region’s secret
societies more would bolster this and oth-
er interventions, such as those which help
people to understand how the disease is
transmitted. 

Leaflets, placards and public-service
announcements tell citizens in all three
countries how to protect themselves
through hand-washing and minimising
contact with the ill. Sierra Leone went as
far as locking down the country for three
days during which officials and volunteers
went house-to-house to educate people as
well as search for hidden outbreaks. In Li-
beria and Sierra Leone, Ebola is a popular
topic on the radio, which is how most peo-
ple get their information. The broadcast ad-
vice is sensible and sometimes musical:
“Ebola is Real” by F.A., Soul Fresh and
DenG is proving popular in Liberia. Public
buildings have temperature checks at the
entrance; many also have chlorine baths
for hands and shoes. People are aware of
the danger surrounding them; many speak
of little else.

Mobile phonesalso spread useful infor-
mation—and may provide vital data to
health workers. The CDC is tracking the lo-
cation of people who call helplines in or-
der to see where the disease is spreading. A
Swedish NGO called Flowminder has cap-
tured people’s movements in the region
using mobile-phone records.

Change in behaviour is real, but by
most accounts it is patchy. Some people
continue to believe that Ebola can be
fought with animist remedies or witch-
craft. Much to the frustration of a belea-
guered cemetery keeper, people still wan-
der through his graveyard in Freetown on
their way to work, oblivious to the risks.
Taxi drivers may disinfect their vehicles
more, but in Liberia they chafe against new
rules limiting passenger numbers. When
livelihoods are at stake, onerous rules will
be broken. 

And crafting clear messages is hard. Dr
Piot points to juxtaposed posters saying
first that there is no cure and second that
the infected should get to treatment cen-
tres. Despite such mixed messages, early
fears that treatment centres would be
shunned as death traps have not, in the
main, come true; many centres are full. But
this leads to another problem. Is it sensible
to encourage sick people to take long jour-
neys with no bed at its end? Progress de-
pends not just on more beds, but on more
local information on where to find them,
and what to do if they are not available.
Communities and the people from whom
they seek advice need to be informed
enough for such responses. They need to
be involved in ways that help them decide
how to reorganise their lives. Add that to
the list of things easier said than done.

Veni, vidi, vaccini
Changing behaviour could slow the
spread of the virus; a vaccine could poten-
tially stop it. In large part because of wor-
ries that Ebola might be used as a biologi-
cal weapon, vaccines that protect lab
animals against the virus were already on
the shelf when the outbreak began. Two
are now being tested for safety in humans,
and one ofthem could, if it is safe, be tested
for efficacy quite soon, most likely in
health-care workers in westAfrica. Its mak-
er, GlaxoSmithKline, could have 10,000
doses ready in a few months. Meanwhile
thought is going into how to scale up pro-
duction ofany vaccine that proves success-
ful. The ideal would be to come up with
some mixture ofdirect payment to compa-
nies and guaranteed purchases that would
mean copious stocks were available the
moment the good news came through. 

The other vaccine in trials might possi-
bly, on the basis of animal tests, have the
added benefit of helping those infected
fight the virus as well as keeping the unin-
fected safe. At the moment there is a strik-

ing lack of such therapies: ZMapp, a cock-
tail of antibodies that has worked in
animals, is of unproven efficacy and ex-
hausted supply. A lower-tech alternative is
to use blood serum from recovered pa-
tients, which contains the antibodies that
helped them fight the virus. Such blood
would have to be screened forotherpatho-
gens and matched to the recipients’ blood
type, but WHO experts have been guard-
edly optimistic about the idea.

Even if treatment centres are hugely ex-
panded, people’s behaviour changes radi-
cally and a vaccine proves effective, the
damage already done to the region is huge.
The patterns of work and food supply are
already disrupted. Some farmers have
abandoned their fields because they
wrongly fear being infected by water in ir-
rigation channels; some in cities are panic-
buying. Salaries to public employees are
not secure. The World Bank warns that Li-
beria’s rubber production, a big export
earner, could fall drastically. 

For now mounting deaths, understand-
able confusion and increasing economic
dislocation have not caused widespread
civil unrest. But many fault their govern-
ments for not protecting or preparing them
better for the epidemic, and the grudges
that animated past civil wars and coups
sleep lightly. Few diplomats see a return to
the bad old politics as out of the question;
Filipino UN peacekeepers in Liberia have
been withdrawn by their government. If
civil order breaks down, the epidemic will
get still worse. 

Even if things do not fall apart, there is
the most uphill of struggles ahead. Dr Piot
cautions that an Ebola outbreakisan all-or-
nothing affair; it is only over when the last
patient is either dead or fully recovered.
When it has struck on this scale, the chal-
lenges that remain after that will still be
huge; whole public-health infrastructures
will need rebuilding. But first there is a
mountain to climb.7

They all have to be kept clean
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ON THE morning of Dussehra, a Hindu
festival, Amar Singh is explaining

why he stocks “exotic” produce, such as
broccoli and iceberg lettuce, at his vegeta-
ble stall in Thane, a commuter city north of
Mumbai. “I have to keep the customer in
my grasp,” he says. Mr Singh has traded
hereabouts for 20 years, and seems unper-
turbed by the supermarket chains whose
branches have recently sprouted nearby.
They are cheaper, he says, but they cannot
match him on quality. As he speaks he
sorts a tray of beans, discarding stringier
ones. His assistant, Dabloo, has spent the
early hours going through sacks ofproduce
at a wholesale market to pick the best stuff. 

The 10m-12m small traders like Mr
Singh are a protected species. Complex
and changeable rules governing foreign di-
rect investment have made it tricky for
rich-world chains to set up shop in India.
Theymightcount themselves lucky. India’s
home-grown supermarkets account for
only 2% of food and grocery sales and are
struggling to make a profit. Revenues have
not kept pace with rising rents. The Thane
branch ofReliance Fresh, one of India’s big
chains (see table), shut up shop recently.
More closures seem likely. The betmade by
the chains was that as India became richer,
its consumers would abandon kerbside
stalls and kiranas (small family-owned
shops) for air-conditioned stores with
wide aisles and broad ranges. Why has it
not paid off?

to home, are usually open longer and offer
credit to familiar customers. Many will de-
liver free ofcharge. 

Traditional traders are also seen as
cheaper. In fact, says Abheek Singhi of
BCG, a full basket of goods is 3-4% cheaper
at the supermarket, in part because it will
sell a few vegetables and some staples as
loss-leaders. Mr Singh’s stall sells tomatoes
at 50 rupees a kilogram. In the local D-
Mart, a low-frills supermarket, they sell for
just 42 rupees. Yet Mr Singh has a fair claim
to having the reddest variety. The chains
ought to be able to offer keener prices on
branded goods by squeezing their suppli-
ers. But none of the supermarkets has
enough muscle to push around Unilever
or Procter & Gamble in negotiations. And
India has a law that mandates a maximum
retail price for packaged goods, which al-
lows manufacturers a degree of control
over retailers’ margins. 

The supermarkets can offer a greater
variety of groceries than the neighbour-
hood mom-and-pop store or stall-trader.
But that isnotasbiga competitive edge as it
may seem, says BCG’s Mr Singhi. Super-
markets compete with clusters of kiranas,
which together can offer most of the same
products. Next door to Mr Singh’s stall in
Thane kiranas sell confectionary, fresh
eggs and poultry. 

Part of the supermarkets’ problem is
self-inflicted. A lot of management effort
has gone into the back end of the business
to ensure that a broad range ofgoods reach
the shelves in a timely and efficient man-
ner. But the lookand feel ofstores has been
neglected by comparison. Trailblazers,
such as Tesco’s Jack Cohen, knew that re-
tailing is part showbiz. In the 1960s his
stores were opened by television stars.
There is a paucity of that kind of retailing
flair at India’s big chains. “Merchandising
is lacklustre in terms not only of aesthetics 

In large part it is because supermarkets
are not a compelling draw in terms of price
and service. Most shoppers in India buy
dairy products, vegetables and fruit either
daily or every two to three days, and the
traditional trade has a lock on these fre-
quent purchases, according to research by
the Boston Consulting Group (BCG). Its
hold weakens a bit (and the appeal of su-
permarkets correspondingly tightens) on
rich consumers and for less regular pur-
chases: packaged foods; soaps, detergents
and other groceries; and staples, such as
rice and grains (see chart on next page). But
in general even affluent consumers prefer
traditional stores, because they are closer

Grocery retailing in India

A long way from the supermarket

MUMBAI AND THANE

Modern food retailing has struggled to win customers from India’s old-fashioned
merchants
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India’s supermarket chains, 2014

 Food & grocery Number
Company formats of stores

Reliance Industries Reliance Fresh 550

Future Group Big Bazaar; Food 530
 Bazaar; Foodhall;
 KB’s Fairprice

Aditya Birla Group More 504

REI Agro Ltd 6Ten 344

Bharti Group Easyday 210

RP-Sanjiv Goenka Group Spencer’s  135

Avenue Supermarkets D-Mart 79

Godrej Group Nature’s Basket 32

Tata Sons Star Bazaar 11
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2 but also of thinking,” says Rama Bijapur-
kar, a consumer guru. For instance, they
miss an opportunity by not stocking flow-
ers during Hindu festivals. 

But being so nimble is not easy for the
big chains. Mindful of the benefits of scale,
they initially built big out-of-the-way
stores with huge ranges. “The original
thinking was, ‘give the consumer a room-
ful of choice and he’ll change habits’,” says
a retail boss. Aisle upon aisle of global
brands did not prove such a big draw.
Shopping in air-conditioned comfort has
less appeal after a long and uncomfortable
journey on potholed roads. India’s shop-
pers have plumped for convenience over
variety. That has forced a rethink by some
of the big grocery retailers. 

On a Friday evening, Kishore Biyani,
boss of Future Group, is visiting one of his
convenience stores in Malabar Hill, a posh
neighbourhood in Mumbai. The KB’s Fair-
price store has four narrow aisles, chilled
cabinets and stocks around 1,000 pro-
ducts. Mr Biyani’s firm runs around 180 of
these stores and would like to have 5,000
by 2018, in part by selling franchises to ki-

rana-owners.

Smaller is beautiful
This expansion is a part ofa bigger gamble.
Mr Biyani needs that many stores to sell
processed foods from three huge food
parks he is building across India. There are
not enough food companies that cater for
Indian tastes, he says. So he is filling the
gap. The first food park, in Tumkur, 100km
from Bangalore, was opened last month by
Narendra Modi, India’s prime minister. As
well as a factory for processing food, it has
fruit-ripening chambers, grain-storage si-
los and a pasteurising unit. 

Mr Biyani makes a good case for betting
on convenience stores. Turnover per
square metre is far higher than in super-
markets. Small plots are also easier to ac-
quire: the Malabar Hill store is in a petrol
station. A third of the stock is own-label
products, including a brand of fruit-based
drink, named “Sach”, endorsed by Sachin
Tendulkar, a revered cricketer. Eventually

80% of goods in his smaller stores will be
private-label, says Mr Biyani, augmented
by a single, must-have brand per category.
Limited-range retailers with own-label
products, such as Aldi and Lidl, have
grown rapidly in Europe and America. He
vows: “I’ll be cheaper. They won’t want to
come to India”. 

The convenience-store format may fit
consumers’ preferences but it places great-
erdemandson retailers. It takes three deliv-
eries a day, one each for fresh, frozen and
packaged goods, to restock the KB’s Fair-
price at Malabar Hill. At that frequency the
costs of “shrinkage” (packing errors, pilfer-
ing, and so on) can add up, says Mr Singhi,
ofBCG. Another challenge is to ensure that
franchisees give customers the sort of per-

sonalised service they are used to from the
traditional trade. Despite the pitfalls, other
chains are experimenting with smaller for-
mats. Trent, a retail joint-venture between
Tata Sons and Tesco, reckons there might
be mileage in limited-range supermarkets
of 450-750 square metres, as well as small-
er convenience stores. 

Where will all this leave the traditional
traders? “Supermarkets won’t kill the ki-
rana,” reckons Ms Bijapurkar. It is more
likely to be social forces: wives who don’t
want their husbands working long hours
or children who aspire to more than taking
over the family store. For his part, Mr Singh
wants his son to pursue his studies for as
long as possible. “He won’t sell vegeta-
bles,” he says with a smile.7

Shopping local

Source: Boston Consulting Group
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AREPORT bemoaning the lack of tran-
sparency surrounding the influence of

businesson German politics, published on
October 13th by Transparency Internation-
al, a corruption watchdog, must have
struck lobbyists as dark humour. The cus-
tomarilyclose relationship maybe opaque
but it is scarcely yielding results. Business-
men have rarely felt more aggrieved by
public policy, which they feel is doing little
to help as the economy stumbles.

On October 14th, the government
slashed its growth forecasts to a laggardly
1.2% for this year, and 1.3% in 2015. Geopolit-
ical uncertainty, especially the Ukraine
conflict, is clouding export forecasts. Ex-
ports are now expected to grow by just
3.4% this year and 4.1% in 2015. That is slow-
er than world trade, and will eat into Ger-
many’s share.

Investors and businesses are alarmed.
After briefly topping10,000 in the summer
the DAX index ofbig stocks has since fallen
by over 14%. The Ifo index, a closely
watched measure of the business climate,
has dropped since April, to its lowest point
since April 2013. Though construction is
holding up, manufacturing, retailing and
wholesaling are feeling the pain. The ZEW

index, which gauges investorconfidence, is
also on a longslide. From a peakin January
it slipped into negative territory in October
for the first time in almost two years.

The sudden slowdown comes on top of
what many German firms already deemed
to be a worseningenvironment. Lastyear’s
election result was bad news for business.
The new government promised expanded
pensions, a minimum wage, a quota for

women on boards and road tolls for for-
eign drivers. Ms Merkel’s centre-right alli-
ance had to join the centre-left Social
Democratic Party (SPD) in a grand coalition
in which the latter’s less business-friendly
attitude seems to have the upper hand.

Two longer-term problems make the
outlook cloudier still. The first is an invest-
ment shortfall. Germany’s capital stock is
depreciatingfaster than investmentsare re-
placing it. The government has promised
€5 billion ($6.4 billion) in newspending on
roads, railways and the like by 2017. Critics
say much more is needed and gripe that
the government’s obsession with achiev-
ing the first balanced budget since 1969 is
making vital spending impossible. Many
companies are investing abroad, citing a
warmer welcome and misgivings over fu-
ture policy at home.

Energy policy also makes firms appre-

German business and government

Still cosy?

BERLIN

Politics is no longera handmaiden to industry

Who will trumpet German business?
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2 hensive. Germany’s Energiewende aims to
replace fossil fuels and nuclearpower with
renewables. This has led to sky-high prices.
At the same time overcapacity and plung-
ing wholesale prices for energy from fossil
fuels threaten conventional power compa-
nies with collapse.

SigmarGabriel, the vice-chancellor and
SPD leader, added energy to his economy
portfolio upon takingoffice. Company lob-
byists say he is intelligent and driven, and
that he understands the gravity of the situ-
ation. But his first energy reforms only nib-
bled at the problems and few believe he
will come up with anything truly bold.

Ms Merkel is at least showing signs of
renewing her focus on the economy. Frie-
drich Merz, a senior economic thinker in
the CDU, was named on October 13th to
the party’s “future commission”, which
has the job of coming up with big ideas.
The CDU has said that all government
promises that threaten to harm the econ-
omy may be revisited, giving the quota for
women on boards as an example. 

That might have to be enough for Ger-
man business. The country lacks a more
pro-market alternative. The liberal Free
Democrats are on a losing streak, failing to
make it into parliament last year. The new
Alternative for Germany scares business
by wanting to pull out of the euro and flirt-
ing with xenophobia. The Greens never
saw a paternalist regulation they did not
like and the Left party is overtly hostile to
free enterprise. The two big parties, how-
ever flawed, are the only game in town.7

Power distribution

Grid unlocked

AMERICA’S electricity grid is a mind-
boggling mess. For one thing, it is two

large and three small grids, rolled into
one. Two types oforganisation, indepen-
dent system operators and regional
transmission bodies, control their slices,
which may cover several states. Each
state has its own utility laws. Then there
are eight regional reliability councils that
workwith the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation, which is over-
seen by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. The two breakdown the
grid into different, overlapping regions.

Nobody knows the true state of the
national grid until something goes badly
wrong, as it did in October 2012 when
Hurricane Sandy left almost 8m people
powerless, some for weeks. The number
ofbig outages, defined as those affecting
more than 50,000 people, has more than
doubled in the past ten years. 

America’s power industry talks about
creating a “smart grid”, a digitally con-
nected network, automatically mon-
itored and balanced, to solve the pro-
blems. This would involve individual
utilities—the country has over 3,000—
putting in modern control systems and
installing “smart meters” to trackcon-
sumption. This helps to manage demand,
improves efficiency and enables renew-
ables to connect to the grid. But it has
little effect on the grid’s overall ability to
handle weather-related onslaughts that
hit wide areas or a big cyber-attack.

Microgrids, with their own electricity-
generating capacity, are a better bet. Most
of these local grids are operated by priv-
ate organisations such as military bases,
industrial plants and universities, which
need more dependable power than the
national grid can offer (see chart). Ameri-
ca’s biggest such microgrid powers150
buildings at the University ofTexas at
Austin with almost complete reliability.

Bringing microgrids to the masses is
harder. Capital costs are high. So some
utilities, with a nod to the trend in the
computer industry to offer software as a

service, now want to provide customers
with microgrids as a service.

Central Hudson Gas & Electric has
300,000 customers in New Yorkstate. It
plans to build, own and operate such
systems in areas that are remote or have
facilities that need reliable power. In
return, customers will pay an extra fee on
their bill. Taking another cue from the
tech industry, the utility is also building a
mesh network to control its systems.
These can still communicate even if one
or more individual connections fail.

Regulators in states from California to
Connecticut are nudging their utilities in
the same direction. In Maryland a state
taskforce recently recommended that
utilities be permitted to own and operate
“public purpose” microgrids that serve
places with high reliability needs, such as
hospitals. The state will offer financial
incentives and eventually wants to see
independent companies run them too.

Big Maryland utilities such as Pepco
and Baltimore Gas and Electric are show-
ing interest. The last thing they want is
other operators grabbing revenues the
utilities view as theirs by regulatory right.
They also smell higher profits. Microgrids
offer utilities the best chance to recapture
sales they lose to customers who hitherto
had no choice but to build and run their
own facilities. Through economies of
scale they might offer customers a cheap-
er way to breakfree from America’s
greying grid.

WASHINGTON, DC

American utilities mimic the tech industry to make systems more resilient

Micromanagement

Source: GTM Research
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ENTREPRENEURS do more with less,
proclaimed Fiona Woolf this week on a

visit to Shanghai. Lady Woolf, the current
Lord Mayor of the City of London, was
speaking at an academic conference de-
voted to helping small and medium enter-
prises (SMEs) flourish in China. These busi-
nesses face all of the same obstacles as big
firms trying to enter China but have far
fewer resources.

Intellectual-property rights are hard
and costly to defend. The tangle of red tape
involved in tax, compliance, customsclear-
ance, business registration and so on can
overwhelm small firms. Alexandra Voss of
the German Chamber of Commerce
points out that local firms often work over-
time and on weekends during negotia-
tions—and that foreign SMEs with staff
shortages and little local knowledge can

quickly get overwhelmed.
A bigger snag is that getting China right

demands a huge amount ofattention from
the top brass, explains Franklin Yao of
Smith Street Solutions, a consulting firm
that advises firms keen to enter China. The
problem is that the market is enormous,
complicated and opaque. It is also hyper--
competitive, thanks to a proliferation of
both low-cost locals and deep-pocketed

multinational companies. 
For intrepid SMEs still keen to try, help is

at hand. All developed countries have
trade offices and business chambers de-
voted to helping smaller firms clear the
many hurdles. Consultants are also com-
ing up with new ways to connect these
firms to unfamiliar customers. 

Deb Weidenhamerruns iPai, a trailblaz-
ing foreign auction house in China. Her 

Foreign entrepreneurs in China

Small is not

beautiful

SHANGHAI

It is hard forsmall businesses to break
into the Chinese market
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2 outfit holds dozens of auctions a year, run
simultaneously online and at a trendy site
in Shanghai, mostlypeddlingexcess inven-
tories from distributors of fashionable
goods. For $15,000, she will add a foreign
SME’s product to three ofher auctions over
several weeks and get user feedback. The
result, she says, is that her clients learn
quickly and easily if and how much Chi-
nese customers will pay for their novel
products and what they thinkof them.

Another encouraging development for
smaller firms is the rise of e-commerce in
China. Frank Lavin of Export Now, an e-
commerce firm, argues that going directly
to online sales lets foreign newcomers
build a national brand far more quickly
and cheaply than through bricks-and-mor-
tar outlets. For 17-20% of a firm’s Chinese
revenues, he will take care of the regula-
tory filings, product testing, warehousing
and so on required for online sales.

Alibaba, a Chinese e-commerce giant
that recently went public in America, is ex-
plicitly courting foreign SMEs. A recent suc-
cess story involves sales of imported fresh
foods on its Tmall portal. Keith Hu of the
Northwest Cherry Growers, which repre-
sents American farmers of the fruit, ex-
plains that selling to China was made even

more difficult as the fruit ripens only dur-
ing an eight-week period each year. But a
clever collaboration with Tmall helped his
farmers reach customers even in smaller
Chinese cities, boosting sales over fourfold
in the past year to over 600 tonnes.

While it is possible to make it, Mr Yao is
blunt about the chances: “If your firm
doesn’t have at least $100m a year in sales,
don’t bother trying.” Life is hardly a bowl
of cherries for most small entrepreneurs
trying to enter the Middle Kingdom. 7

NESTLED in the foothills of the French
Alps, Grenoble feels more like a skiing

base camp than the centre of one of Eu-
rope’s hottest technology clusters. But the
message at Semicon Europa, a recent in-
dustry shindig in the city, was clear. Europe
may no longer be a force in mass chipmak-
ingbut it ispoised fora comebackthanks to
its strength in technologies well suited to a
new world of interconnected objects and
ultra-low power consumption. 

This is more than wishful thinking,
though, so far, it is hard to spot in the num-
bers. Gone are the 1990s when Europe pro-
duced 15% or more of the world’s chips.
Firms headquartered in Europe now ac-
count for only 8-9% of global semiconduc-
tor revenues, which hit $315 billion in 2013
according to Gartner, a market-research
firm (see chart). Microprocessors and
memory chips are mass-produced mainly
in Asia and America these days; the cost of
building a “fab”, as chip-fabrication fac-
tories are called, is too high for all but the
largest-scale endeavours.

Not so with the specialised and diverse
applications that are being thrown up as

chipmaking shifts from PCs and servers to
mobile phones and tablets, and to the sen-
sors and other devices that make up the
“internet of things”. Here, Europe is well
placed to benefit.

Production of the micro-electrome-
chanical systems (MEMS) at the heart of
sensors is likely to double in the next cou-
ple of years. STMicroelectronics (ST), part
of the Grenoble cluster, and Robert Bosch

of Germany are world leaders in that
niche. Another strength is in components
that use little energy and promote battery
life, a field in which Infineon of Germany,
ST and smaller firms such as Norway’s
Nordic Semiconductor are active.

So is GreenPeak Technologies in the
Netherlands. Its founder Cees Links, who
helped to create and standardise wireless
communication (Wi-Fi) in the 1990s, has
come up with a parallel system for “small
data” communication in the smart home.
His firm shipped 1m chips in 2011, he says; it
is now shipping 1m a week. Other Euro-
pean sparks have not escaped notice:
Qualcomm, an American fablesschipmak-
er, is to buy CSR (Cambridge Silicon Radio),
a British Bluetooth specialist, for $2.5 bil-
lion, it said on October15th. 

Europe’s semiconductor industry is of-
ten underestimated, reckons Heinz Kun-
dert, president ofSEMI Europe, an industry
body. Research and development is still
strong, thanks especially to three world-
class institutes: Imec in Belgium, Fraunho-
fer in Germany and CEA-Leti in Grenoble. 

Although Europe is turning out fewer
chips than it did, it is playing a bigger role
earlier in the process, points out Luc van
den Hove, who runs Imec. ASML, a Dutch
firm, makes 85% of the industry’s lithogra-
phy tools. Soitec, a start-up, has created a
new material for making chip transistors
with CEA-Leti and ST, which it says uses
40% less energy than the standard version.
In May Samsung of South Korea licensed
the technology from ST. Higher up the
chain, ARM Holdings of Britain provides
designs to fabless chipmakers such as
Qualcomm; over 80% of mobile phones
now incorporate them. 

Overall, Europe provides 20% of the
world electronics industry’s equipment
and materials, 12% of subsystems such as
boards and modules and 16% of stand-
alone and embedded systems, according
to an experts’ report in February to the
European Commission. The trick to in-
creasing market share, it said, is to expand
what Europe does best and collaborate
across borders.

European firms have struggled with the
pace of commercialisation, says Linley
Gwennap of the Linley Group, a consult-
ing firm: “It’s not just coming up with some
big new technology but keeping up with
all the little changes to make it suitable for
users,” he says. Europe is beginning to
bridge the gap between innovation and
commercialisation, says André-Jacques
Auberton-Hervé, boss of Soitec. Jim Tully
of Gartner is positive but cautious. “I don’t
thinkwe’ll see a growth ofEuropean semi-
conductor firms that will match either the
scale here before or the scale in other parts
of the world,” he says. “The industry will
continue to be significantly smaller—but it
could be more profitable.” That alone
would be no mean feat.7

European chipmakers

Fighting back
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PREPARATIONS for the first section of
the Thilawa Special Economic Zone

(SEZ) included clearingnearly400 hectares
ofland and buildingroads to a nearby port.
The industrial park is scheduled to open in
the middle of next year and some of the 22
companies set to move in will begin build-
ing their factories by the end of the month.
Yet the most immediate beneficiary will
not be Myanmar’s economy. Takashi Ya-
nai, head of the Burmese-Japanese joint
venture developing Thilawa, jokes that the
monastery sitting in a finger of forest jut-
ting into the park has much to gain. “You
cannot touch a monastery in this country,”
says Mr Yanai. With every corporate
groundbreaking will come a donation to
the monks that may one day pay for a
grand golden stupa. 

If the monks represent the country’s
past, the tenants of Thilawa and the two
other SEZs in the works (see map) are bets
on its future. Thilawa, the furthest ad-
vanced of the three, will employ 70,000
workers when running at full tilt, turning
out food, consumerproductsand construc-
tion materials for the domestic market, as
well as export-oriented goods such as
shoes, car parts and garments.

President Thein Sein came to power in
2011 with the promise of reforms to recon-
nect Myanmar to the global economy.
Since then the optimists have dreamed of
supermarkets and fast-food outlets on ev-
ery street and ofmobile technology allow-
ing the country to “leapfrog” development
stages to draw level with Thailand, or even
Singapore. But its economic future de-
pends on low-skilled workers churning
out labour-intensive goods for export. Be-
fore it can aspire to Thailand’s level of in-
dustrial development it should aim to be a
hub for low-cost manufacturing like its
western neighbour, Bangladesh. 

Investors are right to dream, though.
Myanmar sits between the massive mar-
kets of China and India and also gives
Thailand a quick westward route to the
sea. According to the McKinsey Global In-
stitute (MGI), a think-tank, by 2025 more
than half the world’s consumers with in-
comes above $10 a day will live within a
five-hour flight of Myanmar. It abounds in
arable land, water and natural re-
sources—it is richly endowed with oil, nat-
ural gas and precious stones such as jade,
rubies and sapphires.

Thailand’s labour force is ageing,
shrinking and getting more expensive;

Myanmar’s is cheap and young, and is ben-
efiting from the return of some of the
3m-5m Burmese working abroad. Jasmine
Thazin Aung left in 2003 to study finance in
Singapore because she saw no opportuni-
ty at home; now she heads the Myanmar
office of PricewaterhouseCoopers, an ac-
countancy firm. She says that her three
room-mates in Singapore, all Burmese
women studying finance, have also re-
turned to the country.

After several false starts the govern-
ment appears committed to creatinga mar-
ket economy where new businesses might
thrive. Between 2010, when the country
held its first general election in nearly two
decades, and 2013 foreign direct invest-
ment almost tripled, rising from $901m to

$2.6 billion. A few foreign banks have been
licensed to operate on a limited scale—but
broader financial liberalisation is in the
works. The economy is forecast to grow by
7.8% this year and next; commodity ex-
ports are rising, as is production of oil and
gas. The central bankis now formally inde-
pendent of the finance ministry; it is ex-
panding its staffand improving its capacity
to conduct monetary policy.

There is still plenty to do. The most re-
cent of the World Bank’s annual reports on
the ease of doing business puts Myanmar
182nd out of189 economies. Regulatory un-
certainty is a huge problem but archaic
laws are getting some attention at last:
Myanmar’s Companies Act, which sets the
rules for corporate activity, was enacted by
the British in 1914 and left untouched until
this year, when the Asian Development
Bankbegan helping the government to up-
date it. In time such updates will reduce
the need to “feel your way through the le-
gal and financial system,” says John Hamil-
ton, who heads the Myanmar office ofCEA

Projects, a logistics company.
Even the most vigorous regulatory

scrub-up and revamped central bank will
not create a well-trained workforce: that
will take years of massive investment in
education. The average Burmese spends
just four years at school; the country has a
teacher-pupil ratio of one to 30 compared
with one to 13 in Malaysia. As other Asian
workforces grew more productive and di-
verse, Myanmar’s went in the other direc-
tion: between 1965 and 2010 the share of
Burmese employed in agriculture rose,
from 35% to 44%, even as it fell in most of
the rest of the continent.

Yet that massive agricultural workforce
could be put to good use. The country has
12.3m hectares of farmland, only slightly
less than Thailand. It was once Asia’s big-
gest rice exporter, yet its agricultural sector
remains woefully underproductive. Most
farmers grow small plots of rice, often
without machinery or fertiliser. Soe Tun,
head of the Myanmar Farmers’ Associa-
tion, notes that most rice is organic not by
choice but because non-organic farming
never reached rural Myanmar. Even a
modest introduction of modern farming
methods would have a big impact on
farms and the country’s labour productivi-
ty as a whole.

It would also free more workers to look
for jobs in factories in cities—another
strongdriverofgrowth. MGI found that ev-
ery 15 percentage point increase in the
share of GDP from manufacturing and ser-
vices is associated with a doubling of GDP

perperson. The workin factoriesand fields
may not be glamorous or interesting but
people will always need rice, shoes and
concrete. Myanmar’s abundant supply of
low-skilled workers need productive jobs
if its economy is to shine like the sun re-
flecting offa golden stupa.7
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PROGNOSTICATORS have a bad record when it comes to new
technologies. Safety razors were supposed to produce a clean-

shaven future. Cars were expected to take offand fly. Automation
was meant to deliver a life of leisure. Yet beards flourish, cars re-
main earthbound and workyaps at our heels. 

The internet is no exception. Anyone looking formis-prognos-
tications about it will find an embarrassment of riches. The inter-
net was supposed to destroy big companies; now big companies
rule the internet. It was supposed to give everyone a cloak ofano-
nymity: “On the internet nobody knows you’re a dog.” Now
Google and its like are surveillance machines that know not only
that you’re a dog but whether you have fleas and which brand of
meaty chunks you prefer. We can now add two more entries to
the list of unreliable forecasts about the internet: that it would
make location irrelevant and eliminate middlemen. 

A decade or so ago pundits (ourselves included) said the inter-
net would mean the “death of distance” and make the world
“flat”, ie, eliminate geographical differences. Amazon and Infosys
built global empires in bookselling and IT services respectively.
But now it is harder to agree with Marc Andreessen, a venture
capitalist, who once said that by 2020, “retail guys are going to go
out ofbusiness and e-commerce will become the place everyone
buys.” The listofe-commerce firms turningMrAndreessen on his
head and opening shops is getting longer by the day: it ranges
from Bonobos, a clothing retailer, to Screwfix, a builders’ mer-
chant. Even Amazon’s boss, JeffBezos, says it could follow suit. 

Academics have discovered that distance is surprisingly
undead in the virtual world. One research paper shows that for
every 1% increase in the distance between the country that you
live in and a foreign country there is a 2% decrease in the chance
that you will visit a website based in that country. Americans are
more likely to visit Canadian porn sites than British ones.

David Bell, of the University ofPennsylvania’s Wharton Busi-
ness School, tries to make sense of all this in a new book, “Loca-
tion is (Still) Everything”. Mr Bell notes, for example, that almost
half of Bonobos’s first-time customers heard about the company
from neighbours. He maps the sales of online products,
demonstrating that their popularity first spreads by physical
proximity, from one zip-code area to next-door ones, and then by

cultural proximity, from one zip-code area to another that shares
social characteristics. The proliferation ofmobile devices will fur-
ther increase the importance of location: people will use their
smartphones to look for local bargains and to show friends the
latest products they have found online. 

Companies are increasingly treating the physical and virtual
worlds as complements rather than alternatives. The virtual
world is better at some things—comparing prices, say, or giving
consumers in the wilds of Kansas the same choice as ones in
Manhattan. But the physical world is better at others: as
Bonobos’s boss, Andy Dunn, points out, many customers still in-
sist on examining clothes before buying. Retailers increasingly
offer the best of both worlds with click-and-collect, also known
as BOPS (buy online, pickup in-store). Macy’s is spending $400m
remodelling its flagship New Yorkstore, in part to bring it into the
digital age: there will be a mobile app to guide customers around
and provide information on any product that catches their eye.
Soap.com, an online seller of toiletries, dispatches them in dis-
tinctive, brightly coloured boxes, hoping for a physical-contagion
effect: as people see neighbours receiving them, it sparks their cu-
riosity and prompts them to visit its website. 

As for the internet being the great “disintermediation mach-
ine”, putting swathes of agents, distributors and other middle-
men out of work, that has proved only half-true. Many people
now buy insurance direct from the insurer and subscribe to
newspapers, in digital form, direct from the publisher. But estate
agents, record labels and a whole host ofother intermediaries are
still around. Mukti Khaire ofHarvard Business School argues that
in many other areas middlemen are more important than ever:
people are so confused by the overwhelming choice the internet
brings, and the cacophony ofuser reviews, that the need for trust-
worthy guides and other sorts of intermediary is increasing. 

Doubting the wisdom ofcrowds
This is particularly true of two of the most important areas of the
modern economy: startupsand the culture industry. Kickstarter, a
crowdfunding website, has “curated pages” where potential
backers can find projects endorsed by somebody they trust, rath-
er than just following the wisdom of crowds. Expert reviews are
still among the most popular features in brand-name newspa-
pers and magazines: consumers apparently find these more cred-
ible than comments left by shoppers on Amazon or the opinions
of self-appointed bloggers, who can sometimes be paid shills in
disguise. One unscrupulous scribe was found to be earning near-
ly $30,000 a month churning out fake reviews. 

The conventional starmaking apparatus is proving strikingly
resilient. Hollywood has a new generation of agents who trawl
YouTube for people making a name for themselves there. Aman-
da Hocking made a fortune by self-publishing her “Trylle” vam-
pire-romance trilogy. But she sold her next book series, “Water-
song”, to an old-fashioned publisher turning down an ostensibly
higher offer from Amazon in the belief that she would be better
offwith a distributor who could get her books into Walmart. 

The internet isnowstartingto transform education and health
care. Given the technology’s capacity to cut costs and increase
access, it would be wrong to give in to incumbents in those busi-
nesses who are dead set against reform. But it would also be un-
wise to trust in digital revolutionaries who insist those incum-
bents will inevitably be swept away by a wave of startups. There
is a world ofdifference between disruption and destruction. 7

Pointers to the future

Forecasting the internet’s impact on business is proving hard
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AFTER declining gradually for three
months, oil prices suddenly tumbled

almost $4 on October14th alone. It was the
largest single-day fall in more than a year
and brought the price ofBrent crude, an in-
ternational benchmark, to $85 a barrel. At
its peak in June, a barrel had cost $115. 

Normally, falling oil prices would boost
global growth. A $10-a-barrel fall in the oil
price transfers around 0.5% of world GDP

from oil exporters to oil importers. Con-
sumers in importing countries are more
likely to spend the money quickly than
cash-rich oil exporters. By boosting spend-
ingcheaperoil therefore tends to boost glo-
bal output. 

This time, though, matters are less clear
cut. The big economic question is whether
lower prices reflect weak demand or have
been caused by a surge in the supply of
crude. Ifweakdemand is the culprit, that is
worrying: it suggests the oil price is a symp-
tom of weakening growth. If the source of
weakness is financial (debt overhangs and
so on), then cheaper oil may not boost
growth all that much: consumers may sim-
ply use the gains to pay down their debts.
Indeed, in some countries, cheaperoil may
even make matters worse by increasing
the risk of deflation. On the other hand, if
plentiful supply is driving prices down,
that is potentially better news: cheaper oil
should eventually boost spending in the
world’s biggest economies.

The global economy is certainly weak.

in shale-oil output, the United States
pumped 8.8m b/d in September—13% more
than in the yearbefore, 56% above the level
of 2011 and not far short of Saudi Arabia.
Russian oil production is also inching up,
suggesting sanctions have not yet begun to
be felt in its oilfields. In September, its out-
put rose to 10.6m b/d, within a whisker of
the highest monthly figure since the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union. 

Non-OPEC production, though, has
been rising for a while. The biggest recent
change has come from within the cartel. In
April, Libya’s production—hit by civil war—
crashed to just 200,000 b/d; by the end of
September output was backup to 900,000
b/d and heading towards its pre-war level 

Japan’s GDP fell in the second quarter. Ger-
many’s did too, and may be heading to-
wards recession (recent figures for industri-
al production and exports were dreadful).
America’s growth has accelerated recently,
but its recovery is weak by historical stan-
dards. Just before this week’s oil-price
slump, the International Monetary Fund
cut its projection for global growth in 2014
for the third time this year to 3.3%. It is still
expecting growth to pick up again in 2015,
but only slightly. 

Weaker growth translates into lower
energy demand. This week, the Interna-
tional Energy Agency, an oil importers’
club, said it expects global demand to rise
by just 700,000 barrels a day (b/d) this
year. That is 200,000 b/d below its forecast
only last month. Demand has been weak
fora while but the recent slowdown—nota-
bly in Germany—took markets by surprise,
hence the sharp fall in the price. 

But feeble demand is not the only ex-
planation. There hasalso been a bigsupply
shock. Since April last year the world’s to-
tal output of oil has been rising strongly.
Most months’ output has been 1m-2m b/d
a day higher than the year before. In Sep-
tember, this expansion jumped dramati-
cally (see chart); global output was 2.8m
b/d above the level ofSeptember 2013. 

Most of the growth in supply has come
from countries that are not members of
OPEC, the oil exporters’ club—from Ameri-
ca in particular. Thanks partly to increases

Cheaper oil 

Both symptom and balm

The oil price is tumbling. Is that good orbad news for the world economy?
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THE mood in financial markets has
turned gloomy again. Equity markets

are retreating, commodity prices are fall-
ing and investors are stampeding for the
safety of government bonds (see chart).
Volatility has soared: the VIX, a measure
of how much investors are willing to pay
to insure against sharp market moves, has
more than doubled since July.

Perhaps the most remarkable develop-
ment is the strength of government
bonds. At the start of the year, a survey of
fund managers by Towers Watson, an ac-
tuary, found that81% were bearish on gov-
ernment bonds. Many commentators
were talking about the end of a 30-year
bull market. But the yield on 10-year Trea-
sury bonds (which moves in the opposite
direction to prices) briefly dropped below
2% on October15th, having stood at 3.02%
on January1st.

This fall in yields has occurred even
though the Federal Reserve has been
steadily reducing its bond purchases, just
as it said it would. Private-sector buyers
have been eager to step into the breach.
After all, yields on Treasuries are substan-
tially higher than those in most of Europe
(German 10-year yields dropped to 0.72%
on October 15th) and American inflation
is low (1.7% in August).

But probably the biggest reason why
yields have fallen is that global growth
has been disappointing, with the partial
exception of America (where GDP fell in
the first quarter, but has since recovered).
The IMF recently revised down its global
growth forecast for the year from 3.7% in
April to 3.3%. Recent data from the euro
zone have been particularly weak; indus-
trial production fell 1.8% in August. 

Worries about the euro area’s stability
are resurfacing. Greece hasbeen an excep-
tion to the government bond rally, with
10-year yields climbing back over 7%. The

Greek stock market is down nearly 24% so
far this year. Investors worry that Syriza, a
left-wing opposition party, may take pow-
ernextyearand demand a reduction of the
government’s debt.

A sluggish economy has also affected
commodities. While oil has captured the
headlines, food prices have dropped 15.5%
over the last six months and industrial ma-
terials have fallen 3.4%. These drops are
good for Western consumers (and help ex-
plain why inflation is so low), but are bad
for commodity-producing countries.

Equity markets have wobbled three
times this year in the face of disappointing
economic news, not to mention the politi-
cal turmoil in the Middle East and Ukraine.
But those tumbles have so far been modest
by the standards of past bear markets. Re-
cent experience has taught many investors
that good news can equal bad news: the
more uncertain the outlook, the more sup-
portive central banks are likely to be. The
Fed may be reluctant to tighten monetary
policy until the recovery is better estab-
lished (markets are not now expecting a
rate rise until March 2016) and the Euro-
pean Central Bank may feel obliged to

loosen policy further. 
The otherbighope forequity investors

is that profits will remain strong, despite
economic weakness; after all, the cost of
raw materials is falling, borrowing is
cheap, and wages are subdued. The third-
quarter results season is under way in
America. Once again, analysts have gone
through the charade of reducing profit
forecasts (by more than four percentage
points) ahead of the season so that com-
panies are able to “beat” forecasts by a
small margin. American companies are
expected to report annual earnings
growth of 4.5%, according to FactSet, a
data company. But investors will proba-
bly concern themselves less with the de-
tails of firms’ performance in the third
quarter, and more with what they say
about the outlook, particularly for those
with big foreign operations. 

Investors’ underlying fear seems to be
that the developed world is slipping into a
deflationary spiral; hence the falls in com-
modity prices and a sharp drop in expec-
tations of inflation, as measured by the
Treasury-bond market. The recent weak-
ness in the euro and the yen may be a sign
that those regions are exporting deflation
to the rest of the world, as their exporters
cut prices to seize market share.

Deflation can cause severe pain in the
corporate sector; a further sign of trouble
is that the spread (or excess interest rate)
paid by the riskiest bond issuers has wid-
ened by one-and-a-halfpercentage points
since June. This deterioration is seen by
Julien Garran, an analyst at UBS, as the
“fourth horseman ofthe apocalypse”, sig-
nallingthatdeflation ison itsway. Ifinves-
tors lose faith in the Fed’s ability to rescue
them from that fate, the recent market
weakness may be only the beginning.

Bears, but no picnic

Gentlemen prefer bonds
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of1.5m b/d. No less surprisingly, Iraq’s out-
put is rising, too. The upshot is that OPEC

production started to grow again in Sep-
tember after almost two years of decline,
compounding the impact of growing non-
OPEC supplies. 

With demand weak, much of the extra
output has gone into rebuilding oil stocks
in rich countries. But that cannot go on in-
definitely. As the hoardingslows, prices are
likely to weaken again—unless world de-
mand picks up or oil production is cut. 

Neither seems imminent. Antoine
Halff, the IEA’s chief oil analyst, points out
that very little current production be-

comes uneconomic even at $80 a barrel.
The break-even point for most American
shale-oil producers has been fallingas they
have refined their fracking techniques, and
is now well below $70 a barrel. So prices
will have to fall further if they are to drive
marginal producers out ofbusiness. 

New trade patterns reinforce the down-
ward pressure on prices. OPEC exporters
once informally carved up the world be-
tween them, with Nigeria and Venezuela
selling to America, smallerGulfstates to Ja-
pan, and so on. But American oil imports
have fallen from 309m barrels a month in
2010 to 236m a month now. European de-

mand is weak. So everyone is competing
for market share in Asia.

Saudi Arabia shocked the rest of OPEC

by cutting forward prices for Asian deliv-
ery and by increasing oil output slightly in
September (by 107,000 barrels), at a time
when other exporters wanted it to cut
back. The organisation is due to meet again
in November. But as Kuwait’s oil minister
remarked recently, “I don’t think there is a
chance today that [OPEC] countries would
reduce their production.” How soon—and
howmuch—lowerpriceswill translate into
an increase in global demand, though, is
far less certain. 7
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TRY buying things exclusively via mo-
bile payments and you will surely die,

either of starvation or of a caffeine over-
dose. Coffee shops aside, hardly any res-
taurantsorretailersallowcustomers to pay
by waving a smartphone. That will soon
change: on October 16th, just after The

Economist went to press, Apple wasexpect-
ed to announce that, within days, the latest
iPhone’s mobile-payment feature, Apple
Pay, will startworking in America. It letsus-
ers tap their phones on merchants’ termi-
nals to make wireless payments. 

Such technology has been around for
years. It has failed to take off, however, in
large part because so many firms have fin-
gers in the mobile-payment pie, and often
blockothers from grabbing a big piece of it.
Google Wallet, a mobile-payment service
that started up in 2011 to great fanfare, for a
long time worked on only one of Ameri-
ca’s four big wireless networks, Sprint. The
other three have their own rival project,
now called Softcard (it was named ISIS un-
til events in the Levant forced a change). A
consortium of big American retailers, such
as Walmart and Target, also offers a mo-
bile-payment service, called CurrentC, as
does PayPal, whose main business is on-
line payments. And then there are dozens
of startups, from Stripe to Square, each
with its own take on mobile payments.

The fragmentation confuses merchants
and consumers, who have yet to see what
is in it for them. From their perspective, the
current system works well. Swiping a cred-
it card is not much harder than tapping a
phone. Nor is it too risky, especially in
America, since credit cards are protected
against fraud. Upgrading to a new system
is a hassle. Merchants have to install new
terminals. Consumers need to store their
card details on their phones, but still carry
their cards around, since most stores are
not yet properly equipped.

The hope is that Apple Pay will help
overcome these barriers. As with iTunes,
for which the firm cut distribution deals
with record labels and developed software
to prevent piracy, Apple has pulled togeth-
er a complete ecosystem. Card networks
and banks have agreed to process pay-
ments, reportedly for lower fees than nor-
mal. From its launch, Apple Pay will be ac-
cepted at 220,000 outlets in America,
including big chains such as McDonald’s
and Whole Foods (Apple has not said
when the service will be available abroad).

Apple’s technical choices may help to

set industry standards. One is near-field
communication (NFC), a wireless technol-
ogy that links smartphones and merchant
terminals. Another is “tokenisation”: the
devicesdo notexchange card numbers, but
tokens (a sort of digital voucher), making
fraud much more difficult.

Apple has also made mobile payments
less arduous. Users who already have an
iTunes account do not have to type in their
card details. They approve payments by
touching the fingerprint reader on their de-
vice. Owners of the firm’s new smart-
watch, to be released next year, will only
have to raise theirhands. And tokenisation
is appealing, given the recent data breach-
es at big American retailers (Kmart, the lat-
est victim, announced on October 10th
that some of its customers’ payment cards
had been “compromised”). 

But even Apple’s magic may not be
enough to make mobile payments fly. It is
not clear how merchants will benefit from
Apple’s new ecosystem: it does not offer
them lower fees for processing payments
or useful data about their customers, as
CurrentC does. As a result, they may refuse
to sign up for Apple Pay or discourage its
use. Even consumers may quickly lose in-
terest. “Early adopters will try Apple Pay,
but find that it is still easier to pay with a
card,” says Tim Sloane ofMercator Adviso-
ry Group, another market-research firm.

Tapping a phone is likely to remain just
one of several widely accepted ways to
pay. Starbucks’s successful app, which lets
customers pay by holding an image on
their smartphone up to a scanner, shows
one way to increase the appeal of mobile
payments: it not only cuts the wait for the
next dose of caffeine, but also awards loy-
alty points. Petrol stations, grocery stores
and public transport seem ripe for similar
services. That, in turn, may help to prepare
people for more outlandish forms of pay-
ment. Apple has developed devices called

iBeacons, small transmitters that can de-
tect nearby iPhones, making it possible to
pay without even pulling out your phone.

Apple Pay may have a bigger, albeit in-
direct impact in the developingworld, says
Irving Wladawsky-Berger, who until re-
cently advised Citigroup on mobile mon-
ey. With many standards now set, he reck-
ons, the technology will become cheap
and ubiquitous—thus helping the world’s
2.5 billion unbanked to connect to formal
finance. Mobile phones have already en-
abled poor countries to leapfrog a few
stages of development in telecoms and, in
some cases, finance. Cheap mobile pay-
ments will allow them to jump further. 7

Mobile payments

Emptying pockets

Even Apple maynot manage to replace
wallets with mobile phones

Not dead yet

BONO may front one of the world’s most
popular rock bands, but the U2 singer

did not earn many new fans when he re-
cently defended Ireland’s controversial tax
policies, which are widely seen as helping
multinationals to avoid paying their fair
share. Even Ireland’s government seems to
be having doubts. On October 14th it an-
nounced plans to close the country’s big-
gest loophole, the “Double Irish”. 

The Double Irish allows companies to
shift theirprofits from high-taxcountries to
havens. This is typically done by transfer-
ringroyaltypayments for intellectual prop-
erty to a firm in Ireland, then on to another
Irish-registered subsidiary that is tax-resi-
dent in a country with no corporate-in-
come tax, such as Bermuda. Users can
thereby cut their effective tax rate—per-
fectly legally—far below Ireland’s already
low 12.5% rate, in some cases down to less
than 2%. The ruse is popular with Ameri-
can computing and pharmaceutical firms.

From January all new companies dom-
iciled in Ireland will also have to be tax-res-
idents there, making the Double Irish im-
possible. Ireland is acting under pressure
from America, the European Commission
and the OECD, which are working on mul-
tilateral reform of international tax rules to
curb avoidance. This is not the first time it
has buckled. Last year it made it illegal for
firms registered in Ireland to declare them-
selves stateless for tax purposes.

The retreat has kindled fears that for-
eign firms, many of which moved to Ire-
land largely for its tax policies, will leave
for more accommodating climes. (As it is, a
clampdown on avoidance in America
seems to have deterred AbbVie, a drugs
firm, from taking over Shire, a rival based 

Corporate taxation

Death of the
Double Irish

The Irish government plans to alterone
of its more controversial taxpolicies
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2
Anti-Semitism

Another cost of bigotry

THE assertion that Jews “control”
finance is commonplace among

anti-Semites. A new academic study*
finds that people who live in areas of
Germany where persecution of Jews was
most intense are less likely to invest in the
stockmarket, even today.

The relationship has very strong
historical roots. People who live in dis-
tricts from which Jews were likeliest to be
sent to concentration camps under the
Nazis are 7.5% less likely to invest in stocks
than other Germans; those who live in
districts where pogroms occurred during
the BlackDeath (back in the 14th century)
are 12% less likely to do so. Surveys also
show residents ofsuch districts are less
likely to trust the financial sector.

The results hold up when compared
with nearby districts, with those that are
in the same states and with areas that
were in the same occupation zones after
the second world war. The authors used
another test as a further control. Histori-
cally, German Jews settled in the Rhine
valley. So German districts close to the
valley were more likely to have pogroms,
and people there are less likely to invest
in stocks than those further away. But
when they compared French districts
that are close to the Rhine with more
distant ones, there was no difference in
stockmarket participation.

The authors find that this distrust of
finance affects people ofall education
levels, even though the more educated
are less likely to be anti-Semitic. They

conclude that these areas have “a cultural
norm ofdistrust in finance that has trans-
mitted across generations independently
from anti-Semitism”. 

The effect of this distrust is that Ger-
man savers in such districts earn lower
returns, because they have lower expo-
sure to the stockmarket. “The legacy of
Jewish persecution—distrust offinance—
has hindered generations ofGermans
from accumulating financial wealth,” the
authors argue. In other words, “Persecu-
tion ofminorities reduces not only the
long-term wealth of the persecuted, but
of the persecutors as well.”

Newresearch finds a linkbetween persecution of Jews and distrust in finance 

It benefited no one

..............................................................
* “Distrust in finance lingers: Jewish persecution and
households’ investments” by Francesco D’Acunto,
Marcel Prokopczuk and Michael Weber

in Ireland.) Yet the government is giving
with one hand even as it takes with the
other. On the same day it did away with
the Double Irish, it created a “knowledge
development box”, which will allow firms
to pay a lower tax rate on profits from intel-
lectual property booked in Ireland. The
OECD has tried, unsuccessfully, to limit this
type of tax benefit, which is also known as
a “patent box”. Moreover, the Double Irish
won’t die overnight. Companies already
registered in Ireland are being given six
years to alter their accounting structures. 

Ireland’s move will raise pressure on
other countries that are seen as enablers of
rampant taxavoidance, even iftheyare not
themselves havens, thanks to their busi-
ness-friendly networks of tax treaties.
Chief among them are Luxembourg and
the Netherlands. Bono knows all about the
fiscal delights of the Low Countries: in
2006, U2 moved the firm that houses its
publishing royalties from Ireland to the
Netherlands, largely for tax reasons. 7

IT IS Economics 101. If central bankers
want to spur economic activity, they cut

interest rates. If they want to dampen it,
they raise them. The assumption is that, as
it becomes cheaper or more expensive for
businesses and households to borrow,
theywill adjust their spendingaccordingly.
But for businesses in America, at least, a
new study* suggests that the accepted wis-
dom on monetary policy is broadly (but
not entirely) wrong.

Using data stretching back to 1952, the
paper concludes that market interest rates,
which central banks aim to influence
when they set their policy rates, play some
role in how much firms invest, but not

much. Other factors—most notably how
profitable a firm is and how well its shares
do—are far more important (see chart). A
government that wants to pep up the econ-
omy, says S.P. Kothari of the Sloan School
ofManagement, one ofthe authors, would
have more luck with other measures, such
as lower taxes or less onerous regulation.

Establishing what drives business in-
vestment is difficult, not least because it ex-
pands and contracts far more dramatically
than the economy as a whole. These shifts
were particularly manic in the late 1950s
(both up and down), mid-1960s (up), and
2000s (down, up, then down again). Over-
all, investment has been in slight decline
since the early1980s.

Having sifted through decades of data,
however, the authors conclude that nei-
ther volatility in the financial markets nor
credit-default swaps, a measure of cor-
porate credit riskthat tends to influence the
ratesfirmspay, hasmuch impact. In fact, in-

vestment often rises when interest rates go
up and volatility increases.

Investment grows most quickly,
though, in response to a surge in profits
and drops with bad news. These ups and
downs suggest shifts in investment go too
far and are often ill-timed. At any rate, they
do little good: big cuts can substantially
boost profits, but only briefly; big increases
in investment slightly decrease profits.

Companies, Mr Kothari says, tend to
dwell too much on recent experience
when deciding how much to invest and
too little on how changing circumstances
may affect future returns. This is particular-
ly true in difficult times. Appealing oppor-
tunities may exist, and they may be all the
more attractive because of low interest
rates. That should matter—but the data sug-
gest it does not.7

Monetary policy

Tight, loose,
irrelevant
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Interest rates do not seem to affect
investment as economists assume

Rate blind
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WEIGHED down by debt and running
out of cash, Chaori Solar emerged

this year as an unlikely poster child for all
thatwasgoingrightwith the Chinese econ-
omy—because it was allowed to go under.
China’s leadershad vowed to bringmarket
discipline to a financial system that had
grown lazy in its dependence on evermore
credit. Chaori, the first company to default
since China relaunched its bond market a
decade ago, was a symbol of the new
tough-love approach. But something unex-
pected happened this month: Chaori’s
creditors were bailed out.

It is a disturbing omen for the Chinese
economy. For all the talk of reform, many
government officials still want to paper
over bad loans. With credit going to keep
moribund companies alive, China’s debt
levels have soared even as growth has
slowed. Overall debt, including govern-
ment, corporate and household, has
reached about 250% of GDP, up from 150%
six years ago.

The precipitous rise began with China’s
gargantuan stimulus in response to the glo-
bal financial crisis in 2008. Its total debt-to-
GDP ratio increased faster than that of any
other big country during that time, accord-
ing to a new report from the International
Centre for Monetary and Banking Studies,
a Swiss research institute. Similar rises pre-
ceded banking crises in much of Asia in
1997 and in America more recently. Little
wonder that financial fragility “is seen as
the biggest macro risk to China, if not the
global economy,” according to Standard
and Poor’s, a ratings agency.

Yet a sudden collapse is most unlikely.
The same thing that got China so deep into
debt is what keeps it from blowingup: state
control of the financial system and the per-
ception, often substantiated, of govern-
ment backing for debts. Instead the biggest
danger is “zombification’, a hollowing-out
of China’s financial system along the lines
of Japan’s slow decay over the past two de-
cades. In this scenario there would be no
sudden crisis, but a relentless corrosion of
China’seconomicvitalityas loansare used
to patch up old holes rather than to sup-
port new activity. The International Mone-
tary Fund sounded a recent warning: Chi-
na’s continued reliance on credit-fuelled
investment “compounds the risk of an
eventual sharp slowdown”.

Can China avoid this fate? Much rests
on whether the government can uproot
moral hazard from the financial system. By

removing the perception of state guaran-
tees and allowing failing companies to fail,
the authorities could force banks and in-
vestors to allocate their capital much more
carefully, slowing the rise in debt.

There are reasons for concern. Officials
tend to go weak at the knees when even
relatively inconsequential companies fall
into distress. This year began with a last-
minute rescue of Credit Equals Gold #1, an
investment product marketed by Industri-
al and Commercial Bank of China, the
country’s biggest bank, that only the
wealthy were supposed to buy—because it
was risky. Huatong Road and Bridge
Group, a construction company in the
northern province of Shanxi, was on the
verge ofdefaultingon a 400m yuan ($65m)
loan in July, when the local government
stumped up the cash. And then there is this
month’s rescue of Chaori’s bondholders,
led by Great Wall Asset Management, a
state-run firm initially set up to take bad
loansoffbanks’ handsduringa bigbail-out
a decade ago. “It strengthens investors’ ex-
pectations of an ironclad guarantee for
bond repayment,” says Zhang Li of Guotai
Jun’an, a brokerage.

Half the buildings at Chaori’s factory in
Shanghai’s far southern suburb of Feng-
xian are abandoned, save for two security
guardsgrowingred beanson a patch of soil
in front. But thanks to the rescue, the other
half is creaking back to life. Workers load
boxes of panels onto a flatbed truck, des-
tined for a Chinese solar market that still
suffers from severe oversupply. The poten-

tial price to the government for reviving
Chaori is at least 788 million yuan—the size
of the debt Great Wall has guaranteed. For
solar companies that have stayed in busi-
ness on their own merit, the price is injuri-
ous, government-subsidised competition.

Nevertheless, there have also been
signs that China may yet manage to con-
tain its debt problem. The market, when
left to its own devices, has actually done a
reasonably good job of cleaning up bal-
ance-sheets. Listed firms in industry and
transportation have stabilised their debts
(see chart). “A lot of companies that saw a
deterioration in revenues decided to cut
back their leverage,” says Helen Qiao of
Morgan Stanley. The continued rise in debt
has instead been driven by three groups:
special-purpose vehicles controlled by lo-
cal governments, state-owned enterprises
and property developers (see chart).

The dukes of moral hazard
This concentration should make it easier to
defuse the risks. The government may be
willing to countenance defaults by proper-
ty developers, not least because foreign in-
vestors are some of their biggest creditors.
Breaking the implicit guarantees for local
governments and state-owned companies
is more of a taboo. A budget law that goes
into effect on January 1st will allow cities
and provinces to issue bonds directly in-
stead of via opaque special-purpose vehi-
cles. As part of the deal, the central govern-
ment will refuse to bail out any localities
that miss payments.

In theory this will create the “hard bud-
get constraint” that is needed to stop local
officials from falling back on central gov-
ernment support. In practice, bond traders
point out that there is still no bankruptcy
law for cities or provinces, making it all but
inevitable that the central government will
pickup their tabs ifnecessary.

State-owned enterprises, especially
those controlled by the central govern-
ment, also enjoy a rock-solid backstop for
their debts, and there is little chance of that
changing soon. One glimmer of hope is
that Chinese banks are becoming more
discriminating. With their profits under
pressure, the evergreening of loans to state
companies is too costly for them; just over
half their corporate loans went to private
companies in 2012.

Most significant is the oft-repeated mes-
sage from China’s top leaders that the qual-
ity of growth matters more than quantity.
The implication fordebt is straightforward.
If local officials are less obsessed with
GDP, they will also be less intent on push-
ing out the investments needed to rev it up.
“This is where the demand for funding has
come from,” says Li Fuan, a senior Chinese
banking regulator. “Ofcourse there will be
some pain in slowing down. It can’t be
done without it”. But for officials accus-
tomed to plenty, pain is still a hard sell. 7
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A moral deficit

To rein in its debt, China must be willing to let companies fail 
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MAKING sure companies compete fairly is a tricky business.
The firms being regulated know far more about their busi-

ness than those doing the regulating; bureaucrats can easily end
up being too heavy-handed or too lax. On October 13th Jean Ti-
role, a French economist at the Toulouse School of Economics,
was awarded the Nobel prize in economics for his work on this
conundrum—“industrial organisation”, in the jargon.

Mr Tirole began publishing in the 1980s, when many govern-
ments were busy privatising big parts of their economies, from
telecommunications to transport. It quicklybecame clear that the
new, liberalised industries might not form perfectly competitive
markets. Along with Jean-Jacques Laffont, a frequent partner
who might have shared the prize had he not died in 2004, Mr Ti-
role developed a novel way of thinking about the difficulties reg-
ulators face managing such markets. 

Consider a telecoms firm which has already spent heavily to
build a network. Otherfirms will be unlikely to invest in a second
network, as a price war between the two would make it hard to
recoup the investment. Such a “natural monopoly” presents reg-
ulators with a problem. They do not want monopolists to gouge
consumers and stifle innovation, yet they often struggle to deter-
mine the extent to which such things are happening.

The officials trying to tame the monopolists lack important in-
formation about their business: a phenomenon economists call
“asymmetric information”. From the outside it is hard to see how
much a service should cost or how much a firm should be invest-
ing in new products and equipment.

One option for governments is to cap prices at some markup
to a firm’s costs. But that takes away the incentive for firms to be-
come more efficient. Anotheroption is to impose a hard price cap.
But then firms will tend to pocket gains in efficiency, instead of
passing them on to consumers in the form of lower prices.

Messrs Tirole and Laffont realised this dilemma resembles a
more familiar economic problem, that of agency, in which own-
ersofassets struggle to set the right incentives for those who man-
age them. That prompted them to borrow ideas from other fields,
such as auction design and game theory. The pair argued that
rather than try to force firms into a single form of contract, regu-
lators should give them a choice. Those without much room to

cut costswould opt forcost-pluscontracts, while more innovative
firms would gravitate toward a set price. In either case, the choice
would tell regulators what sort offirm they are dealing with, and
thus allow them to negotiate the best deal for consumers. 

Mr Tirole, along with Mr Laffont and Xavier Freixas, also
showed that the best possible solution is not always the one that
leads to the lowest prices. A public-spirited regulator dealing
with a firm that has been good at cutting costs may be tempted to
keep reducing the price the firm can charge, in the hope ofwring-
ing even bigger cost-reductions out of the business. But under
those circumstances a rational firm will stop investing in cost-cut-
ting measures at all, since the benefits will go not to it but to con-
sumers, thanks to the steady ratcheting down of the price cap. A
regulator’s best bet may actually be to signal its intent to be some-
what lenient over time, lest it choke offcost-saving innovation al-
together. Mr Tirole’s work often illustrates how what looks like
regulatory failure can in fact be a sensible response to markets
that are hard to manage. 

Mr Tirole’s work stretches well beyond the regulation of mo-
nopolies. He analysed how investment in new technology can
be used to limit competition. “Overinvestment” may convince
potential rivals that trying to compete isnotworth the trouble, for
instance. More recently he has written extensively on financial-
market regulation. In a prescient paper published in 1996 with
Jean-Charles Rochet, he noted that the interconnectedness of
modern financial systems would make it impossible for govern-
ments to allow big banks to fail, and that banks, anticipating bail-
outs, would behave recklessly. Regulation should be designed to
counter this moral hazard, by, for instance, limiting leverage.

Competitive hedge
Yet his most relevant workmay be his analysis of“platform” mar-
ketswhich serve several kindsofconsumers. Anewspaper, for in-
stance, markets itselfto both readersand advertisers. In such mar-
kets, behaviour that looks anticompetitive may not be: cut-price
subscriptions may be necessary to attract the large audiences ad-
vertisers demand. A regulation that demanded higher prices for
readers to make life easier for potential competitors might wreck
the two-sided market, and thereby leave everyone worse off. Big
technology firms like Amazon and Google, which provide plat-
forms to users of various kinds, increasingly find themselves
fending offcriticism in just these sorts ofcases.

Arguments over “net neutrality” touch upon related issues. In
markets in which the owner of a network sells access to that net-
work to others, while also competing with them to provide ser-
vices over the networkto consumers, it can be difficult to identify
unfair behaviour. Mr Tirole’s worksuggests that networkowners
should be allowed to charge higher access prices to heavy users
(such as film-streaming services) to cover the costs they impose
on the infrastructure. Yet his research also suggests that the net-
workowner can easily abuse such charges to boost its position in
the consumer market. Although Mr Tirole provides no simple
template for regulating such platforms, he clearly identifies the
many trade-offs regulators face.

Managing competition is hard, in other words, and regulators
in politicised industries will often struggle to get it right. In a field
predisposed to oversimplification, MrTirole’sworkhasbeen a re-
freshing departure, as well as an indispensable policy guide. 7

It’s complicated

Jean Tirole has won the Nobel prize in economics forhis workon competition
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For daily analysis and debate on science and
technology, visit

Economist.com/science
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WHERE are they? Aliens, that is. Why is
there no sign of intelligent life in the

universe anywhere other than on Earth?
That question has puzzled inquiringminds
for centuries, and has become more press-
ing over the past few years, as the discov-
ery of planets going around stars other
than the sun suggests the Milky Way
(Earth’s home galaxy) harbours billions of
worlds suitable for life, in that they are or-
biting within a habitable zone warm
enough to keep water liquid, but cool
enough not to boil it.

There are many possible answers, of
course. The origin of life may be hard. The
evolution of intelligence may be hard. In-
telligent life, having evolved, may find it
impossible to devise technology to travel
from star to star, or may not think the effort
worth it. 

But there is another possibility. In a pa-
per published on arXiv, an online reposi-
tory, two astronomers, Tsvi Piran ofthe He-
brew University of Jerusalem and Raul
Jimenez of the University of Barcelona, ar-
gue that some regions ofthe galaxy are less
friendly to life than others. Moreover, the
friendly areas may have been smaller in
the past than they are now. If that is true,
then it may be the case that complex life on
Earth is just about as ancient as it is possi-

mon GRBs are, how bright they can be, and
where and in what sorts of galaxies they
occur, the two researchers have built a
model which attempts to predict the risk
that a given planet, located somewhere in
a given galaxy, will find itself in the firing
line.

The idea that a nearby GRB (nearby, in
this context, means within about 10,000
light-years) would wreck the biosphere of
an Earthlike planet was proposed in 1999
by James Annis of Fermilab, in Illinois.
First, the blast of radiation would instantly
kill most living organisms on or near the
surface—not just those facing the blast but
also, via secondary showers of charged
particlesand re-emitted gamma rays, those
on the hemisphere facing away from it.
Second, the gamma rays would also stir up
chemical reactions that create ozone-kill-
ing molecules sufficiently powerful to de-
stroy more than 90% of an Earthlike plan-
et’s ozone layer, and keep it destroyed for
several years. This would let in intense ul-
traviolet light from the planet’s parent star,
which would blitz any complex biological
molecules it hit. Anything that survived
the initial blast would thus be subjected to
years ofserious sunburn. 

The Earthlike planet of most interest to
human beings is, of course, Earth itself.
Mankind’s home is 4.6 billion years old,
and DrPiran’s and Dr Jimenez’s model sug-
gests there is almost a 90% chance that it
has been hit by at least one GRB of this
power in that period. For the first half of
Earth’s existence, only the direct impact
would have mattered, since there was no
ozone layer to annihilate (the simple bacte-
ria which existed at this time were either
adapted to UV, or lived underground or 

ble for complex life to be. And, since com-
plexity necessarily precedes intelligence,
that might mean human beings really are
the first intelligent life forms to evolve in
the Milky Way.

Gamma minus
Dr Piran and Dr Jimenez are interested in
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), the most ener-
geticphenomena yetdiscovered in the uni-
verse. No one is certain what causes them,
but the leading theories are a hypernova—
the sudden collapse of a massive star to
form a black hole—or a collision between
two neutron stars, the ultra-dense rem-
nants of supernovas (slightly less massive
collapsed stars). What is not in doubt is
their prodigious power: a typical GRB gen-
eratesasmuch energy in a fewseconds asa
star will in its entire multi-billion-year life-
time. That would be bad news for any life-
bearing planet which was too close. 

Fortunately, GRBs are rare. Satellites de-
tect an average of one a day but, given that
they are visible from (quite literally) half-
way across the universe, with all its bil-
lions of galaxies, that is a reassuringly low
rate. These observations do, though, give
astronomers a lot of data to crunch, and
these Dr Piran and Dr Jimenez have made
use of. Bycombiningfindingson howcom-

Astrobiology

Bolts from the blue

The historyof life in the universe mayhave been governed by the frequency of
giant stellarexplosions
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2 underwater and were thus immune to its
effects). But once photosynthesis started
(about 2.3 billion years ago), oxygen—and
therefore ozone, the triatomic form of that
element—began to accumulate, and living
things came out of hiding and got used to
living under its protection. From then on, a
nearby GRB would certainly have caused a
mass extinction. 

Any extinction that happened before
about 540m years ago, when shelly ani-
mals appeared and fossils became com-
monplace, would probably be invisible in
the geological record. But since then there
have been five—one of which, that at the
end of the Ordovician period, has no obvi-
ous explanation. Perhaps not coincidental-
ly, Dr Piran’s and Dr Jimenez’s model sug-
gests there is a 50% chance Earth has been
struckby a GRB in the past 500m years.

ET cetera

The odds Dr Piran and Dr Jimenez have
found for a knock-back of life on Earth
sound threatening enough, but they still
think the planet has had it lucky. The solar
system orbits about 24,000 light-years
from the Milky Way’s centre. Nearer in, the
density of stars—and therefore of GRBs—is
greater. About a quarterof the Milky Way’s
stars (and therefore planets) are so close to
the core that the chance of their being hit
by a catastrophic GRB at least once every
billion years is greater than 95%, and fully
half are close enough in that there is a 80%
chance per billion years of their suffering.
Moreover, that calculation is based on the
Milky Way’s current composition. In the
past, things would have been worse. 

In astrospeak, the Milky Way is a metal-
rich galaxy. With a fine disregard for their
chemistbrethren, astronomers referany el-
ement except hydrogen and helium as a
metal. The distinction is that (a tiny
amountoflithium aside) hydrogen and he-
lium were the only elements created in the
Big Bang. The others have been formed by
nuclear fusion inside stars or, in the case of
the heaviest, in supernova explosions that
have destroyed stars. This means they
have become more abundant as the uni-
verse has aged.

The pattern of GRBs shows that they
have got rarer over the course of time and
suggests that this is, in particular, associat-
ed with the accumulation ofmetals. In gal-
axies of the same age, more metallic ones
are less likely to give rise to a GRB. This
makes sense, at least if the stellar collapse
model is the right one. Nuclearphysics pre-
dicts that metal-rich stars are not able to
undergo the sort of spectacular collapse
necessary to produce a burst. Were it not
for the Milky Way’s high metallicity, Dr Pi-
ran and Dr Jimenez reckon, GRBs would be
common enough that a planet almost any-
where in the galaxy would have suffered
from at least one in the past billion years.
They estimate that even now only 10% of

the universe’s galaxies would host suffi-
ciently few GRBs to give the evolution of
complex life a fair run. Presumably, in its
less-metallic past, that would have been
true of the Milky Way as well.

Whether the constant pressing of the
evolutionary reset button suggested by the
calculation Dr Piran and Dr Jimenez have
made really is the explanation for human-
ity’s lack of contact with alien civilisations

is, of course, a matter of speculation. But
their work does indicate that the older the
universe gets, the friendlier it becomes to-
wards life. They reckon that, before about 5
billion years ago, GRBs were so frequent
that life would have struggled to establish
a foothold anywhere in the cosmos. If as-
tronomers ever do discover life on another
planet, then, it is unlikely to be much older
than life on Earth itself. 7

SOME sciences are observational. Some
are experimental. But there are often

times when practitioners of the former
wish they could do the latter. So it is with
those who study blackholes. Known black
holes (clumps of matter so concentrated
that their gravity prevents even light from
leaving them) are distant, massive bodies.
The biggest form the nuclei of galaxies.
Smaller ones are the results of giant stars
collapsing. But human beings will never
get near to one of these, which is a pity be-
cause a theory devised 40 years ago by Ste-
phen Hawking, a physicist at Cambridge
University, suggests black holes are not ac-
tually black, but glow with a radiation that
is too faint to be seen from Earth.

This, however, has not put offJeff Stein-
hauer of the Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology in Haifa. A few years ago he
created something that, though not an ac-
tual black hole, was sufficiently similar
that it should, he believed, have produced
something rather like Hawking radiation.
At the time, he did not try to detect it. But he

has persevered and now, as he reports in
Nature Physics, he thinks he has done so.

Hawking radiation is a consequence of
quantum theory—in particular, of Werner
Heisenberg’s famous uncertainty princi-
ple. This allows particles, accompanied by
their corresponding antiparticles, to
emerge from the vacuum of empty space
as long as they promptly disappear again.
Dr Hawking asked himself what would
happen if this occurred so close to the sur-
face of a black hole (a sphere known as its
event horizon) that one halfof the pair, but
not the other, was swallowed. In that case,
he deduced, the abandoned partner
would have no choice but to become real—
and it would have to steal the energy need-
ed to make the transition to reality from the
black hole itself, which would thus be-
come a tiny bit lighter. The newlyreal parti-
cle would then radiate offinto space, along
with many other such particles, which
would make the blackhole glow dimly.

Shortly after Dr Hawking published
this idea, William Unruh of the University 

Hawking radiation

Sounds like the light idea

A “dumb hole” could test whetherblackholes are black
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2 of British Columbia realised an earthly
analogy might be possible. Sound too is
subject to the laws of quantum physics.
Quantum packets of sonic energy are
called phonons. Dr Unruh therefore sug-
gested the sonicequivalentsofblack holes,
“dumb holes”, might exist, might be made
in a laboratory and might emit a Hawking
radiation made of phonons. Specifically,
he reasoned, a sonic event horizon could
be created by making part of a body of flu-
id flow faster than the speed at which
sound travels in that fluid. The boundary
between the supersonic and the subsonic
parts would act as an event horizon be-
cause a pair of phonons generated sponta-
neously at that boundary would be split as
one was pulled away from the other in the
faster-than-sound flow.

Dr Steinhauer devised such an arrange-
ment in 2010. His fluid was a Bose-Einstein
condensate, a soup of atoms held at a blis-
teringly low temperature in which quan-
tum effects can be discerned because noise
made by the jiggling of the condensate’s
atomic components, which might other-
wise be overwhelming, is suppressed by
the cold. That he did not bother to try to de-
tect any sonic Hawking radiation then was
because he knew it would be too weak for
his apparatus to hear. But he has now de-
veloped a way to do so.

As the supersonically flowing conden-
sate slows down it creates a second bound-
ary at the point where its velocity becomes
subsonic. Any phonons going with the
flow will be reflected by this invisible fron-
tier and return the way they came until
they hit the original event horizon, which
will likewise reflect them. Those who re-
member their schoolroom physics may re-
cognise what is goingon here. It is the sonic
equivalent of a laser’s beam-generating
cavity and, in an analogue of what hap-
pens in such a cavity, the reflections stimu-
late the production of further phonons to
create a coherent wave of sound loud
enough for Dr Steinhauer’s sensitive
equipment to detect.

The result, alas, is still not quite open-
and-shut. Some fine points remain to be
worked out to ensure that the phonons are
in fact being created out of quantum noth-
ingness rather than being—despite all pre-
cautions—noise in the system. But it does
look as though Dr Steinhauer is on to
something that vindicates Dr Hawking’s
idea. Indeed, if Sweden’s Royal Academy
of Science is feeling in a generous mood,
this discovery might even book Dr Hawk-
ing a trip to Stockholm. It is an unwritten
rule of the Nobel prizes that they are not
given for theoryalone. But ifthe sound em-
anating from Dr Steinhauer’s condensates
is what he thinks it is, it would show that
Dr Hawking’s sums were correct, and the
pair of them, presumably accompanied by
Dr Unruh, might yet find themselves en-
joying a Scandinavian winter break.7

SEARCHING for planets going around
stars other than the sun has not been

cheap. CoRoT (Convection Rotation et Tran-
sits planétaires), a French planet-hunting
satellite that was operational from 2007 to
2013, cost €175m ($220m). Kepler, an Ameri-
can one that was launched in 2009 and
went wrong in 2013, cost $600m. But a
group ofgraduate studentsatStuttgart Uni-
versity, in Germany, think they can do bet-
ter. A lot better. They propose to do the job
for €7m.

Johannes Mathies, Steffen Mauceri, Lu-
kas Pfeiffer and Marco Vietze are part of a
movement which believes that, because
electronics have become smaller, better
and cheaper, satellites can follow suit, and
thus cease to be the preserve of govern-
ments and large corporations. They call
their proposal (details of which are pub-
lished in Acta Astronautica) the Small Sat-
ellite for Exoplanetary Transit Observa-
tion, or SSETO.

SSETO would weigh less than 150kg
(CoRoT, by contrast, weighs 630kg and
Kepler 1,041kg), yet it would pack two tele-
scopes (one for finding planets; the other
for observing cosmic dust, from which
planets form) and also carry a device de-
signed to analyse particles of dust it en-
countered in orbit. The planet-finding tele-
scope would be, in essence, an 8.4 mega-
pixel camera with a lens 40cm across. It
would be able to detect, from the diminu-
tion of starlight caused by a planet’s pas-
sage in front of its parent star, worlds as
small as five times the size of Earth going
around stars of 16th magnitude (a 6,000th
as bright as the faintest star the naked eye

can see). That is as good as CoRoT, though
not as good as Kepler, which has observed
planets as small as the Moon (ie, with a
quarter ofEarth’s diameter).

Besides the onward march of technol-
ogy, the four friends have three other rea-
sons to think they can stay within budget.
One is that they are more willing than a na-
tional space agency would be to accept the
possibility of failure. They propose, for ex-
ample, to buy sensors for the camera from
the firm that supplied CoRoT, but instead
of having it make special spaceworthy
ones, they would purchase them off the
shelf and customise and test them for
spaceworthiness themselves.

The second reason for the low budget is
that their craft would be so light that it
could piggyback on someone else’s
launch, instead of having to have an entire
rocket to itself. The third reason is that the
mission’s ground staff would mostly be
graduate students and lowly paid academ-
ics at the beginnings of their careers, rather
than civil servants. This would include the
engineers doing the customisation and
spaceworthiness tests, whose future job
prospects would be considerably en-
hanced by the mission’s success and who
would thus have a strong incentive to get
things right.

The Institute of Space Systems at Stutt-
gart, of which the four friends are mem-
bers, plans to launch a minisatellite called
the Flying Laptop next year, to prove it is ca-
pable of running a mission. If that goes
well, and the team can raise enough mon-
ey, then SSETO might follow two or three
years later.7

Planet hunting on the cheap
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Agroup ofstudents in Germanyhope to build a cut-price planet-hunter
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THE Republican Party’s nomination of
Barry Goldwater for president in July

1964 marked the effective end of Nelson
Rockefeller’s lifelong ambition to win
America’s highest office. It also brought to
a close the whole “liberal consensus”, that
era in the mid-20th century when Ameri-
can politics were ruled by an unwritten
pact: at home, most Republicans grudging-
ly accepted the liberal policies of the New
Deal; abroad, most Democrats accepted
conservative anti-communism. 

As the grandson of the co-founder of
Standard Oil, Rockefeller embodied and
promoted that consensus to the best of his
considerable abilities and resources. He
worked for Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal
in Washington and in Latin America. He
worked too for Dwight Eisenhower; dur-
ing the Eisenhower years his Special Stud-
ies Project brought together an astonish-
ingly diverse body of pundits, from New
Deal veterans to cold-war generals and
even Ronald Reagan’s financial angel, 
Justin Dart. 

In spite of undiagnosed dyslexia as a
child, Rockefeller hurled himself into a 
bewildering range of fields with unrelent-
ing energy. His sexual activity was re-
strained only compared with John Kenne-
dy’s. Rockefeller routinely propositioned
female aides (often in the back of a chauf-
feur-driven limousine). His divorce from
his first wife and marriage to his secretary,
Margaretta “Happy” Fitler Murphy, blight-

Rocky, who addressed everyone as “Hiya,
feller”, partly so as not to have to remem-
ber their names, was governor of New
York for 14 years. He transformed Albany,
the state capital, by building the Empire
State Plaza, a modernistmall on a pharaon-
ic scale. His impact on the state was scarce-
ly less dramatic. Starting as a fiscal conser-
vative and social liberal, he ended a social
conservative who brought in long prison
terms for drug offences but also extended
the vast state university system. 

In his private life, Rockefeller endured
public distaste at his divorce, his remar-
riage and the custody arrangements of his
new wife’s children. He lost his son Mi-
chael, probably killed by cannibals he was
studying in New Guinea. His dealings with
his family and its empire of corporations,
foundations, trustsand propertiesof every
kind, were imperious, ifnot byzantine. 

After the fall of his lifelong rival, Rich-
ard Nixon, Rockefeller became an unhap-
py vice-president, so achieving his lifelong
ambition of entering the White House,
but—witness this book’s title—on terms not
his own. He possessed charm that brought
him loyalty and political shrewdness that
made him enemies, and on occasion a
ready wit. Picking up a coin from the pave-
ment, he admitted it was “like bringing
coals to Newcastle”.

The American party system has been
transformed. Such earthquakes as the 
civil-rights movement and the expansion
of Great Society welfare state created
Democratic and Republican Parties of
ever-greater ideological purity, either side
of deep partisan fault-lines. Rockefeller’s
legacy lives on mostly as a reminder of
something lost: like an anthropological 
curiosity, “Rockefeller Republican” is the
label attached to a breed of East-Coast 
gentry centrist that has no home in today’s
conservative movement.7

ed his presidential ambitions. His last 
adventure ended his life; at 70, he died in
the arms of25-year-old Megan Marshack. 

Another lasting passion, learned from
his mother, Abby Aldrich Rockefeller, was
for modern and “primitive” art, of which
he was a munificent collector. His palatial
properties—in Manhattan, at Pocantico in
nearby Westchester county, in Seal Harbor,
Maine, and even in Venezuela—were deco-
rated with incongruous artefacts of the
modern school. He was involved in the
early years of the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, and his first political embar-
rassment came when he invited Diego 
Rivera, the great communist Mexican
painter, to create a mural for Rockefeller
Centre. Asked to illustrate mankind’s
future, Rivera gave its hero the features of
Lenin; the young Rockefeller had the 
subversive fresco ripped from the wall.

Richard Norton Smith spent 14 years
researching this life of Rockefeller. It has
perception and scholarly authority and is
immensely readable, even if those outside
New York state may find the detail of reve-
lations about the reciprocal relationships
ofRockefeller’s aides and family excessive.

It was certainly a life on a scale to match
a stupendous inheritance. Glad-handing

American politics

The great might-have-been

Charming and shrewd, Nelson Rockefellerepitomised the mid-20th-century liberal
consensus that flourished in America before the partysystem was transformed
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WHAT is to be done about America’s
schools? Students are graduating, if

they graduate at all, with a poorer grasp of
writing, reading and maths than their
counterparts in other countries. And the
poorest students are often warehoused in
the worst schools, ensuring that public
education is a poor vehicle for social 
mobility. Reformers have spent decades 
reducing class sizes and introducing
standardised exams, to little effect. Lately
many have taken a new tack—blaming bad
teachers and the unions that protect them. 

Studies on good teachers have encour-
aged the weeding out of bad ones. When a
California judge recently struck down
teacher-tenure, education reformers
around the country cheered. For policy-
makers the solution is now plain: use data
(such as exams) to ditch the duds, reward
the stars and steer the strongest teachers to
the neediest students. 

This sounds sensible. But will it have a
serious impact on the quality of education
in America? Not according to two new
books. The real challenge, both authors 
argue, is not to get rid of the bad teachers,
but to attract and keep good ones and 
improve the middling majority. 

America has a poor record of luring 
ambitious people into teaching, writes
Dana Goldstein in “The Teacher Wars”.
This problem dates from the early19th cen-
tury, when schools were seen as places for
moral guidance, and teachers were mostly
low-paid, poorly trained women who pri-
oritised faith over academic learning. 

Elements of this attitude persists. Un-
like countries with more successful school
systems, such as Finland and Poland,
teaching in America is still dominated by
women and lacks prestige. Degree pro-
grammesare hardlyselective, and teachers
earn less than most other university-edu-
cated professionals. In North Carolina, for
example, a teacher must work 15 years to
raise her salary from $30,000 to $40,000. 

Studies show that higher teacher pay
correlates with better student outcomes.
Raising the profession’s salaries and es-
teem would attract better candidates and
make it easier to filter out underachieving
applicants. But what about the teachers
who are already in classrooms? This is
more complicated. Recenteffortsat reform,
from George Bush’s No Child Left Behind
programme to Barack Obama’s Race to the
Top, have tried using carrots and sticks to
improve teacher performance, without
success. Not even the prospect of a $15,000
bonus per teacher in Nashville, Tennessee,
yielded better student results. 

Why? Because no reward can unlock a
skill a teacher does not have. Without seri-
ous professional development, merit pay
is “a non-starter in terms of raising student
achievement”, writes Ms Goldstein. The
recent proliferation of assessments has
turned teaching into a high-stakesbusiness
without offering tools formaking improve-
ments. Teachers leaving the profession of-
ten complain about limited opportunities
to learn and grow in the job.

This is where most American educa-
tion reform goes wrong. By fixating on the
hard data of inputs (incentives) and out-
puts (student performance), reformers ne-
glect the most essential part: what hap-
pens in the middle. Most teachers enter the
classroom with minimal practical training
and little professional support. Only half
the candidates are ever supervised as stu-
dent teachers in a real classroom. Everyone
seems to assume that good teachers natu-
rally know what to do. But this is a myth,
writes Elizabeth Green in “Building a Bet-
ter Teacher”. Teaching is a skill, a trade, not
an innate gift. 

So how should the teachers be taught?
There is no simple answer. Most people
know a good teacher when they see one,
but assessing what works can be “like try-
ing to describe a dream”, according to a for-
mer principal. Yet Ms Green and Ms Gold-
stein agree on a few basic points: the best
training should include regular feedback,
collaboration, mentoring and observation
throughout one’s career. In Japan, for ex-

ample, teachers observe the lessons of
mentors and dissect them afterwards. Col-
leagues collaborate on new lesson plans.
Unlike the learning-by-rote maths classes
typical of America, where teachers dem-
onstrate (and often fumble through) sam-
ple problems and then have students solve
similar ones on their own, Japanese class-
es are often devoted to solving a single pro-
blem all together, which creates a far liveli-
er atmosphere of inquiry, full of mistakes
and opportunities to learn from them. 

Both booksoffera damningassessment
of America’s approach to teachers. These
workers are expected almost single-hand-
edly to create new worlds of opportunity
for poor children, even as low pay and lim-
ited training dooms them to failure. But the
authors also offer some good news. At a
time when more people teach in America
than work at McDonald’s, Walmart and
the US Post Office combined—and nearly
400,000 new teachers start at schools each
year—it is reassuring to know that teaching
well is a skill, and it can be taught.7
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She needs feedback too

THE euro crisis never seems to end.
From an acute phase of worries about

public debt and whether the single curren-
cy might break up it has moved on to a
chronic condition of near-zero growth and
fears of deflation. The signs are that the
euro zone is now back in recession, with
even the German economy, the central
powerhouse, slowing sharply. And that is
creating new pressure on Germany’s chan-
cellor, Angela Merkel, to borrowand spend
more for the sake ofEurope.

Yet there is strong resistance to this in-
side Germany, led by “ordoliberal” econo-
mists such as Hans-WernerSinn ofMunich
University and the CESifo Group, whose
latest book, “The Euro Trap”, sets out his 
rationale. Mr Sinn believes the European
Central Bank has become too accommo-
dating and that its plans to buy sovereign
debt are illegal (the European Court of Jus-
tice has just heard arguments on this). He
also reckons the euro-zone bail-outs of the
past four years have created moral hazard,
allowingfecklessMediterranean countries
to get away with minimal reforms and
only limited fiscal discipline.

Germany and the euro

Ordoliberalism
revisited

The Euro Trap: On Bursting Bubbles, Budgets,
and Beliefs. By Hans-Werner Sinn. Oxford
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The 13th Labour of Hercules: Inside the
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2 Mr Sinn is particularly obsessed with
Target 2 (the first German version of his
book was called “The Target Trap”) liabil-
ities, which refer to the accounts of nation-
al central banks with the ECB. The German
Bundesbank is a large creditor of the 
system, and most Mediterranean central
banks are large debtors. The worry is that
German taxpayers might end up with a
massive bill. Yet Target 2 is essentially an
accounting matter that would only
become a real issue if the euro were to
breakup and the ECB be dissolved.

The paradox is that the risk of that hap-
pening is increased by German-inspired
austerity and a lack of growth. Mr Sinn’s
solution to the euro’s problems is also pro-
blematic: he wants some countries to leave
the euro and re-enter at a lower rate. As it
happens, Mrs Merkel and her advisers
have thought hard about a Greek exit (or
Grexit), as Mr Sinn notes. But every time
they looked at it, they concluded that it
would be costlier, including to Germany,
than doing what is needed to keep the 
currency together. That remains true. 

Mr Sinn would not take much comfort
from Yannis Palaiologos’s searing account
ofGreece’snightmare ofthe pastfive years.
Poor tax collection, entrenched corruption
and a dysfunctional state may lead one to
askhow Greece was let into the euro in the
first place. The pain caused by a fall of
around 25% in GDP since Greece’s first bail-
out of May 2010 has been immense. Yet
Greeks still want to stay in the euro. And 
reforms have now improved competitive-
ness and even rekindled growth. There
may still be political upsets—the author’s
analysis of the far-right party Golden
Dawn is troubling—but at least Greece is on
the mend. The current concerns, as Mr
Sinn notes, are France and Italy, which are
both too big to fail and too big to bail out.
No wonder the euro crisis is not over.7

Don’t even think about it

“AS A child Schiap was definitely 
difficult,” Elsa Schiaparelli wrote in

1954 in the opening chapter of her auto-
biography “Shocking Life”. In fact, she con-
tinued, “she still is.” As Meryle Secrest, the
author of a new life of the Italian couturier
notes, Schiaparelli tended to use the third
person “whenever she was feeling eva-
sive”. This was often: the autobiography
barely mentions her husband or daughter.
MsSecrest’s incisive, sympathetic life dem-
onstrates great skill in unpicking the web
of myths that Schiaparelli wove to reveal
the shape of the woman beneath.

As a girl Schiaparelli decided to plant
flowers in her face: down her ears, up her
nose, in her mouth (a visual trope later 
copied by her friend Salvador Dalí). This,
she thought, would make her beautiful; it
took two doctors to remove the seeds and
plugs of damp cotton wool. Never mind.
When she did happen across her chosen
career—almost by chance, and only after
her marriage to a spirit medium and con-
man, William de Kerlor, had failed—there
was no stopping her. Although Gabrielle
“Coco” Chanel isbetterknown now, Schia-
parelli was her fiercest rival from the 1920s
until the 1940s. In contrast to the restrained,
near-monochromatic Chanel, Schiaparel-
li’s style was exuberant and unexpected. 

Her first commercial triumph was the
then novel idea of trompe l’oeil sweaters:
first a restrained bow design at the neck,
soon after ones covered with sailor tattoos
or a skeleton picked out in white. In 1937
Wallis Simpson was photographed in a
white Schiaparelli dress with a scarlet lob-
ster on the skirt. Marlene Dietrich, Norma
Shearer, Katharine Hepburn, Lauren Bacall
and Amelia Earhart were also clients. (For
Earhart she designed an evening dress
with wings.) She could be practical when
she wanted to—she was the first to add
built-in bras to swimsuits—but most of the
time she decidedly didn’t.

For her clothes were art, and she collab-
orated with surrealist artists, such as Dalí,
Jean Cocteau and Alberto Giacometti to
create them. She made hats shaped like
high heels, handbags that played tunes
when opened, monkey fur and suede
boots, ingenious smoking gloves with a
striking board on the wrist, and buttons in
the shape of everything from circus per-
formers to desserts. She was quickto adopt
the zip and championed many early
synthetic fabrics.

She was less adept in her personal life.

In Ms Secrest’s account she emerges as a
loving but controlling and often absent
mother. Schiaparelli herself describes
leaving her newborn daughter, Maria
Luisa (nicknamed Gogo) asleep in an
orange crate “in the sunshine on the fire-
escape”, while she went out to find work.
Once Gogo was sent to school in Switzer-
land only to discover the term would not
start for another two weeks: “Mother had
obviously confused the date.” This took its
toll. Gogo was married while her mother
was abroad, wearing a “sedate and dis-
creet” dress by another designer.

Ms Secrest breaks new ground by un-
earthing the couturier’s long-term lover
and business partner. The man Schiaparel-
li coyly described as “my beau Peter”, was
“not one man, but two”, brothers in fact.
Neitherwascalled Peter, but theydid bank-
roll and install her in a Mayfair apartment
next to that of one of them. The two bed-
rooms were connected by “a door cleverly
concealed inside a cupboard”.

By the second world war the surrealist
movement had ebbed, and suspicions that
Schiaparelli had been a collaborator had
taken root. Women began hankering after
the almost Victorian silhouette embodied
by Dior’s “new” look and Schiaparelli was
not prepared or not able to follow suit. She
continued to live in her grand old house in
Paris, and see the collections there and in
New York. But when she finally died in No-
vember 1973, aged 83 she had long since
lost her power to shock and with it her cli-
ents and business. A sad end for one of the
century’s most creative couturiers and an
extraordinary woman.7

History of fashion

Nonparelli

Elsa Schiaparelli: A Biography. By Meryle
Secrest. Knopf; 363 pages; $35. Penguin; £25

Save your soles
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FROM the 1600s until 1939 Poland was
the global centre of the Jewish people,

home to the world’s largest Jewish popula-
tion and its greatest nexus of religious, cul-
tural and political activity. Yet for many
more recent visitors, such as the thousands
of Israeli schoolchildren who tour the sites
of Nazi death camps each year, the telling
of Polish Jews’ history has been over-
whelmed by the story of their extermina-
tion. The Museum of the History of Polish
Jews, whose permanent exhibition opens
this month, attempts to restore some bal-
ance. “We have a moral obligation to hon-
our the way that [Polish Jews] lived for
1,000 years,” says Barbara Kirshenblatt-
Gimblett, the exhibit’s programme direc-
tor. “The Holocaust is not the beginning of
the story, and it’s not the end.” 

Ms Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, a Canadian-
Jewish curator whose own father emigrat-
ed from Poland in 1934, has a sophisticated
exposition philosophy that resists grand
narratives. She prefers to immerse visitors
in the material and let them draw their
own conclusions. But politics clearly plays
a role in the exhibition’s design, as well.
Post-war Poles, repressed under Soviet
Communism, did not begin addressing the
Holocaust until about a decade ago, and
many are angered by accusations that their
people played an active role in exterminat-
ing the Jews. Presenting the long history of
Jewish vitality and coexistence with Poles
alongside episodes ofviolence, and letting
visitors make of it what they will, helps to
thread that political needle.

This is not to suggest that the museum
downplays the Holocaust. Its building is
directly opposite the memorial to the 1943
Warsaw ghetto uprising, and the core exhi-
bition devotes a large section to Jewish suf-
fering under the Nazis. But it also explains
how and why Jews came to Poland, stayed
and prospered. Poland’s Jagiellonian dy-
nastybegan extendingprivileges to Jews in
the 13th century, and the constitution of
1573 guaranteed freedom of religion. For
Jewish visitors weary of ideological histor-
ies focusing on genocide and resistance,
these exhibitions may feel like a breath of
fresh air. For Polish visitors the emphasis
on religious tolerance in Poland’s golden
age is something to be proud of.

A new institution with a only small
budget, the museum has a tiny Judaica 
collection. Where artefacts are needed, the
designers have copied objects from other
collections or from archival photos. An 

impressive example is the decoratively
painted interior of an 18th-century wood-
en synagogue (pictured), one of thousands
that once dotted the Polish countryside.
Volunteers using period hand-tools re-
created the synagogue’s roof and bimah,
the pulpit from which the Torah is read. 

The multimedia sections thrust visitors
into the confusing immediacy of the peri-
ods they depict, resisting the temptation to
interpret them in the light of subsequent
events. “We don’t want to foreshadow, we
don’t want to back-shadow. We don’t want
to prophesy,” Ms Kirshenblatt-Gimblett ex-
plains. The section devoted to the Polish
Second Republic of 1918-39, designed as an
urban street, presents the bewildering his-
tory of inter-war Jewish struggles between
religious, socialist and Zionist parties as if
no one had any idea it was all about to be
wiped away; after all, they did not.

But the museum seems so reluctant to
provide master narratives that, at times, it
fails to offer any narrative at all. It uses de-
sign metaphors instead of labels, for exam-
ple, even if this fails when the metaphors
are unclear. One room intended to depict
an 18th-century Enlightenment salon
comes across as more like a hotel lobby.
Anti-Semitic material is sometimes pre-
sented with dangerously little commen-
tary; accounts of Jews accused of blood 
libel or desecrating hosts do not always
make clear the falsity of the accusations. 

Those who wish to take issue with 
museum exhibitions can always find

something to criticise. Konstanty Gebert, a
journalist and seniormemberofWarsaw’s
Jewish community, worries that the exhib-
it devotes more space to the history of Po-
land’spartitions than to the Jewish religion
as such. Israelis may be discomfited to find
that the secular Jewish labour movement,
the Bund, was more popular than the Zion-
ist movement in the inter-war years. 

Other risks come from outside the 
museum: plans to build two memorials to
Polish gentiles who rescued Jews during
the Holocaust have drawn protests from
intellectuals worried that they distort the
full story. The vast majority of gentiles did
nothing to help the 2.7m Polish Jews mur-
dered by the Nazis, and the Polish pogrom
in Kielce after the war convinced many of
the roughly 250,000 who survived the 
Holocaust that they should leave.

Still, the exhibition’s attempt to balance
the story of Polish Jews’ suffering with a
celebration of Polish Jewish prosperity is a
sign of the times. For the past 25 years the
Polish government has been consistently
pro-Israel. Its promotion of the new muse-
um’s narrative of religious tolerance dur-
ing Poland’s golden age is part ofan overall
attempt to identify the country with core
European values. That effort has gained 
urgency due to the conflict in Ukraine. As
the sense ofa Russian threat intensifies the
need to identify with Europe strengthens.
Meanwhile, the country is undergoing an
unexpected Jewish revival. Among artists
and intellectuals, Jewish identity is seen as
hip. Warsaw boasts a Jewish school and
half a dozen thriving synagogues, and
towns from Lublin to Chmielnikare restor-
ing Jewish architectural artefacts and
teaching Israeli folk dance. If it seems 
increasingly clear that an exhibition on
Polish Jewry should not overemphasise its
disappearance, that is partly, and 
unexpectedly, because it seems to be 
coming back.7

Polish history

Shtetl of honour

WARSAW

The newMuseum ofthe HistoryofPolish Jews will intensify the debate about how
museums should thinkabout depicting issues ofnational identity

There used to be thousands of these
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Economic data
% change on year ago Budget Interest
 Industrial Current-account balance balance rates, %
 Gross domestic product production Consumer prices Unemployment latest 12 % of GDP % of GDP 10-year gov't Currency units, per $
 latest qtr* 2014† latest latest 2014† rate, % months, $bn 2014† 2014† bonds, latest Oct 15th year ago

United States +2.6 Q2 +4.6 +2.2 +4.1 Aug +1.7 Aug +1.8 5.9 Sep -389.2 Q2 -2.5 -2.8 2.21 - -

China +7.5 Q2 +8.2 +7.3 +6.9 Aug +1.6 Sep +2.1 4.1 Q2§ +164.8 Q2 +2.0 -2.9 3.79§§ 6.13 6.10

Japan -0.1 Q2 -7.1 +1.0 -3.3 Aug +3.3 Aug +2.8 3.5 Aug -5.5 Aug +0.2 -7.9 0.50 106 98.6

Britain +3.2 Q2 +3.7 +3.1 +2.5 Aug +1.2 Sep +1.7 6.0 Jul†† -147.5 Q2 -4.2 -4.5 2.17 0.63 0.63

Canada +2.5 Q2 +3.1 +2.3 +4.7 Jul +2.1 Aug +1.9 6.8 Sep -50.4 Q2 -2.6 -2.6 1.92 1.13 1.04

Euro area +0.7 Q2 +0.1 +0.8 -1.9 Aug +0.3 Sep +0.6 11.5 Aug +318.2 Jul +2.3 -2.6 0.76 0.78 0.74

Austria +0.6 Q2 nil +1.0 -1.2 Jul +1.6 Sep +1.7 4.7 Aug +3.7 Q2 +2.7 -3.0 1.07 0.78 0.74

Belgium +1.0 Q2 +0.3 +1.0 -1.2 Jul -0.1 Sep +0.7 8.5 Aug -4.2 Jun -0.7 -2.5 1.11 0.78 0.74

France +0.1 Q2 -0.1 +0.4 -0.3 Aug +0.3 Sep +0.7 10.5 Aug -47.1 Aug‡ -1.4 -4.0 1.20 0.78 0.74

Germany +1.3 Q2 -0.6 +1.5 -3.0 Aug +0.8 Sep +1.0 6.7 Sep +279.7 Aug +6.8 +0.4 0.76 0.78 0.74

Greece -0.3 Q2 na +0.4 -5.6 Aug -0.8 Sep -1.5 26.4 Jul +2.0 Jul +0.5 -3.5 7.94 0.78 0.74

Italy -0.3 Q2 -0.7 -0.2 -0.7 Aug -0.2 Sep +0.3 12.3 Aug +31.7 Jul +1.2 -3.3 2.44 0.78 0.74

Netherlands +1.1 Q2 +2.8 +0.6 +1.4 Aug +0.9 Sep +0.8 8.0 Sep +86.3 Q1 +9.7 -2.7 0.92 0.78 0.74

Spain +1.2 Q2 +2.3 +1.2 -1.8 Aug -0.2 Sep nil 24.4 Aug +4.7 Jul +0.4 -5.6 2.05 0.78 0.74

Czech Republic +2.5 Q2 +1.4 +2.5 -5.2 Aug +0.7 Sep +0.6 7.3 Sep§ -0.8 Q2 +0.2 -1.8 0.99 21.6 19.0

Denmark +0.3 Q2 +0.8 +0.9 +1.1 Aug +0.5 Sep +0.7 5.0 Aug +23.2 Aug +6.8 -1.4 1.01 5.84 5.52

Hungary +3.9 Q2 +3.1 +3.0 +3.1 Aug -0.5 Sep +0.3 7.6 Aug§†† +5.9 Q2 +2.0 -2.9 3.95 240 219

Norway -0.3 Q2 +3.7 +2.2 -0.7 Aug +2.1 Sep +2.0 3.4 Jul‡‡ +57.9 Q2 +11.1 +12.2 2.03 6.57 6.02

Poland +3.3 Q2 na +2.7 -1.9 Aug -0.3 Sep +0.3 11.7 Aug§ -7.4 Aug -1.2 -3.5 2.63 3.30 3.09

Russia +0.8 Q2 na +0.4 +2.9 Sep +8.0 Sep +7.5 4.8 Aug§ +60.3 Q3 +3.3 +0.4 9.83 40.7 32.3

Sweden  +2.6 Q2 +2.9 +2.1 -2.4 Aug -0.4 Sep +0.1 7.4 Aug§ +36.6 Q2 +6.0 -2.1 1.28 7.20 6.50

Switzerland +1.4 Q2 +0.8 +1.5 +3.1 Q2 -0.1 Sep +0.1 3.2 Sep +78.4 Q2 +11.8 +0.3 0.52 0.95 0.91

Turkey +2.1 Q2 na +3.0 +12.5 Aug +8.9 Sep +8.9 9.8 Jul§ -48.9 Aug -6.0 -2.5 9.00 2.26 1.99

Australia +3.1 Q2 +2.0 +3.0 +4.6 Q2 +3.0 Q2 +2.6 6.1 Sep -42.8 Q2 -2.5 -1.7 3.34 1.13 1.05

Hong Kong +1.8 Q2 -0.6 +2.4 +2.2 Q2 +3.9 Aug +3.7 3.3 Aug‡‡ +4.4 Q2 -0.1 +0.7 1.79 7.76 7.75

India +5.7 Q2 +3.1 +6.0 +0.4 Aug +6.5 Sep +8.0 8.8 2013 -18.4 Q2 -2.0 -4.9 8.40 61.4 61.9

Indonesia +5.1 Q2 na +5.2 +4.7 Aug +4.5 Sep +6.3 5.7 Q1§ -26.3 Q2 -3.0 -2.4 na 12,227 11,365

Malaysia +6.4 Q2 na +6.0 +6.5 Aug +3.3 Aug +3.1 2.8 Jul§ +18.7 Q2 +6.0 -3.5 3.81 3.28 3.18

Pakistan +5.4 2014** na +5.4 +1.2 Jul +7.7 Sep +8.3 6.2 2013 -3.0 Q2 -2.1 -7.0 13.20††† 103 106

Singapore +2.4 Q3 +1.2 +3.5 +4.2 Aug +0.9 Aug +1.5 2.0 Q2 +56.5 Q2 +20.2 +0.5 2.28 1.27 1.24

South Korea +3.5 Q2 +2.0 +3.6 -2.8 Aug +1.2 Sep +1.5 3.2 Sep§ +87.8 Aug +5.3 +0.6 2.82 1,063 1,067

Taiwan +3.7 Q2 +3.9 +3.7 +7.0 Aug +0.7 Sep +1.5 3.9 Aug +64.0 Q2 +11.8 -1.3 1.65 30.4 29.4

Thailand +0.3 Q2 +3.5 +1.9 -2.7 Aug +1.8 Sep +2.4 0.7 Aug§ +12.5 Q2 +2.6 -2.1 2.95 32.5 31.3

Argentina nil Q2 +3.6 -1.4 -2.9 Aug — *** — 7.5 Q2§ -6.2 Q2 -0.9 -2.7 na 8.48 5.84

Brazil -0.9 Q2 -2.4 +0.4 -5.4 Aug +6.7 Sep +6.3 5.0 Aug§ -78.4 Aug -3.6 -3.9 11.60 2.43 2.18

Chile +1.9 Q2 +0.6 +2.0 -1.8 Aug +4.9 Sep +4.3 6.7 Aug§‡‡ -6.5 Q2 -2.0 -2.2 4.61 589 499

Colombia +4.3 Q2 -0.6 +5.0 +1.8 Jul +2.9 Sep +2.9 8.9 Aug§ -14.9 Q2 -3.7 -1.5 6.72 2,055 1,884

Mexico +1.6 Q2 +4.2 +2.3 +1.4 Aug +4.2 Sep +3.8 4.9 Aug -24.5 Q2 -1.7 -3.6 7.75 13.5 13.0

Venezuela +1.0 Q4 +3.6 -2.5 +0.8 Sep +63.4 Aug +62.2 6.7 Jul§ +6.9 Q3 +1.3 -12.2 15.72 12.0 6.29

Egypt +2.5 Q1 na +1.8 +20.0 Jul +11.2 Sep +9.5 13.3 Q2§ -2.4 Q2 -2.5 -12.2 na 7.15 6.89

Israel +1.0 Q2 +1.5 +2.4 -2.2 Jul -0.3 Sep +0.7 6.4 Aug +8.5 Q2 +2.0 -3.1 2.09 3.71 3.55

Saudi Arabia +4.0 2013 na +4.0 na  +2.8 Aug +2.9 5.6 2013 +132.9 Q1 +14.4 +2.5 na 3.75 3.75

South Africa +1.0 Q2 +0.6 +1.6 -1.4 Aug +6.4 Aug +6.0 25.5 Q2§ -18.8 Q2 -5.2 -4.4 7.77 11.0 9.96

Source: Haver Analytics.  *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist poll or Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. **Year ending June. ††Latest 3 
months. ‡‡3-month moving average. §§5-year yield. ***Official number not yet proven to be reliable; The State Street PriceStats Inflation Index, Aug 38.49%; year ago 20.05%. †††Dollar-denominated bonds. 
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Indicators for more countries and additional

Other markets
 % change on

 Dec 31st 2013

 Index one in local in $
 Oct 15th week currency terms

United States (S&P 500) 1,862.5 -5.4 +0.8 +0.8

United States (NAScomp) 4,215.3 -5.7 +0.9 +0.9

China (SSEB, $ terms) 263.5 -1.7 +5.1 +3.9

Japan (Topix) 1,223.7 -4.0 -6.0 -7.0

Europe (FTSEurofirst 300) 1,251.9 -5.1 -4.9 -11.9

World, dev'd (MSCI) 1,595.2 -4.7 -4.0 -4.0

Emerging markets (MSCI) 982.6 -1.6 -2.0 -2.0

World, all (MSCI) 393.2 -4.3 -3.7 -3.7

World bonds (Citigroup) 935.9 +1.3 +3.2 +3.2

EMBI+ (JPMorgan) 702.0 nil +7.7 +7.7

Hedge funds (HFRX) 1,205.9§ -1.8 -1.6 -1.6

Volatility, US (VIX) 26.3 +15.1 +13.7 (levels)

CDSs, Eur (iTRAXX)† 75.4 +11.7 -3.8 -11.0

CDSs, N Am (CDX)† 73.7 +10.0 +7.4 +7.4

Carbon trading (EU ETS) € 6.2 +1.8 +22.5 +13.4

Sources: Markit; Thomson Reuters.  *Total return index. 
†Credit-default-swap spreads, basis points. §Oct 14th.

The Economist commodity-price index
2005=100
 % change on
 one one
 Oct 7th Oct 14th* month year

Dollar Index

All Items 154.9 156.8 +0.5 -5.1

Food 170.6 173.8 +3.0 -4.6

Industrials    

 All 138.5 139.1 -2.6 -5.7

 Nfa† 129.0 129.4 -2.6 -18.8

 Metals 142.6 143.2 -2.6 +0.6

Sterling Index

All items 175.1 179.2 +2.4 -4.7

Euro Index

All items 152.5 153.9 +2.7 +1.2

Gold

$ per oz 1,210.5 1,231.6 -0.1 -3.0

West Texas Intermediate

$ per barrel 88.8 82.0 -13.5 -18.8

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Darmenn & Curl; FT; ICCO;
ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool Services; Thompson Lloyd & 
Ewart; Thomson Reuters; Urner Barry; WSJ.  *Provisional  
†Non-food agriculturals.

Markets
 % change on

 Dec 31st 2013

 Index one in local in $
 Oct 15th week currency terms

United States (DJIA) 16,141.7 -5.0 -2.6 -2.6

China (SSEA) 2,485.1 -0.4 +12.2 +10.9

Japan (Nikkei 225) 15,073.5 -3.3 -7.5 -8.4

Britain (FTSE 100) 6,211.6 -4.2 -8.0 -11.4

Canada (S&P TSX) 13,869.9 -5.4 +1.8 -4.5

Euro area (FTSE Euro 100) 947.1 -5.1 -7.1 -14.0

Euro area (EURO STOXX 50) 2,892.5 -5.3 -7.0 -13.8

Austria (ATX) 2,039.3 -4.0 -19.9 -25.8

Belgium (Bel 20) 2,915.6 -6.0 -0.3 -7.7

France (CAC 40) 3,939.7 -5.5 -8.3 -15.1

Germany (DAX)* 8,572.0 -4.7 -10.3 -16.9

Greece (Athex Comp) 888.9 -11.8 -23.5 -29.2

Italy (FTSE/MIB) 18,305.0 -6.8 -3.5 -10.6

Netherlands (AEX) 379.7 -5.9 -5.5 -12.5

Spain (Madrid SE) 1,004.7 -4.8 -0.7 -8.1

Czech Republic (PX) 923.6 -3.8 -6.6 -14.1

Denmark (OMXCB) 624.0 -4.6 +10.2 +2.3

Hungary (BUX) 17,503.5 -1.2 -5.7 -15.5

Norway (OSEAX) 606.1 -4.4 +0.5 -7.2

Poland (WIG) 52,438.3 -1.4 +2.3 -6.5

Russia (RTS, $ terms) 1,067.1 -1.4 -8.4 -26.0

Sweden (OMXS30) 1,269.9 -4.6 -4.7 -15.1

Switzerland (SMI) 8,144.9 -4.4 -0.7 -6.7

Turkey (BIST) 74,856.0 +2.6 +10.4 +4.8

Australia (All Ord.) 5,238.0 -0.1 -2.2 -3.1

Hong Kong (Hang Seng) 23,140.1 -0.5 -0.7 -0.8

India (BSE) 26,349.3 +0.4 +24.5 +25.4

Indonesia (JSX) 4,962.9 +0.1 +16.1 +15.6

Malaysia (KLSE) 1,786.8 -2.1 -4.3 -4.3

Pakistan (KSE) 30,355.2 +0.8 +20.2 +22.8

Singapore (STI) 3,198.7 -0.9 +1.0 +0.2

South Korea (KOSPI) 1,925.9 -2.0 -4.2 -4.9

Taiwan (TWI)  8,655.5 -3.3 +0.5 -1.4

Thailand (SET) 1,547.4 +0.3 +19.1 +20.4

Argentina (MERV) 9,653.1 -10.4 +79.1 +37.6

Brazil (BVSP) 56,135.3 -1.6 +9.0 +5.5

Chile (IGPA) 18,655.0 -2.5 +2.3 -8.7

Colombia (IGBC) 12,821.1 -3.7 -1.9 -7.8

Mexico (IPC) 42,985.0 -3.4 +0.6 -2.5

Venezuela (IBC) 2,890.9 +2.9 +5.6 na

Egypt (Case 30) 8,894.0 -7.2 +31.1 +27.4

Israel (TA-100) 1,277.3 -2.6 +5.8 -1.0

Saudi Arabia (Tadawul) 9,903.0 -8.7 +16.0 +16.0

South Africa (JSE AS) 46,673.4 -2.8 +0.9 -4.3 series, go to: Economist.com/indicators

Global wealth

Source: Credit Suisse, 2014 *Household financial and non-financial assets less debt    †Values do not sum due to rounding

Percent of world adult population† Percent of world wealth

Wealth ranges*:

69.8

21.5

7.9 0.7

11.82.9

41.3

44.0

<$10,000 $10,000-100,000 $100,000-1m >$1m
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THE peasant refugees, camped outside
Vientiane in Laos, did not want to

speak to him when he first approached
them, in 1969. They were wary of the big,
earnest, bespectacled young American.
And they were wretched. They had left be-
hind their paddy fields, pigs and buffalo,
their fresh air and forests, and pined for
them. Many were injured, too: blinded, or
missing limbs, or riddled with metal pel-
lets that showed through their skin. 

Over the months, as Fred Branfman
gently urged them, they began to talk of
war planes over their home region, the
Plain of Jars. At first, in 1964, they had
watched them with interest, much as they
watched the rockets at the spring festival of
boun bang fai. Then the planes dived close
and aimed at them directly. They went on
doing so, flying up to 200 sorties a day, for
five years. When Mr Branfman visited the
plain at last in 1993 (pictured), droplets
from cluster bombs were still exploding. 

The thatch-and-timber houses burned
like candles, the villagers told him. All that
was left was the red, bare earth. The pad-
dies and ponds were poisoned, so the
ducks died. Children picked up bombs,
and their arms blew off. Everyone dug
holes to creep into during the day, emerg-
ing at night to try to plant rice unseen, but
bombs fell into the holes too. An old wom-

an was struck as she carried food to mar-
ket, and a boy found his father killed,
alongside his buffalo, in a field he was
ploughing. Imagine, Mr Branfman
thought, if that was his own father, the gen-
tle textile sales executive from Great Neck,
Long Island, whose toil and sweat and am-
bition for his sons had been instantly
snuffed out by a plane that, in the repeated
mantra of the villagers, “didn’t stop”. 

He had gone to Laos to teach in his 20s,
mostly to avoid the draft for Vietnam. In
that war Laos was officially neutral,
though it was fought over by right- and left-
wing groups and supply-routes to the Viet-
cong ran through it. The American govern-
ment denied it was conductinga war there,
for conventional warfare was outlawed.
Congressand the publicwere in the dark. It
seemed that only Mr Branfman knew.

As a Jew he was inevitably reminded of
the Holocaust, another clumsily concealed
atrocity. It was “as if I had discovered
Auschwitz when it was still going on”. His
fury was never hard to ignite; like many of
his contemporaries, he had burned to
change the world since high school. He
had been brought up to believe America
was good, and triumphed in just wars.
Now everything was upended. America
had betrayed him: it was not merely social-
ly unjust, especially towards blacks, but

also brutal and criminal abroad. 
He had to get the story out. It was easier

than he thought, for the villagers could
read and write as well as draw, with chill-
ing accuracy, T-28s and F-105s strafing their
hills. Their anonymous memories and
sketches became “Voices from the Plain of
Jars”, published in 1972. By then, President
Nixon had admitted that America was at
war in Laos; but not that it was targeting ci-
vilians. That was still denied outright by
America’s former ambassador to Laos, in
front of a Senate committee to which Mr
Branfman, too, gave evidence. 

The senators deferred to the ambassa-
dor, he noted. And hisbook, though it blew
open the secret, did not sell. Few seemed to
care how America’s so-called democracy
worked: the executive branch and cor-
porate elites uniting to do what they liked,
and damn the consent of the governed. Mr
Branfman decided to stoke the fire by start-
ing Project Air War and the Indochina Re-
source Centre, both aimed at ending the
conflict, and did not restuntil itwas over. In
the 21st century his list of executive out-
rages grew long again, this time provoked
by the war on terror: surveillance of Amer-
icans by government agencies, the growth
of biometric databases, expanded powers
ofdetention, pervasive secrecy. In newspa-
per columns he appealed to Americans to
resist the growth ofa police state.

He warned them, too, that the world
was changing for the worse. In Laos he had
heard repeatedly how huge machines had
dealt out death from afar. The use of
drones in Iraq and Afghanistan was mere-
ly a refinement of this remote, arrogant
way of killing. In Laos he had heard of
peaceful, ancient ways of life, in tune with
nature, obliterated by human greed and
barbarity; now global warming, again
spurred by greed, was threatening man-
kind as a whole. As before, he hoped that if
he shouted loudly enough, people would
hear. Some did, but once again America’s
leaders proved stone deaf. 

Singing against death
The problem with the human race, he con-
cluded, was that it blocked out pain. Un-
comfortable facts, inconvenient truths,
other people’s suffering, were all denied as
long as possible. And nothing was denied
as vigorously as death, though he knew—
from a brush with it when he was 48—that
to face it squarely was also to draw from it
life-affirmingstrength. Thiswas the blown-
open secret of his last years, spent in Buda-
pestbeside the Danube. Buthe had heard it
first, like so much else, in Laos. A 14-year-
old boy told him how he had sung in the
ricefields, even as the planes passed over.
“I felt that although I might have to die, it
did not matter; that I just had to be happy
in the midst ofall the sadness ofwar, of the
airplanes dropping bombs.” 7

An inconvenient truth

Fred Branfman, exposerofAmerica’s secret warin Laos, died on September24th,
aged 72

Obituary Fred Branfman
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